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2018  OHIO  STATE  BUCKEYES
Chris Coombs
RS-Junior
Louisville, Ky.
Josh Hurwitz
RS-Junior
Solon, Ohio
Samuel DeWitt
RS-Junior
Annapolis, Md.
Joey Smith
RS-Sophomore
Columbus, Ohio
Coleson Stodghill
Sophomore
Evergreen, Co.
Alexander Wilson
RS-Junior
Sugar Land, Texas
Andrew Brower
RS-Freshman
Old Bridge, N.J.
Sean Neighbarger
Freshman
Virginia Beach, Va.
Josh Seltzer
Freshman
Deerfield, Ill.
Tristan Lopez
Freshman
Irvine, Calif.
Alec Yoder
Junior
Indianapolis, Ind.
Meyer Williams
Senior
Dallas, Texas
Seth Delbridge
Senior
Floyds Knobs, Ind.
Jake Eisenman
Freshman
Irvine, Calif.
Paris McGee Jr.
RS-Junior
New Haven, Conn.
Max Andryuschenko 
Freshman 
Mt. Prospect, Ill.
Robert Costea
Sophomore
Charlotte, N.C.
Trevor Cummings 
Freshman
Terry Town, La.
Evan Bluemel
Senior
Strongsville, Ohio
Joey Bonnano
Junior
Fitchburg, Mass.
Sean Melton
RS-Senior
Orlando, Fla.
David Szarvas
RS-Junior
Shreveport, La.
Michael Chan
RS-Freshman
Louisville, Ky.
Jacob Gricar
Freshman
Wickliffe, Ohio
Joey Wilmot
Freshman
Littleton, Colo.
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2017-18  SCHEDULE
 
DATE OPPONENT/EVENT LOCATION  TIME
NOV 18 SCARLET & GRAY INTRASQUAD Columbus, Ohio (Steelwood)  2 p.m. ET 
JAN 6  ALUMNI EXHIBITION Columbus, Ohio (Steelwood) 2 p.m. ET 
JAN 13 Rocky Mountain Open Colorado Springs, Colo. 9 p.m. ET 
JAN 20 at Nebraska* (Co-ed) Lincoln, Neb. 8 p.m. ET 
FEB 3  at Michigan* Ann Arbor, Mich. 2 p.m. ET
FEB 9  PENN STATE*(CO-ED) Columbus, Ohio 6 p.m. ET 
FEB 15 &17 Winter Cup Challenge Las Vegas, Nev.  TBA 
MAR 3 ARNOLD CLASSIC CHALLENGE Columbus, Ohio (State Fair Ground) 1:30 p.m. ET
MAR 10 at Stanford Palo Alto, Calif. 7 p.m. ET
MAR 23 OKLAHOMA Columbus, Ohio 6 p.m. ET
2018 BIG TEN CHAMPIONSHIPS
APRIL 6 &7 Big Ten Championship  Ann Arbor, Mich. 7 p.m. ET
2018 NCAA CHAMPIONSHIPS
APRIL 20 NCAA Qualifier  Chicago, Ill. All Day
APRIL 2 NCAA Individual Event Finals Chicago, Ill. 7 p.m. ET
Meet dates and times subject to change/Bold CAPS indicate home contest/All home meets competed at St. John Arena unless otherwise noted
* indicates Big Ten meet
2017-18  ROSTER
NAME POS. HT. YR. HOMETOWN (PREVIOUS SCHOOL) 
Max Andryushchenko AA 5-9 FR Mt, Prospect, Ill. (Prospect High School)
Evan Bluemel PH 5-7 SR Strongsville, Ohio (Strongsville High School)
Joey Bonanno FX, V 5-3 JR Fitchburg, Mass. (Oakmont Regional High School)
Andrew Brower AA 5-10 RS FR Old Bridge, N.J. (Old Bridge High School)
Michael Chan AA 5-9 RS FR Louisville, Ky. (Trinity High School)
Chris Coombs FX,PB, PH, R 5-2 RS JR Louisville, Ky. (Eastern High School)
Robert Costea PH, SR 5-4 SO Charlotte, N.C. (East Mecklenburg High School)  
Trevor Cummings FX, PH 5-8 FR Terry Town, La. (New Orleans Military Maritime Academy)
Seth Delbridge AA 5-10 SR Floyds Knobs, Ind. (Christian Academy of Indiana)
Samuel DeWitt PH, SR 5-6 RS JR Annapolis, Md. (Annapolis High School)
Jake Eisenman AA 5-9 FR Irvine, Calif. (Connections Academy)
Jacob Gricar FX, V 5-5 FR Wickliffe, Ohio
Josh Hurwitz PH, SR 5-5 RS JR Solon, Ohio (Solon High School)
Tristan Lopez AA 6-0 FR Simi Valley, Calif. (Connections Academy)
Paris McGee Jr. FX, V 5-7 RS JR West Haven, Conn. (Cooperative Arts & Humanities High School)
Sean Melton AA 5-7 RS SO Orlando, Fla. (Freedom/First Academy High School)
Sean Junior Neighbarger AA 5-3 FR Virginia Beach, Va. (Princess Anne High School)
Josh Seltzer FX, PH, SR, VT, PB 5-7 FR Deerfield, Ill. (Deerfield High School)
Joey Smith PB, HB 5-9 RS SO Columbus, Ohio (Bishop Ready High School)  
Coleson Stodghill AA 5-9 SO Evergreen, Colo. (Golden High School)
David Szarvas PH 5-9 RS JR Shreveport, La. (Airline High School)
Meyer Williams FX, SR, V, PB 5-4 SR Dallas, Texas (Highland Park High School)
Joey Wilmot PH, SR 5-8 FR Littleton, Colo.
Alexander Wilson AA 5-8 RS JR Sugar Land, Texas (St. Thomas High School)
Alec Yoder AA 5-9 JR Indianapolis, Ind. (Northpoint Homeschool)  
      
Coaches
Rustam Sharipov - Head Coach
Casimiro Suarez - Assistant Coach
Bob Gauthier - Assistant Coach
Drew Moling - Director of Operations
Wil Turner - Head Athletic Trainer
Wes Snell - Athletic Training Intern
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MEN’S  GYMNASTICS CONTACT
AARON HYDER
Office Phone:
614-247-7026
E-mail:
hyder.28@osu.edu
ATHLETICS COMMUNICATIONS
Associate AD/Communications ............................. Dan Wallenberg
Director.........................................................................Leann Parker
Associate Directors ..................................Jerry Emig, Mike Basford 
Assistant Directors............................ Kyle Kuhlman, Alex Morando
  ........................... Gary Petit, Brett Rybak, Candace Johnson
Sport Assisstants .................................. Aaron Hyder, Don Hawkins
Program Assistant/Office Associate .....................Jennifer Kirchner
    Web site  ....................................... OhioStateBuckeyes.com
   Main Office Phone  ......................................... 614-292-6861
   Fax  ................................................................. 614-292-8547
Men’s Gymnastics Contact .......................................... Aaron Hyder
    Office Phone ................................................... 614-247-7026
    E-mail  ......................................................hyder.28@osu.edu
Mailing Address  ................................The Fawcett Center, 6th Floor
                                                 .......  2400 Olentangy River Rd
                                              ......Columbus, Ohio 43210-1166
GAME DAY MANAGEMENT
Facility Operations ................................................... (614) 292-9450
Fan Experience & Promotions .................................. (614) 292-3672
Training Room .......................................................... (614) 292-1165 
Equipment Room ...................................................... (614) 292-1679
Gymnastics Office Phone Number  .............................614-292-9323
Fax  ..............................................................................614-292-8480
THE BIG TEN CONFERENCE 
Jason Yellin, Assisstant Commissioner of Communications 
 Phone  .....................................................847-696-1010, ext. 136
 E-mail ............................................................ jyellin@bigten.org
Shannon Malone, Men’s Gymnastics contact
 Phone  .....................................................847-696-1010, ext. 125
 E-mail ........................................................ smalone@bigten.org
 Fax/Web site  ......................................847-696-1150/bigten.org
 Mailing Address  ............................................... 5440 Park Place
  .....................................................................Rosemont, IL 60018
UNIVERSITY FACTS
Location  ................................................Columbus, Ohio (pop. 1.7m)
Founded  .................................................................................... 1870 
Enrollment  ............................................................................. 58,322
Nickname  ..........................................................................Buckeyes
Colors  .................................Scarlet (PMS 200) and Gray (PMS 429)
Mascot  ....................................................................Brutus Buckeye
President ............................................................... Michael V. Drake
Vice President/Director of Athletics  ..........................Eugene Smith
Senior Woman Administrator ................................ Miechelle Willis
Faculty Representative ......................................... John E. Davidson
Conference  ................................................................ Big Ten (1913) 
MEN’S GYMNASTICS HISTORY
First Year  .................................................................................. 1924
All-Time Record   ............................................................1,185-796-8
National Team Championships  .............................3 (1985-96-2001)
NCAA Event Titles  ........................................................................ 28
All-Americans ............................................................................... 66
Total All-America Awards ............................................... 178
Big Ten Team Championships  ...................................................... 14
 1983co-85-87-93-94-96-97-2001-02-05-06-07-16-17
Big Ten Individual Titles  ............................................................... 80
All-Big Ten Selections  .................................................................. 90
Academic All-Big Ten Selections  ............................................... 158
Facility  ...................................  Steelwood Athletic Training Facility
Meet Facility/Capacity  ................................ St. John Arena/13,276
TEAM FACTS
Head Coach  ............................... Rustam Sharipov, seventh season
Alma Mater, Year  ............................................ Kharkov State, 1997
E-mail  .............................................................. sharipov.1@osu.edu
Assistant Coach ...........................Casimiro Suarez, seventh season
Assistant Coach ................................Bob Gauthier, seventh season
Director of Operations..................................................Drew Moling
Athletic Trainers .............................................Wil Turner, Wes Snell
Captains ........................... Sean Melton, Alec Yoder, David Szarvas
Letterwinners Returning/Lost  .....................................................8/7
All-Americans Returning/Lost .....................................................4/1
2016 Dual Record  .....................................................................2-0-0
2016 Overall Record  ...............................................................25-6-0
CREDENTIAL REQUESTS
Members of the media interested in obtaining meet 
credentials should contact Aaron Hyder in the Athletics 
Communications office at (614) 247-7026 or hyder.28@osu.edu. In 
addition, media interested in attending a practice session should 
contact Hyder in advance.
PLAYER INTERVIEWS
Media wanting to conduct interviews with any member of the Ohio 
State men’s gymnastics team should contact Hyder  to arrange the ap-
pointment. Please call at least one day in advance to allow setup time.
ROAD REQUESTS
Please direct all credential requests for Ohio State’s road meets 
to the host school’s sports information director (see opponent infor-
mation on page 5).
PRACTICE
The Buckeyes practice schedule varies based on the amount of 
meets and travel schedule for the week. All training sessions take 
place at Steelwood Athletic Training Facility.
WEEKLY RELEASE
The weekly release, which includes notes and statistics, is 
available on the official Ohio State Athletics Department web site at 
OhioStateBuckeyes.com. Releases are not mailed.
GAME DAY MEDIA SERVICES
Game notes will be made available to the media prior to each 
meet. Final results will be distributed to the media following the 
meet. Additional requests should be directed to Hyder.
RADIO/TELEVISION BROADCASTS
Any member of the media wishing to broadcast meets should 
contact Hyder at least 48 hours prior to the meet.
PHOTO REQUESTS
All still photography requests of Ohio State student-athletes and 
coaches must be faxed or e-mailed to Hyder.
POSTGAME PROCEDURES
Postgame interviews will begin approximately 10 minutes after 
the meet ends. Players and coaches will be available on the floor 
of St. John Arena
VIDEO SERVICES
For information regarding video services and game footage 
(if available), contact David Bakalik, manager of video services at 
(614) 688-5359.
OHIOSTATEBUCKEYES.COM
This is the official Web site of the Ohio State Athletics Department. 
Ohio State gymnastics releases, as well as a wide variety of related 
gymnastics and athletics department information can be found on the 
web, including links to all 36 varsity sports.
@OhioState_MGYM @OhioState_MGYM/OhioStateMensGymnastics
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2018 OPPONENT INFORMATION
NEBRASKA CORNHUSKERS
Jan. 20, 8 p.m. ET, Lincoln, Neb.
Head Coach: Chuck Chmelka
2016 MPSF/NCAA Finish: 
Sports Information Contact: Erica Nett
Sports Information Email: enett@huckers.com
Web Site: www.huskers.com
Series History: 34-29
MICHIGAN WOLVERINES
Feb. 3, 2 p.m. ET, Ann Arbor, Mich.
Head Coach: Kurt Golder
2015 Big Ten/NCAA Finish: 3rd/4th
Sports Information Contact: Scott Kemps
Sports Information Email: skemps@umich.edu
Web Site: www.mgoblue.com
Series History: Ohio State leads 102-97
PENN STATE NITTANY LIONS
Feb. 9, 6 p.m. ET, St. John Arena
Head Coach: Randy Jepson
2015 Big Ten/NCAA Finish: 1st/3rd
Sports Information Contact: Megan Samassa
Sports Information Email: mps5768@psu.edu
Web Site: www.gopsusports.com
Series History: Ohio State leads 70-53
                                 
THE SCORING SYSTEM - OVERVIEW
Men’s college gymnastics elected to adopt the  
International Gymnastics Federation’s (FIG) “Code of Points” as its 
new scoring system starting in 2008. 
Previously, the program had been using a modified  
OKLAHOMA SOONERS
March 23, 6 p.m. ET, St. John Arena
Head Coach: Mark Williams
2015 MPSF/NCAA Finish: 
Sports Information Contact: Wes Moody
Sports Information Email: wesmoody@ou.edu
Web Site: www.soonersports.com m
Series History: Ohio State trails 24-44-1scores counting 
toward the team total, the new system features a format in which 
five gymnasts compete with all five scores counting toward the 
team’s final score. In making this change, the NCAA ensured that 
a greater emphasis is placed on team depth as any errors are now 
magnified. The new format also allows for collegiate gymnastics to  
be more similar to international gymnastics in scoring.
DIRECTIONS TO ST. JOHN ARENA
FROM THE EAST 
Take I-70 west to I-71 north. Follow I-71 north to I-670 west. I-670 west will turn 
into 315 north. Follow 315 north to the Lane Avenue exit. Turn right onto Lane 
Avenue.
FROM THE WEST
Take I-70 east to I-71 north. Follow I-71 north to I-670 west. I-670 west will turn 
into 315 north.  Follow 315 north to the Lane Avenue exit. Turn right onto Lane 
Avenue.
FROM THE NORTH
Take I-71 south to I-270 west.Take the 315 exit south to Lane Avenue. Turn left 
onto Lane Avenue.
FROM THE SOUTH
Take I-71 north to I-670 west. I-670 west will turn into 315 north.  Follow 315 north 
to the Lane Avenue exit.  
Turn right onto Lane Avenue.
FROM PORT COLUMBUS
Follow I-670 west towards downtown. I-670 west will turn into 315 north. Follow 
315 north to the Lane Avenue exit. Turn right onto Lane Avenue.
NCAA GYMNASTICS SCORING 
THE SCORING SYSTEM - OVERVIEW
The International Gymnastics Federation (FIG) has adjusted the 
Code of Points following the 2016 Olympics. From 2017 through 
the 2020 Olympics, the max score for all events, with the exception 
of the vault (.4 lower), will be .5 lower than the 2013-16 scoring 
system.
DIFFICULTY SCORE
 The Difficulty Score awards gymnasts points for the difficulty 
and technical content of a routine. One judge is on the D Panel 
and is responsible for crediting the athletes for connections (two 
high-level skills that are connected) and for completing element 
group requirements. The nine most difficult skills and dismount will 
account for the Difficulty Score. All skills have a set value and are 
categorized into six groups depending upon the difficulty aspects of 
the element.  Connection values can be earned on floor, rings and 
high bar for an extra 0.1 or 0.2 points.
EXECUTION SCORE
 The Execution Score is decided by a two to four person E Panel. 
Beginning with 10 points, deductions for errors, faults in execution 
and presentation will be made by all judges independently. The 
Execution Score is computed by taking a varied average of the E 
Panel marks. The range of deductions are from 0.1 point for a small 
error and 1.0 point for a fall. 
NEW SCORING SYSTEM
The NCAA changed its men’s gymnastics scoring system in 2013. 
Instead of the previous system in which six gymnasts competed 
with four scores counting toward the team total, the new system 
features a format in which five gymnasts compete with all five 
scores counting toward the team’s final score. In making this 
change, the NCAA ensured that a greater emphasis is placed on 
team depth as any errors are now magnified. The new format also 
allows for collegiate gymnastics to  be more similar to international 
gymnastics in scoring.
STANFORD CARDINALS
March 10, 7 p.m. ET, Palo Alto, Calif.
Head Coach: Thom Glielmi
2015 MPSF/NCAA Finish: 2nd/ 4th
Sports Information Contact: Kerry Howe
Sports Information Email: kahowe@stanford.edu
Web Site: www.gostanford.com
Series History: Ohio State trails 14-23
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SEAN MELTON
ALL-AROUND
REDSHIRT SENIOR
ORLANDO, FLA. 
U.S.O.T.C
Athletic Accolades
Member of the U.S. Senior National Team
Nine-time All-American (2x all-around, 3x high bar, 2x rings, vault, parallel bars)
Six-time Big Ten champion (2x all-around, floor exercise, high bar and 2x parallel bars)
Three-time First Team All-Big Ten 
2016 Big Ten Gymnast of the Year
2014 Big Ten Freshman of the Year
Five-time CGA Gymnast of the Week
Eight-time Big Ten Gymnast of the Week
Four-time Big Ten Freshman of the Week
2015 and 2017 Team Captain
Academic Achievements
2016 Academic All-Big Ten selection
Two-time Ohio State Scholar-Athlete
Personal Bests
All-Around - 91.600
Parallel Bars - 16.175
Rings - 16.050
High Bar - 15.550
Floor Exercise - 15.050
Vault - 15.350
Pommel Horse - 15.350
School Records
All-Around - 91.600
Parallel Bars - 16.175 (NCAA record)
2016-2017 (Redshirt Junior Season): Earned All-America honors in the all-around (season-
best 86.400/fourth place), rings (14.900/second place) and high bar (14.500/third place) at the 
NCAA Championships to help Ohio State earn runner-up honors … also placed 11th of floor 
(14.300), 25th on pommel horse (season-high 13.550), ninth on vault (season-best 14.700) and 
10th on parallel bars (14.450) at the NCAA Championships … became third athlete in program 
history to win back-to-back all-around titles at the Big Ten Championships with a score of 
85.050 … his all-around title helped propel Ohio State to back-to-back conference titles … 
highest scorer of any athlete at the Big Ten team finals on the floor (career-best 15.050) and 
rings (14.600) … his 15.050 on floor is the fifth best in program history since 2008 … earned 
silver at Big Ten individual finals on rings with a 14.600 … captured a trio of titles on the rings 
throughout the season at Penn State (14.750), at Oklahoma (14.950) and at Illinois (season-high 
15.200) … won event titles on the floor against Michigan (14.400), Penn State (career-best 
15.050) and at the Arnold Challenge (14.800) … took gold at the dual meet at Illinois on parallel 
bars with a readout of 14.600 … captured second-place finishes on the parallel bars against 
UIC (14.400), Michigan (14.600) and at Penn State with a season-best readout of 14.700 … 
paced the field at the NCAA Qualifier with a 14.950 on the rings to help Ohio State qualify for 
the team finals … named to the 2017 U.S. National Team after Winter Cup performance where 
he placed third on parallel bars (28.000), fourth on rings (29.250),  fifth on high bar (26.950) and 
sixth place on floor (28.150) … earned a pair of second-place finishes on the high bar with 
season-best scores of 14.550 against Michigan and at the Arnold Challenge … registered a 
second-place finish on the rings against Michigan with a 14.100 … received bronze on the 
parallel bars with a tally of 14.450 at the Arnold Challenge … earned a fourth-place showing 
on the high bar at Penn State with a readout of 13.650 … garnered a pair of fifth-place finishes 
on the floor (14.200) and high bar (13.950) at Illinois.
2015-16 (Sophomore Season): Earned two All-America awards at the NCAA championships 
(April 16), finishing fourth on high bar and fifth on rings; also competed on pommel, vault and 
parallel bars ... competed on five events at the NCAA Qualifier (April 15), placing first on paral-
lel bars and rings ... named Big Ten Gymnast of the Year after winning gold on parallel bars 
(to NCAA/CGA Gymnast of the Week accolades ... claimed the Big Ten all-around title (score 
of 89.750) at the 2016 Big Ten Championships, helping Ohio State to its first confence title 
since 2007; finished first on three events: rings (15.850), floor (15.400) and parallel bars (15.500) 
... won three events - rings, high bar and parallel bars - at a triangular meet with William & Mary 
and Temple on March 20, earning Big Ten Gymnast of the Week accolades; set a personal best 
on rings with a winning total of 16.050 ... B1G Gymnast of the Week following a school-record 
performance in the all-around against Oklahoma and Air Force (March 11) ... posted a first-place 
all-around total of 91.600, winning four event titles in the process: rings (15.850), parallel bars 
(15.800), high bar (personal-best 15.550) and floor exercise (personal-best 15.450) ... named to the 
U.S. Senior National Team after a third-place performance in the all-around at Winter Cup (Feb. 
18/20) with a two-day score of 174.500, finishing first overall on parallel bars, second on rings and 
eighth on floor; led the competition after preliminary sessions with a season-best all-around score 
of 87.750 on his way to Big Ten Gymnast of the Week honors ... won rings against Penn State with 
a personal-best score of 15.750 (Feb. 13); also earned runner-up honors on pommel horse (15.100) 
and high bar, along with a fourth-place finish on parallel bars ... named CGA & Big Ten Gymnast of 
the Week after winning the all-around against Michigan (87.650); finished first on rings and runner-
up on vault and parallel bars ... voted Big Ten Gymnast of the Week after winning three events at 
the season-opening Windy City Invitational; posted personal-best scores of 15.450 on rings and 
15.350 on vault, along with a 15.100 on parallel bars ... finished 16th in the all-around at the P&G 
championships; tied for eighth on rings, highlighted by a score of 15.400 on day one ... fourth in the 
all-around at the 2015 U.S. National Qualifier; placed third on parallel bars ... First Team All-Big Ten 
... Academic All-Big Ten and OSU Scholar-Athlete.
2014-15 (Redshirt Season): Competed on floor and earned a second-place finish on pommel 
horse with a score of 14.750 against Illinois (Jan. 24) ... competed on pommel horse, rings, paral-
lel bars and high bar at the Windy City Invitational (Jan 17) ... named to the U.S. Senior National 
Team for the Senior Pan American championships following an 11th-place performance in the 
all-around at the P&G championships; finished in the Top 10 on parallel bars (seventh) and vault 
(ninth) ... team captain.
2013-14 (Freshman Season): First freshman in school history to earn four All-American awards 
at the NCAA championships; placed third in the all-around and high bar and sixth on vault and 
parallel bars ... named Big Ten Freshman of the Year and First Team All-Big Ten as an individual 
champion on parallel bars and high bar (career-best 15.375); also placed second in the all-around 
(career-best 89.75) and fourth on pommel horse ... scored an Ohio State-, career- , and then NCAA-
record 16.050 to win the parallel bars as Ohio State notched a tri-meet victory over No. 1 Oklahoma 
and Temple; tied a career-best on floor exercise, taking fourth place ... posted a career-best 15.050 
on pommel horse at Stanford ... named CGA and Big Ten Gymnast of the Week following a third-
place finish at the Winter Cup Challenge; notched Top 5 finishes in the high bar, vault and floor 
to earn a spot on the U.S. Senior National Team ... earned three event titles (floor, vault, parallel 
bars) and five Top 5 finishes in a dual-meet win over No. 8 California; posted career highs on 
vault (15.200) and floor exercise (15.200) ... four-time Big Ten Freshman of the Week ... Ohio State 
Scholar-Athlete.
International Competition: Earned a bronze medal with Team USA at the 2016 Osijek World 
Challenge Cup; also finished seventh on rings .... won a bronze medal in the all-around at the 2014 
Senior Pan American Championships, where he totaled a score of 88.850 and finished in the Top 10 
in four events, helping Team USA to a gold medal in the team competition; in event finals, placed 
fifth in three events: floor exercise, pommel horse and parallel bars ...collected four medals at the 
2014 Pan American Olympic festival; claimed silver on high bar and bronze medals on pommel 
horse, rings and parallel bars ... competed at the 2013 Kyle Shewfelt Festival as a member of the 
U.S. Senior Men’s National Team, placing second on floor exercise and third in the all-around and 
on rings and vault ... earned a first-place finish with the U.S. Junior Men’s National Team as well 
as a first-place finish on vault and parallel bars at the 2012 Kellogg’s Pacific Rim Championships 
... placed first with the U.S. Junior Men’s National Team at the 2012 USA vs. Canada Junior Team 
Competition ... competed at the 2011 Japan Junior International and the 2011 Korea Cup.
Personal: Son of Sid and Debbie Melton ... has two siblings, Raelyn and Jordan ... favorite pas-
times include hanging out with friends, going to the beach and watching football and movies.
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Academic Achievements
Two-time Academic All-Big Ten selection (2016, 2017)
2015 CGA All-America Scholar-Athlete
Three-time Ohio State Scholar-Athlete (2015, 2016, 2017)
Personal Bests
Floor Exercise - 15.300
Vault - 14.700
Parallel Bars – 13.550*
High Bar – 12.550*
Scores with asterisks are from 2017-2020 FIG Code of Points
2017 (Junior Season): Registered a season high on the floor at the Windy City Invita-
tional with a 14.150 to place eighth … earned two second-place finishes against UIC on 
the floor (13.750) and vault (13.950) … scored a career best of 12.550 on the high bar 
against Michigan to place 10th … career-best readout on parallel bars came against 
UIC with a 13.550 to place sixth … threw down a season-best vault of 14.050 against 
Michigan to place seventh … placed eighth on the high bar against UIC with a 12.350 
… competed against Penn State.
2016 (Sophomore Season): Represented Ohio State on floor exercise at the NCAA 
championships (April 16) and NCAA Qualifier (April 15) ... competed on floor exercise in 
a tri-meet with William and Mary and Temple (March 20) and at the Arnold Challenge 
(March 1) ... represented OSU on floor exercise and vault against Penn State (Feb. 13) ... 
competed on floor exercise at the Windy City Invitational (Jan. 17) ... Academic All-Big 
Ten and Ohio State Scholar-Athlete.
2015 (Freshman Season): Featured on floor at the NCAA Team Finals (April 10) ... 
scored a 14.800 on floor at the NCAA Qualifier (April 9), finishing 13th overall ... com-
peted on floor at the Big Ten team finals (March 27) and against Oklahoma (March 14) 
... won floor with a personal-best 15.300 and finished fifth on vault with a personal-best 
14.700 at the Arnold Classic Challenge (March 7) ... competed on floor against Michigan 
(Feb. 28) ... featured on vault and floor against Penn State (Feb. 6) ... competed on floor 
and parallel bars against Oklahoma and Iowa (Feb. 1) ... earned a fourth-place finish on 
floor and competed on parallel bars against Illinois (Jan 24) ... competed on floor and 
parallel bars at the Windy City Invitational (Jan. 17) ... Ohio State and CGA Scholar-
Athlete.
Prior to Ohio State: Trained at Ridgewood Gymnastics club under coach Jeremy Kramb 
... in 2013, he finished 10th at the P&G championships and was the Region 3 all-around 
champion. 
Personal: Son of Kirk and Cindy Williams ... has an older sister, Mackenzie ... hopes to 
go into real estate after graduation ... favorite pastimes include listening to music, hang-
ing out with friends and going to sports events ... in high school, was a member of Na-
tional Honor Society and the young men’s service league ... lists his greatest sports thrill 
as the feeling of hitting six for six at a meet and knowing you did the best you could.
MEYER WILLIAMS
FLOOR, VAULT, PARALLEL BARS, HIGH BAR
SENIOR 
DALLAS, TEXAS 
RIDEGEWOOD GYMNASTICS
EVAN BLUEMEL
POMMEL
SENIOR
STRONGSVILLE, OHIO 
GYMNASTICS WORLD
Academic Achievements
Academic Achievements
Two-time Academic All-Big Ten selection (2016, 2017)
2015 CGA All-America Scholar-Athlete
Three-time Ohio State Scholar-Athlete (2015, 2016, 2017)
Personal Bests
Pommel Horse - 14.600
2017 (Junior Season): Competed solely on the pommel horse … scored a season-
best 13.100 at Penn State to place 11th … finished 11th at Oklahoma with a readout 
of 13.000.
2016 (Sophomore Season): Represented Ohio State on pommel horse at both the 
NCAA championships (14.100) and NCAA Qualifier (14.450) April 15-16 ... finished 15th 
on pommel horse at the Big Ten championships (April 1) ... competed on pommel horse 
in a tri-meet with William and Mary and Temple (March 20) and at the Arnold Challenge 
(March 1).
2015 (Freshman Season): Scored a season-best 13.650 on pommel at the NCAA 
Qualifier (April 9) ... featured on pommel horse against Oklahoma (March 14), Michigan 
(Feb. 28), Penn State (Feb. 6) and at the OU-Iowa tri-meet (Feb. 1).
Prior to Ohio State: Trained at Gymnastics World under coaches Greg Skupski and 
Chris Tollen ... 2014 Ohio state pommel horse champ ... 2014 national qualifier. 
Personal: Son of Lisa and Joe Bluemel ... has two siblings, Madison and Ireland...
wants to pursue a career marketing after graduation ... favorite pastimes include listen-
ing to music ... in high school, he coached and was a member of the German club ... lists 
his greatest sports thrill as winning pommel horse at states in 2014.
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Athletic Accolades
2016 All-American (vault)
Two-time Second Team All-Big Ten (2016, 2017)
Academic Achievements
Two-time Academic All-Big Ten selection (2016, 2017)
Two-time Ohio State Scholar-Athlete (2016, 2017)
Personal Bests
Floor – 14.700*
Vault – 14.925*
Rings – 13.700*
High Bar - 15.050
Parallel Bars - 14.550
Scores with asterisks are from 2017-2020 FIG Code of Points
2017 (Junior Season): Scored a 14.550 on the vault and 13.100 on the high bar at the 
NCAA Championships to help Ohio State earn runner-up honors … scored a 13.600 
on the floor and 14.450 on the vault at the Big Ten Championships to assist Ohio State 
in securing back-to-back conference titles … placed fifth at the NCAA Qualifier on 
the vault to help Ohio State qualify for team finals … garnered silver at the Big Ten 
individual finals on the vault with a career-best bound of 14.925 … won a vault title 
at the Arnold Challenge with a score of 14.800 … took silver on the floor at Penn 
State with a solid score of 14.200 … secured silver on the vault against Michigan 
with a 14.450 … registered second-place finish on the high bar with a season-best 
routine of 14.350 against UIC … took bronze on the vault at Illinois with a 14.600 … 
scored highest readout of his career on the rings against UIC with a 13.700 to finish 
in second … used a season-best score of 14.700 on the floor at Illinois to take bronze 
… registered fifth-place showings against UIC on the vault (13.750) and parallel bars 
(season-high 13.600) … scored a 13.700 on the floor against Michigan to place fifth 
… scored a 13.400 on the floor to place eighth at Oklahoma … earned a pair of ninth-
place finishes on the high bar at Oklahoma (12.950) and at Illinois (13.250).
2016 (Sophomore Season): NCAA runner-up and All-American on vault with a 
personal-best score of 15.350 at the NCAA championships (April 16); also competed 
on high bar ... tied for third on vault at the NCAA Qualifier (April 15) with a score of 
15.300; also represented the Buckeyes on high bar ... won a silver medal on vault at 
the Big Ten Event Finals (April 2) with a score of 15.325, good for Second Team All-Big 
Ten honors ... competed on three events for the Buckeyes at the 2016 Big Ten Team 
Championships (April 1), highlighted by a second-place performance on vault (15.150) 
... tied for first on vault, claimed fourth on high bar and competed on parallel bars in 
a tri-meet with William & Mary and Temple (March 20) … earned a personal best of 
15.050 on high bar to claim sixth and competed on vault in a tri-meet with Oklahoma 
and Air Force (March 7) … competed on parallel bars and high bar at the Arnold Chal-
lenge (March 1) ... equaled his personal-best score of 14.850 on vault against Penn 
State (Feb. 13), finishing fifth overall; also performed on high bar and parallel bars 
... competed on parallel bars and high bar against Michigan (Jan. 30) ... claimed a 
fourth-place finish on high bar at the Cal/Stanford tri meet with a personal-best score 
of 14.850; also competed on parallel bars, earning a career-best score of 14.450 and 
a ninth-place finish ... represented Ohio State at the 2015 U.S. National Qualifier ... 
Academic All-Big Ten and Ohio State Scholar-Athlete.
SETH DELBRIDGE
ALL-AROUND
SENIOR
FLOYDS KNOBS, IND. 
CHAMPIONS GYMNASTICS CLUB
2015 (Freshman Season): Competed on vault at the NCAA team final (April 10) ... 
tied for ninth on vault at the NCAA qualifier (April 9), equaling a personal-best score of 
14.800; also featured on high bar for the Buckeyes ... tied for fifth on high bar at the Big 
Ten event finals with a score of 14.450 (March 28) ... competed on vault (personal-best 
14.800) and high bar (personal-best 14.500) at the Big Ten team finals (March 27) ... 
tied for fifth on vault (14.700) and also competed on high bar against Michigan (Feb. 28) 
... also represented the Buckeyes on vault and high bar against Penn State (Feb. 6) ... 
competed on vault and high bar against Illinois (Jan. 24).
Prior to Ohio State: Trained at the Champions Gymnastics Club under coach Steven 
Fackler ... was a four-time national qualifier ...third place in the all-around (127.700) at 
the 2014 U.S. Junior National Championships, age 18.
Personal: Son of Joseph and Kimberly Delbridge ... has one older brother, Caleb ... 
hopes to write his own computer software and phone applications after graduation ... 
favorite pastimes include playing video games, programming and film making ... in high 
school, was a 
 long/high jumper in track and played first doubles in tennis his junior and senior year ... 
lists his greatest sports thrill as representing his hometown on a national stage.
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JOSH HURWITZ
POMMEL, RINGS
REDSHIRT JUNIOR
SOLON, OHIO 
GYNASTICS WORLD
Academic Achievements
Three-time Ohio State Scholar-Athlete (2015, 2016, 2017)
2017 (Redshirt Sophomore Season): Did not compete.
2016 (Redshirt Freshman Season): Did not compete.
2015 (Redshirt Season): Redshirted.
Prior to Ohio State: Trained at Gymnastics World under coach Greg Skupski.
Personal: Son of Jon Hurwitz and Denise Casino ... has one younger sister, Meghan ... was 
involved in choir in high school ... lists his greatest sports thrill as competing in Israel.
Academic Achievements
2017 Academic All-Big Ten selection
2017 Ohio State Scholar-Athlete
Athletic Accolades
2016 All-American (vault)
Personal Bests:
Floor Exercise - 15.300
Vault - 15.250
Parallel Bars - 15.200
Rings - 14.650
Pommel Horse - 12.650
2017 (Redshirt Season): Competed twice on rings at the Windy City Invitational (13.500) and 
against UIC (13.300) before suffering season-ending injury.
2016 (Sophomore Season): Earned All-America honors on vault with a seventh-place fin-
ish (15.100) at the NCAA championships (April 16); also represented OSU on floor exercise 
... featured on three events at the NCAA Qualifier (April 15), finishing seventh on vault ... 
competed on floor exercise, vault and parallel bars at the Big Ten Championships (April 1) ... 
earned a personal-best scpre of 15.300 to win floor, placed fifth on parallel bars and competed 
on pommel horse in a tri-meet with William and Mary and Temple (March 20) … competed 
on floor and vault in a tri-meet with Oklahoma and Air Force (March 7) … competed on floor 
at the Arnold Challenge (March 1) ... won parallel bars with a personal-best score of 15.200 
against Penn State (Feb. 13); also competed on vault (fourth, 14.900), floor (seventh, 14.600) 
and rings ... competed on three events against Michigan (Jan. 30), highlighted by a fourth-
place score of 15.100 on vault ... earned a third-place finish on vault with a 15.050, tied for fifth 
on parallel bars (14.600) and competed on floor and rings at the Cal/Stanford tri meet (Jan. 24) 
... performed on parallel bars, vault and floor exercise at the Windy City Invitational (Jan. 17).
2015 (Freshman Season): Represented OSU on vault and parallel bars at the NCAA team fi-
nals (April 10) ... competed in four events at the NCAA qualifier (April 9); tied for 12th on vault, 
finished 13th on parallel bars and scored a personal-best 14.600 on floor exercise ... captured 
a sixth-place finish on vault with a 15.000 at the Big Ten event finals (March 28) ... tied for first 
on vault with a 15.150 at the Big Ten team finals; also competed on floor, rings (personal-best 
14.650) and parallel bars (March 27) ... competed on floor, rings, vault and parallel bars against 
Oklahoma (March 14) ... won vault with a personal-best score of 15.250 and also competed 
on parallel bars, rings and floor at the Arnold Classic Challenge (March 7) ... competed on 
floor, rings, vault, and parallel bars against Michigan (Feb. 28) ... represented the Buckeyes 
at Winter Cup (Feb. 19) ... finished first on vault and led the Buckeyes on floor at Penn State 
with a personal-best score of 14.500; also featured on parallel bars (PB of 14.750) and rings 
... earned a third-place finish on vault with a score of 14.900 and tied for fifth on parallel bars 
against Illinois (Jan. 24); also competed on floor and rings ... competed on floor, pommel horse, 
vault and parallel bars at the Windy City Invitational (Jan. 17).
Prior to Ohio State: Trained at Champions Gymnastics Academy under Marcus Tyler and 
Matt Wilcox ... 2013 national vault champion ... 2014 P&G qualifier vault champion. 
Personal: Son of Mitch Wilson and Carol Hochman ... is an only child ... after completing his 
undergraduate degree, he plans on attending grad school to receive a masters in mechanical 
engineering so he can go on to develop new technologies to help disabled athletes ... his 
favorite pastimes include golf, playing video games, hanging out with friends ... his father was 
a pole vaulter in college ... in high school, he was a member of the National Honor Society ... 
lists his greatest sports thrill as being at the end of a routine completely exhausted and put-
ting all remaining effort into the final skill and nailing it with a stick.
ALEX WILSON
FLOOR, RINGS, VAULT, BARS
REDSHIRT JUNIOR
SUGAR LAND, TEXAS 
GYNASTICS ACADEMY 
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Athletic Achievements
2017 All-American (pommel horse)
Academic Achievements
2016-17 Big Ten Distinguished Scholar
Two-time Ohio State Scholar-Athlete (2016, 2017)
2017 Academic All-Big Ten selection
Personal Bests
Pommel Horse – 14.500
2017 (Sophomore Season): Competed solely on the pommel horse … scored a career-
best 14.500 at the NCAA Championships to place eighth earning All-America honors and 
helping Ohio State finish in second place as a team … scored a 13.450 at the Big Ten 
Championships to help Ohio State win its second straight conference title … scored a 
14.300 in a dual meet against Oklahoma to place seventh … registered a fourth-place 
finish against UIC with a readout of 13.600 … placed fifth against Michigan with a 
routine of 13.950 … tallied a seventh-place finish at the season-opening Windy City 
Invitational with a score of 13.000 … earned a ninth-place showing at Illinois with a 
tally of 12.550.
2016 (Freshman Season): Did not compete.
Prior to Ohio State: Trained at Jill’s Gymnastics under coach Sean Keefe ... four-time 
Louisiana state champion ... four-time regional qualifier ... one-time national qualifier ... 
two-time Level 10 team state champion ... sixth place at 2014 Junior Olympic National 
Championships ... four-time Academic All-American.
Personal: Son of Tibor and Anita Szarvas ... has two younger siblings, Daniel and 
Gergely ... upon graduation, hopes to go to medical school to become an orthopedic 
surgeon or cardiologist ... favorite pastimes include playing sports, going to the beach 
and watching the New Orleans Saints with his brothers.
DAVID SZARVAS
POMMEL
REDSHIRT JUNIOR
SHREVEPORT, LA. 
JILL’S GYMNASTICS 
CHRIS COOMBS
RINGS, POMMEL, FLOOR, BARS
REDSHIRTJUNIOR
LOUISVILLE, KY. 
CHAMPION GYMNASTICS
Academic Achievements
2016 Academic All-Big Ten selection
2016 Ohio State Scholar-Athlete
Personal Bests
Rings - 14.850
Pommel Horse - 13.300
2016 (Sophomore Season): competed on rings in a tri-meet with William and Mary and 
Temple (March 20) and at the Arnold Challenge (March 1) ... scored a personal-best 14.850 
on rings against Penn State (Feb. 13), finishing fifth overall … placed third on rings in a dual 
meet against Michigan (Jan. 30) …tied for seventh on rings at the Windy City Invitational 
with a score of 14.650 (Jan. 17).
2015 (Freshman Season): Represented the Buckeyes on pommel horse at the Arnold Clas-
sic Challenge (March 7) ... competed on rings at the Windy City Invitational (Jan. 17).
Prior to Ohio State: Member of the Annapolis High School team ... 2011 county all-around 
champion ... 2000-2013 trained at Docksiders Gymnastics Club under Charlie Kowalski ... 
2012 Maryland state all-around champion ... Region 7 team member ... 2013-2014 trained 
at Top Flight Gymnastics Club under Dimitry Gavriluk ... 2014 Maryland state all-around 
runner-up, fifth place on Parallel Bars at JO nationals ... three-time Academic All-American 
... five-time JO national qualifer. 
Personal: Son of Paula and Tim DeWitt ... has three younger siblings, Hannah, Luke and 
Sarah ... after graduation, hopes to move to California and possibly attend grad school ... fa-
vorite pastimes include playing soccer, longboarding and listening to music ... in high school, 
was a member of National Honor Society and the Spanish Honor Society ... lists his greatest 
sports thrill as competing for the Region7 team at the 2012 JO Nationals in Cincinnati.
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SAMUEL DEWITT
POMMEL, RINGS
REDSHIRT JUNIOR
ANNAPOLIS, MD. 
TOP FLIGHT 
Academic Achievements
2016 Academic All-Big Ten selection
Two-time Ohio State Scholar-Athlete (2016, 2017)
Personal Bests
Rings - 14.850
Pommel Horse - 13.300
2017 (Junior Season): Redshirted.
2016 (Sophomore): Competed on rings in a tri-meet with William and Mary and Temple 
(March 20) and at the Arnold Challenge (March 1) ... scored a personal-best 14.850 on 
rings against Penn State (Feb. 13), finishing fifth overall … placed third on rings in a 
dual meet against Michigan (Jan. 30) …tied for seventh on rings at the Windy City 
Invitational with a score of 14.650 (Jan. 17).
2015 (Freshman): Represented the Buckeyes on pommel horse at the Arnold Classic 
Challenge (March 7) ... competed on rings at the Windy City Invitational (Jan. 17).
Prior to Ohio State: Member of the Annapolis High School team ... 2011 county all-
around champion ... 2000-2013 trained at Docksiders Gymnastics Club under Charlie 
Kowalski ... 2012 Maryland state all-around champion ... Region 7 team member ... 
2013-2014 trained at Top Flight Gymnastics Club under Dimitry Gavriluk ... 2014 Mary-
land state all-around runner-up, fifth place on Parallel Bars at JO nationals ... three-time 
Academic All-American ... five-time JO national qualifer. 
Personal: Son of Paula and Tim DeWitt ... has three younger siblings, Hannah, Luke and 
Sarah ... after graduation, hopes to move to California and possibly attend grad school ... 
favorite pastimes include playing soccer, longboarding and listening to music ... in high 
school, was a member of National Honor Society and the Spanish Honor Society ... lists 
his greatest sports thrill as competing for the Region7 team at the 2012 JO Nationals 
in Cincinnati.
PARIS MCGEE, JR.
FLOOR, VAULT
REDSHIRT JUNIOR
NEW HAVEN, CONN. 
INFLIGHT GYMNASTICS CENTER SCHOOL 
Academic Achievements
2017 Big Ten All-Academic Selection
Two-time Ohio State Scholar-Athlete (2016, 2017) 
Personal Bests
Floor – 13.450*
Vault – 14.450*
Scores with asterisks are from 2017-2020 FIG Code of Points
2017 (Sophomore Season): Won the vault title at the dual meet against UIC with a 
score of 14.100 … garnered silver on the vault against Michigan with a career-best 
score of 14.450 … placed fifth on the vault at the Arnold Challenge with a bound of 
14.350 … finished sixth on the vault at the Windy City Invitational with a readout of 
14.250 … scored a career-best 13.450 on the floor at the season-opening Windy City 
Invitational.
Prior to Ohio State: Trained at Inflight Gymnastics Center under coaches Brian Leroux 
and John Wood … nine-time Connecticut all-around champion … three-time national 
qualifier … three-time Academic All-American.
Personal: Son of Paris and Denya McGee … has two younger siblings, Joshua and 
Taliyah, and one older sister, Treneé … upon graduation, hopes to become a newscaster 
… favorite pastimes include filming Nickelodeon television shows and participating in 
stage productions … a classical pianist of 11 years.
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ALEC YODER
ALL-AROUND
JUNIOR
INDIANAPOLIS, IND. 
INTERACTIVE ACADEMY 
Athletic Accolades
Five-time All-American (2x all-around, 2x pommel horse, rings)
2016 Big Ten champion (pommel horse)
2016 First Team All-Big Ten
2016 Big Ten Freshman of the Year
2017 Second Team All-Big Ten
Big Ten Gymnast of the Week (Feb. 15, 2016)
Six-time Big Ten Freshman of the Week
Academic Achievements
2016 Ohio State Scholar-Athlete
Personal Bests
All-Around – 90.150
Pommel Horse – 15.400*
Rings – 15.600
Floor Exercise – 15.200
High Bar – 15.150
Parallel Bars – 14.700*
Vault – 14.550*
Scores with asterisks are from 2017-2020 FIG Code of Points
2017 (Sophomore Season): Finished sixth in the all-around (season-best 84.950) and 
fourth on the pommel horse (14.800) to earn two All-America honors and help Ohio State 
place second as a team at the NCAA Championships … placed second on the parallel 
bars (career-best 14.700) and ninth on the pommel horse (14.325) at the Big Ten team 
finals to help Ohio State win its second-straight conference title … won four titles during 
the season, all on the pommel horse: at Windy City Invitational (14.300), at Penn State 
(15.300), at Oklahoma (15.400) and at Illinois (15.100) … the 15.400 at Oklahoma was 
the highest by an NCAA gymnast in 2017 … garnered silver at the Big Ten event finals 
on the parallel bars with a readout of 14.300 and finished fourth on the pommel horse 
(14.325) … had the second-best score at the dual meet against Michigan with a 14.650 
… also placed second on the pommel horse at the Arnold Challenge with a readout of 
14.600 … took third on the vault at Penn State with a score of 14.300 … season-best 
vault of 14.550 at Illinois earned him a fifth-place finish … used a score of 14.350 on the 
parallel bars at Illinois to garner bronze … took fourth on the vault (14.400) and paral-
lel bars (14.300) against Michigan … represented Scarlet and Gray at Winter Cup with 
a sixth-place finish on the pommel horse with a two-day score of 28.700 … captured 
fourth-place at Oklahoma on the parallel bars with a routine of 14.100 … placed fifth on 
the parallel bars (14.250) and sixth on the floor (season-high 13.950) at the Arnold Chal-
lenge … finished in fifth-place on the pommel against UIC with a 13.200 … his vault of 
14.250 placed him seventh at the dual meet against Oklahoma.
2016 (Freshman Season): Collected three All-America awards at the NCAA champion-
ships (April 16), finishing second on pommel horse (15.300), fifth in the all-around (88.050) 
and seventh on rings (15.050) ... featured on three events at the NCAA Qualifier, placing 
first on pommel horse (15.400) ... named Big Ten Freshman of the Year after winning a 
conference title on pommel horse at the Big Ten Event Finals (April 2); also finished fourth 
on high bar (14.475) and seventh on rings (14.700) ... claimed runner-up honors in the 
all-around (87.550) at the 2016 Big Ten Championships (April 1), helping Ohio State to 
its first team title since 2007; finished in the Top 5 on three events, including runner-up 
honors on pommel ... earned his sixth Big Ten Freshman of the Week award after winning 
pommel horse and earning Top-5 finishes on high bar (third, personal-best 15.150) and 
rings (fourth, 14.950) in a tri meet with William & Mary and Temple (March 20) ... Big Ten 
Freshman of the Week following a runner-up finish in the all-around against Oklahoma 
and Air Force (March 11) ... set personal-best score of 90.150, the second-best total in 
school history; won pommel horse with a score of 15.750 and set personal bests on floor 
exercise (second, 15.200) and vault (fifth, 15.000), scoring 15 or higher on five of his six 
events ... selected B1G Freshman of the Week  after winning pommel, rings and high bar 
at the Arnold Challenge (March 5); set collegiate bests on pommel (15.850) and high bar 
(15.150) ... ninth in the all-around at Winter Cup 2016 with a two-day score of 170.700, 
good for Big Ten Freshman of the Week honors; tied for sixth on high bar with a combined 
total of 29.450 and finished 14th on high bar with a 28.150 cumulative ... named Big 
Ten Gymnast and Freshman of the Week after winning pommel horse (first, 15.750) and 
placing second on rings (personal-best 15.600) against Penn State (Feb. 13); also finished 
third on parallel bars and fifth on high bar ... awarded Big Ten Freshman of the Week after 
a runner-up finish in the all-around with a score of 87.450 against Michigan (Jan. 30); 
finished first on both pommel horse (15.350) and parallel bars (15.050) ... won rings with a 
15.100, claimed second on pommel horse with a 15.250 and competed on floor, vault and 
high bar at the Cal/Stanford Tri-Meet (Jan. 24) … tied for eighth on floor, tied for seventh 
on high bar and competed on pommel horse, rings and vault at the Windy City Invitational 
(Jan. 17) ... First Team All-Big Ten ... Ohio State Scholar-Athlete.
International Competition: Third place in all-around, 2014 Youth Olympic Games … 
second in all-around, 2014 Pacific Rim Championships … runner-up in all-around, 2014 
Junior Pan American Championships … second place in all-around, 2013 International 
Junior Mexican Cup.
Prior to Ohio State: Trained at InterActive Academy under coach Gene Watson … fifth 
place on pommel horse at the 2015 P&G Championships … named to the U.S. Senior 
National Team after an eighth-place finish in the all-around at the 2015 Winter Cup Chal-
lenge; placed third on pommel and seventh on high bar … 2014 Men’s Junior Olympic 
national champion …  first place on pommel horse and sixth in the all-around at the 2013 
P&G championships … pommel horse champion, 2012 Men’s Junior Olympic National 
Championships.
Personal: Son of Mike and Rebecca Yoder … has two siblings, Austin and Ashlyn … 
upon graduation, hopes to compete at the Olympics … favorite pastimes include spend-
ing time with friends and family and taking naps.
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JOEY BONANNO
FLOOR, VAULT, RINGS
JUNIOR
FITCHBURG, MASS. 
STERLING GYMNASTICS
Academic Achievements
Two-time Ohio State Scholar-Athlete (2016, 2017)
2017 Academic All-Big Ten selection
Athletic Achievements
2017 All-American (floor)
Personal Best
Floor - 14.400*
Vault - 14.350*
Scores with asterisks are from 2017-2020 FIG Code of Points
2017 (Sophomore Season): Earned All-America honors at the NCAA Championships with 
a career-best routine of 14.400 to place sixth on the floor to help Ohio State finsh second as 
a team … scored a 13.750 on the floor at the Big Ten Championships to help Ohio State win 
back-to-back conference titles … registered best vault of his collegiate career at the NCAA 
Qualifier with a 14.350 … finished fifth on the floor at Oklahoma with a readout of 14.250 
… registered fifth-place finishes on the floor at the Arnold Challenge (14.050) and dual meet 
against UIC (12.950) … also placed fifth on the vault at the dual against UIC with a 13.750 
… scored a floor routine of 13.700 against Penn State for seventh place … finished sixth on 
floor (13.900) and ninth on vault (13.950) against Illinois.
2016 (Freshman Season): Notched a fourth-place finish (score of 14.600) on floor in a tri-
meet with William & Mary and Temple (March 20).
Prior to Ohio State:
Trained at Sterling Gymnastics under Bob Donahue and Liz Gonzalez … two-time junior 
Olympic national qualifier … fifth-place on vault at the 2015 Junior Olympic national quali-
fier … two-time Academic All-American
Personal: Son of Frank and Nancy Bonanno … has an older sister, Samantha … upon 
graduation, hopes to pursue a doctorate degree in physical therapy … favorite pastimes 
include traveling and listening to Twenty One Pilots.
Academic Achievements
2017 Ohio State Scholar-Athlete 
Personal Bests
Pommel Horse – 8.900*
Rings – 13.400*
Scores with asterisks are from 2017-2020 FIG Code of Points
2017 (Freshman Season): Placed eighth on rings against Michigan with a career-best 
score of 13.400 … placed 11th on rings against Penn State (13.250) and at the Arnold 
Challenge (13.300) … scored a 12.950 on the rings at the Windy City Invitational.
Prior to Ohio State
Attended East Mecklenburg High School … trained with Zenith Gymnastics from 2011-
16 … five-time state champion in North Carolina … five-time regional pommel horse 
champion … ranked top five in the pommel horse at 2016 J.O. Nationals with a score of 
27.250 … finished 17th in the all-around in the 17-year old Olympic division at 2016 J.O. 
Nationals with a two-day score of 157.900.
Personal
Son of Karen and Robert Costea … has a younger sister (Ana) … communication major.
ROBERT COSTEA
RINGS, POMMEL
REDSHIRT SOPHOMORE
SOLON, OHIO 
GYMNASTICS WORLD 
MICHAEL CHAN
FLOOR, VAULT, RINGS
SOPHOMORE
FITCHBURG, MASS. 
STERLING GYMNASTICS 
Academic Achievements
2017 Ohio State Scholar-Athlete 
Personal Bests
Floor – 14.200*
Vault – 14.250*
High Bar – 14.050*
Scores with asterisks are from 2017-2020 FIG Code of Points
2017 (Freshman Season): Redshirted
Prior to Ohio State:
Attended Trinity High School … member of the Champion Gymnastics from 2001-11 under 
coach Doug Burton … moved onto Queen City Gymnastics from 2011-16 and trained un-
der coaches Keith Pettit and Sean Sawyer … finished seventh in all around at 2015 J.O. 
Nationals with a total score of 160.650 … won individual honors on high bar (13.700) and 
vault (15.100) at 2015 J.O. Nationals.
Personal:
Son of Caroline and Joe Chan … has five siblings (Maya, Stephen, David, Nick and Angel) 
… majoring in economics.
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TRISTAN LOPEZ
ALL-AROUND
SOPHOMORE
ROYSE CITY, TEXAS 
RIDGEWOOD GYMNASTICS
2016 (Freshman Season): Did not compete.
Prior to Ohio State
Trained at Azarian Gymnastics with Coaches Eduard Azarian and Edmund O’Connor… 
two-time U.S. National High Bar Champion … all-around Philippine National Champion.
Personal 
Son of Albert and Alecx Lopez … has two siblings, Byron and Sarah … majoring in 
computer science and engineering … wants to obtain his MBA after his undergraduate 
degree at Ohio State … has aspirations to go to the Olympics … favorite pastimes 
include hanging out with friends, cars and traveling … favorite thrill in gymnastics is 
being able to put all of his hard work on display during competition … most memorable 
athletic moment was competing in the Southeast Asian games and training with Kohei 
Uchimura.
Academic Achievements
2017 Ohio State Scholar-Athlete
2017 (Freshman Season):
Redshirted.
Prior to Ohio State
Attended Old Bridge High School … competed for Jonas Gymnastics from 2006-08 
under Nilcolay Karamtilov … trained with USGDCII Gymnastics from 2008-16 with 
Genadi Shub … 2016 J.O. Nationals Pommel Horse champion with a two-day score 
of 23.300 … placed fifth overall in the all-around with a tally of 135.700.
Personal
Son of Natalia and Mark Brower … has one brother (Paul) … animal science major 
with aspirations of attending veterinary school after graduation.
ANDREW BROWER
ALL-AROUND
REDSHIRT FRESHMAN
INDIANAPOLIS, IND. 
INTERACTIVE ACADEMY 
JOEY SMITH
FLOOR, VAULT
REDSHIRT JUNIOR
NEW HAVEN, CONN. 
INFLIGHT GYMNASTICS CENTER 
COLESON STODGHILL
FLOOR, VAULT
REDSHIRT SOPHOMORE
NEW HAVEN, CONN. 
INFLIGHT GYMNASTICS CENTER SCHOOL 
Academic Achievements
2017 Ohio State Scholar-Athlete
2017 (Sophomore Season): Did not compete.
2016 (Freshman Season): Redshirted.
Prior to Ohio State
Attended Bishop Ready High School … competed for Integrity Gymnastics from 
2006-14 under coaches Nyika White and former Buckeye Olympian Blaine Wilson 
… five-time J.O. National Qualifier … won all-around individual title at the 2012 
Blackjack Invitational … four-time First Team Academic All-American … also 
swam in high school in the 50m freestyle and 100m backstroke.
Personal
Son of Ann and Steve Smith … has two younger sisters … double majoring in 
Chinese and ecological engineering with aspirations of working as an engineer for 
the U.S. government to reduce water pollution in China.
Academic Achievements
2017 Ohio State Scholar-Athlete
Personal Bests
High Bar – 13.000*
Scores with asterisks are from 2017-2020 FIG Code of Points
2017 (Freshman Season): Competed solely on high bar … scored a career best of 
13.000 at Penn State to place eighth … competed against Michigan.
Prior to Ohio State
Attended Golden High School … competed for 5280 Gymnastics from 2010-16 under 
coaches Irena and Vladimir Artenev … runner-up in the all-around in the 17-year-old 
Olympic division with a two-day score of 165.150 at the 2016 J.O. Nationals … placed 
in the top 10 in three events at 2016 J.O. Nationals including a silver showing in the 
high bar.
Personal
Son of Sherrie and Scott Stodghill … has one younger sibling (Euy) …. majoring in 
actuarial science.
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Prior to Ohio State
Trained at Gymstrada Gymnastics for 12 years under Coach Kevin Halihan… Virginia State 
Champion 2014-17 … 2017 USA Gymanstics Region 7 Champion ... J.O. National Floor 
Champion 2017.
Personal 
Son of Phillip and Diane Neighbarger … brother of Jordan Neighbarger …. majoring in 
exercise science with plans to attend graduate school and become a physical therapist … 
favorite past times include traveling and going to the beach … after graduation, he plans 
to travel abroad … his greatest sports thrill is the feeling of sticking a dismount after a hit 
routine.
SEAN NEIGHBARGER
ALL-AROUND
FRESHMAN
VIRGINIA BEACH, VA. 
GYMSTRADA GYMNASTICS 
Prior to Ohio State 
Trained with Azarian Gymnastics under Coach Eduard Azarian for nine years, reaching Level 
10 … was awarded USA Gymnastics Academic All-America honors four years running.
Personal 
Son of Robert and Jacqueline Eisenman … majoring in political science … wants to pursue 
race car driving and work his way up to Formula One driving after graduation … favorite 
pastimes include racing and drifting cars … explains that his greatest sports thrill is stick-
ing a landing … his most memorable moment in gymnastics was winning every event and 
all-around at regionals in Level Five.
JAKE EISENMAN       
ALL-AROUND
FRESHMAN
IRVINE, CALIF. 
AZARIAN GYMNASTICS
Prior to Ohio State 
Trained at Buffalo Grove Gymnastics with Coach John Karmecy and Leo Kervitsky for 10 
years … four-time USA Gymnastics Academic All-American… two-time Region 5 Elite 
team member… 2017 Region 5 all-around champion.
Personal 
Son of Mark and Sue Stelzer … brother to Matthew … majoring in computer science and 
engineering … greatest sports thrill includes competing in front of a huge crowd and hitting 
a great set … most memorable moment in his athletic career was winning regionals his 
senior year of high school.
JOSH SELTZER
FLOOR, PARALLEL BARS, POMMEL, RINGS VAULT
FRESHMAN
DEERFIELD, ILL. 
BUFFALO GROVE GYMNASTICS
Prior to Ohio State 
Trained at Lakeshore Academy under Coach Arkadi Andryushchenko for 12 years …  was 
a Junior National Team member for multiple years …  2017 P&G still rings champion for 
17-18 age division.
Personal 
Son of Margarita Polyalcoua and Arkadi Andryushchenko … brother to Anna … major-
ing in business and specializing in operations management … wants to start his own 
business after graduation … favorite pastime includes cooking … father was a member 
of the Soviet Gymnastics National Team … greatest sports thrill is nerves before a big 
routine.
MAX ANDRYUSHCHENKO
ALL-AROUND
FRESHMAN
MT. PROSPECT, ILL. 
LAKESHORE ACADEMY
Prior to Ohio State
Trained at Empire Gymnastics for over five years with Coach Greg Grillots ... attended 
NOMMA (New Orleans Military and Maritime Academy).
Personal
Son of Laura and Trae Cummings … has two siblings, Devin and Trae Jr ... majoring in 
computer science and engineering … plans to pursue an engineering job for a company 
after graduation … favorite pastime includes flying drones … most memorable athletic 
moment was the first time he did a circle on pommel.
TREVOR CUMMINGS
FLOOR, POMMEL
FRESHMAN
TERRY TOWN, LA. 
EMPIRE GYMNASTICS 
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RUSTAM SHARIPOV
HEAD COACH
KHARKOV, UKRAINE
SEVENTH SEASON
Rustam Sharipov (roos-TOM SHARE-ee-pahv) was named the head coach of the Ohio State men’s 
gymnastics team in the summer of 2011. Sharipov, previously an assistant coach at the University 
of Oklahoma from 2005-11, brings the experience of three Olympic medals, including two gold, to 
Columbus as the eighth head coach in program history.
Last season, Sharipov led the Buckeyes on another top-team run, winning the 2017 Big Ten Champi-
onship for the second consecutive year. The addition of the 2017 Big Ten Title will make a consecu-
tive 14 Big Ten Titles throughout program history. The Buckeyes also fininshed  second at the NCAA 
Championships with a 423.700, coming up short only to Oklahoma (431.950).Ths second-place NCAA 
finish was the best finish that Ohio State has had since 2005. Sharipov helped five Buckeyes earn all 
American Honors (Melton-AA/R/HB, Yoder-PH/AA, Dastrup- PH, Szarvas- PH, Bonanno-FX). Addition-
ally, Sharipov rounded in 10 2017 All-Academic Big Ten Athletes. Jake Martin was a Nissen-Emery 
finalist and earned Big Ten Gymnast of the Week twice during the 2017 season, as well as Melton (2x) 
and Dastrup (1x) receiving Big Ten weekly honorees.
In 2016, Sharipov led the Buckeyes back to the top. He was named the 2016 Big Ten Coach of the 
Year and helped guide Ohio State to its first Big Ten title since 2007. The Scarlet and Gray also set 
five school records in 2016: all-around (447.700), rings (76.050), high bar (75.750), vault (75.450) and 
parallel bars (75.150). Senior Alex Johnson went out on top becoming the first Buckeye since Ronald 
Ferris (2005) to win a national title on the high bar; Ohio State, as a team, registered a third-place finish 
at the 2016 NCAA Championships, its best finish since 2005 as well. In addition, Sean Melton was 
named the Big Ten Gymnast of the Year, and Alec Yoder won Big Ten Freshmen of the Year accolades.
In 2015, Ohio State was named the preseason favorite in the Big Ten and ranked No. 3 in the nation 
prior to losing its Top 3 gymnasts to injury. The Buckeyes would go on to finish fifth at the Big Ten 
championships and NCAA Qualifier, with Drew Moling (rings) and Alex Johnson (high bar) earning 
All-America honors. Johnson also won his first career Big Ten title on high bar.
The 2014 CGA Central Regional Coach of the Year, Sharipov led the Buckeyes to a fifth-place finish 
at the NCAA championships and a second-place finish at the Big Ten championships during the 2014 
season. Sharipov helped Sean Melton to four All-American awards, Big Ten freshman of the year hon-
ors and Big Ten individual championships on high bar and parallel bars. Jake Martin was a two-event 
All-American and Big Ten champion on vault, while Jeff Treleaven earned his third All-American honor 
on vault and Johnson his first All-American award on high bar.
Throughout the 2014 season, Sharipov coached the Buckeyes to a program-record team score of 
446.150, (the sixth-highest score all-time) in a Senior Day upset win over No. 1 Oklahoma in addition 
to new team program records on all six events and new individual program records on four events 
(pommel horse, vault, parallel bars and high bar).
In 2013, Sharipov guided Michael Newburger to the 2013 NCAA Championship on pommel horse. The 
Austin, Texas, native scored a 15.450 to become only the second gymnast in program history to win a 
nationaltitle on pommel. In addition to Newburger, Sharipov coached Danny Steiner and Treleaven to 
All-America honors on floor exercise and vault, respectively, at the 2013 NCAA Individual Event Finals.
Ohio State placed fourth overall at the 2013 Big Ten Championships, one place higher than the pre-
vious season. Under Sharipov’s guidance, Steiner placed second overall on floor exercise, earning 
Second Team All-Big Ten honors for his performance.
Sharipov led the Buckeyes to a record-setting season in 2012, as five members of the team (Ty Echard, 
Misha Koudinov, Kris Done, Newburger and Steiner) earned All-America status at the 2012 NCAA Indi-
vidual Event Finals, tying the season program record with the 1993 and 2002 campaigns, respectively.
Sharipov coached Echard, a 2012 Nissen-Emery Award finalist, to a share of the Big Ten pommel horse 
title and subsequent First Team All-Big Ten honors. He also guided Koudinov to a third-place tie on floor 
exercise and a second-place finish on parallel bars at the Big Ten championships.
A native of Kharkov, Ukraine, Sharipov was named 2006 National Co-Assistant Coach of the Year, help-
ing the Sooners claim the NCAA championship that year. In 2008, Sharipov helped guide the team to a 
second national title and was named co-assistant coach of the year for the second time in his career. 
In 2011, he was named the CGA West Region assistant coach of the year, leading the Sooners to an 
NCAA runner-up finish in the team finals.
After retiring from competitive gymnastics in 2000, Sharipov moved to the United States and began 
his coaching career at the Bart Conner Gymnastics Academy in Norman, Okla. After one year, Shari-
pov accepted a coaching position at the Houston Gymnastics Academy where he worked with some 
of the top gymnasts in the nation, including U.S. national team members Sean Townsend and Todd 
Thornton. In 2004, he was the head coach for the U.S. team that won the gold medal at the Junior 
Pacific Alliance Competition and in 2002 was the coach of the U.S. team that took gold at the Junior 
Pan American Games.
As a gymnast, Sharipov began his competitive career as the Soviet junior national champion in 1989 
before bringing home the all-around championship at the 1990 U.S. Olympic Cup. Sharipov helped the 
Unified Team to an Olympic gold medal at the 1992 Barcelona Olympics. He put on a show at the 1992 
European Championships, winning high bar and taking second on parallel bars. Sharipov also took 
first on parallel bars at the CIS championships and the DTB Cup, and added a high bar championship 
at the Tokyo Cup.
In 1993 Sharipov continued his success, taking first in the all-around at both the Nikon International 
and the International Championships of Romania, along with a third-place finish in the event at the 
European Cup. At the 1994 World Championships, Sharipov was a member of the third-place team and 
was the runner-up on parallel bars.
In 1995, after winning championships on parallel bars at the French International and the Cottbus In-
ternational along with an all-around title at the International Championships of Romania, Sharipov had 
an impressive showing at the European Cup, winning gold on high bar and parallel bars. He followed 
that up in 1996 with perhaps the best year of his career, taking first on parallel bars at the European 
championships before addinga gold medalon the sameapparatus at the World championships.
The crowning moment of Sharipov’s athletic career came at the 1996 Olympic Gamesin Atlanta, where 
he won the gold medal on parallel bars and was a member of the bronze-medal Ukrainian team.
A 1997 graduate of Kharkov State in Ukraine, Sharipov was awarded the title of Master of Sport in 
1992. The honor represents the highest athletic level one can reach in the former Soviet Union.
Sharipov and his wife, Amber, have four daughters: Ksenia, Maya, Isabella, and Lilia; and one son, 
Raistlin.
Coaching Experience
2011-Present - Head Coach, The Ohio State University 
2005-2011 - Assistant Coach, University of Oklahoma
2001-05 - Houston Gymnastics Academy
2000-01 - Bart Conner Gymnastics
Coaching Accomplishments
2016 - Big Ten Coach of the Year
2014 - CGA Central Region Coach of the Year
2011 - Pan American Games coach (coached former Buckeye Brandon Wynn to 
gold medal on rings) 
2010 - World championships personal coach
2010 - Head Coach, gold-medal U.S. Pan American team
2008 - National co-assistant coach of the year (Oklahoma)
2006 - National co-assistant coach of the year (Oklahoma)
2004 - Head Coach, gold-medal Jr. Pacific Alliance team
2002 - Head Coach, gold-medal Jr. Pan American team
1992 - “Master of Sport,” Soviet Union
Gymnastics Accomplishments
 1996 - Gold Medalist on parallel bars, Atlanta Olympic Games
 1996 - Team bronze medal (Ukraine), Atlanta Olympic Games
 1996 - Parallel Bars champion, World championships
 1996 - Parallel Bars champion, European championships
 1995 - High bar gold medalist, European Cup
 1995 - Parallel bars co-gold medalist, European Cup
 1995 - Fifth in all-around, European Cup
 1995 - All-Around champion, Championships of Romania
 1995 - Parallel bars champion, Cottbus International
 1995 - Parallel bars champion, French International
 1994 - Parallel bars runner-up, World championships
 1994 - Third-pace team, World championships
 1994 - Parallel bars co-champion, European championships
 1994 - All-Around and still rings champion, Chunichi Cup
 1993 - Third place in all-around, European Cup
 1993 - All-Around, still rings, parallel bars, high bar champion at 
 Championships of Romania
 1993 - First-place team at Diet Coke Mixed Duos
 1993 - All-Around and parallel bars champion, Nikon International
 1992 - Olympic gold medal team (Unified Team)
 1992 - High bar champion, European championships
 1992 - Parallel bars runner-up, European championships
 1992 - Parallel bars champion, CIS championships
 1992 - Parallel bars champion, DTB Cup
 1992 - High bar champion, Tokyo Cup
 1991 - Alternate, Soviet Union world-championship team
 1990 - All-around champion, U.S. Olympic Cup
 1989 - National champion, Soviet junior championships
Sharipov By the Numbers at Ohio State
18 All-Americans (42 All-American awards)
7 Big Ten Champions (13 event titles)
3 National Individual Champions (3 event titles)
2 Big Ten team titles (2016-17)
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CASIMIRO SUAREZ
ASSISTANT COACH 
HAVANA, CUBA
SEVENTH SEASON
BOB GAUTHIER
ASSISTANT COACH 
LINDON, UTAH
SEVENTH SEASON
Casimiro Suarez was named assistant coach of the Ohio State men’s gymnastics team 
in the summer of 2011 and is in his seventh season with the Buckeyes.
Suarez, a native of Havana, Cuba, came to Ohio State after coaching at Orlando Metro 
Gymnastics in Florida from 2002-2011. A U.S. Junior National Team coach since 2004, he 
was named the Junior Olympic coach of the year in 2010. Suarez served as the Cuban 
women’s national team coach from 1991-1994, was the Brazilian women’s national team 
coach from 1995-1998, and also spent three seasons at Oklahoma as an assistant coach 
for the women’s team from 1998-2000. Suarez coached former Buckeye Tai Lee to many 
prestigious awards, including the state and regional eight champion and a 10.0 honor 
awarded to the region’s outstanding high school senior in academics and gymnastics.
As a gymnast, Suarez was a member of the Cuban National Team for 16 years and won 
nine all-around national titles. He competed in the 1980 Olympic Games in Moscow, fin-
ishing sixthon high bar. Suarez also participated in the World championships seven times.
Suarez has a degree from the School of Superior Physical Education in Havana, Cuba, and 
brings 20 years of coaching experience to Columbus.
Coaching Accomplishments
• Has 20 years of coaching experience at the junior, collegiate and international levels 
• U.S. junior national team coach since 2004
• 2010 Junior Olympic Coach of the Year
• Coach at Orlando Metro Gymnastics, 2002-2011
• Head Coach - Cuba women’s national team, 1991- 1994
• Head Coach - Brazil women’s national team, 1995-1998
• Assistant Coach - University of Oklahoma women’s team, 1998-2000
• First coach to claim team championships at both the junior and senior levels at Pan 
American Games with Brazil national team (1996-junior; 1997-senior)
• Assistant Coach, 2014 Senior Pan American Championships (with Sean Melton)
• Coached Olympic qualifier Soraya Carvalho in 1996 
Gymnastics Accomplishments 
• Member of the 1980 Cuban National Team at the Olympics Games in Moscow, placing 
sixth on high bar
• Spent 16 years as a member of the Cuban National Team
• Nine-time all-around national champion (1979, 1980, 1981, 1982, 1983, 1984, 1985, 
1986, 1987) 
• Competed in seven World championships 
• Two-time all-around champion at Pan-American Games (1979 and 1983)
• Claimed team gold medal with Cuban national team at 1991 Pan-American Games, 
placing second on vault 
• Claimed first place on high bar at 1986 World Cup
• Notched a perfect 10.0 on high bar at the 1981 World Championships in Moscow 
• Competed in three World University Games championships (1981, 1983 and 1985)
• Two-time record in all sport competitions in all competing athletes with 19 medals (13 
gold, five silver and one bronze) 
• Posted six gold medals and one bronze medal in a 1983 competition
• Selected as a Top 10 Athlete in Latin America in both 1979 and 1983
• Holds the all-time record new elements in gymnastics code 5 know as “Suarez” (five 
on high bar and three parallel bars elements; currently has two on high bar and three on 
parallel bars)
 
Bob Gauthier was named assistant coach of the Ohio State men’s gymnastics team in 
the fall of 2011 and is in his seventh season with the Buckeyes.
Gauthier, a native of Lindon, Utah, arrived at Ohio State after spending more than 20 years 
as a men’s head coach for all ages and levels at various local gyms. As coach of Arete 
Gymnastics, Gauthier coached four gymnasts who were on the junior national develop-
ment team, including a two-time pommel horse national champion.
An All-American and team captain at BYU, Gauthier was an assistant coach and team 
recruiter for the Cougars from 1985 to 1990 and a judge at NCAA collegiate sanctioned 
events for 11 years (1985-1996). Gauthier was also member of the USA Gymnastics team 
from 1985 to 1988. 
A graduate of BYU in 1990 with a degree in physical education and health promotion, 
Gauthier was named Utah coach of the year in 2009 and 2011.
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2017  SEASON RECAP
2017 DUAL RECORD 4-1-0
2017 OVERALL RECORD 24-4-0
DATE OPPONENT LOCATION RESULT
1/14 Windy City Invitational Chicago 2nd; 403.450
1/20 UIC Columbus, Ohio       W; 412.150- 381.500
2/4 Michigan Columbus, Ohio W; 422.200- 404.950
2/11 at Penn State State College, Pa. W; 419.150- 417.750
2/16-18 Winter Cup Challenge Las Vegas         NTS
3/4 Arnold Challenge Columbus, Ohio 1st; 415.250
3/11 at Oklahoma Norman, Okla. L; 434.550- 417.600
3/24 at Illinois Champaign, Ill. W; 417.350- 415.250
4/7/-4/8 Big Ten Championships     Champaign, Ill. BIG TEN CHAMPS; 418.600
4/21 NCAA Qualifier West Point, N.Y. 2nd; 414.650
4/22  NCAA Championships West Point, N.Y. 2nd; 423.700
BUCKEYE SEASON AND CAREER HIGHS
 Floor Pommel Horse Rings Vault Parallel Bars High Bar All-Around
Gymnast 2017 Career 2017 Career 2017 Career 2017 Career 2017 Career 2017 Career 2017 Career
Evan Bluemel - - 13.10 14.60 - - - - - - - - -
Joey Bonanno 14.40 14.40 - - 14.35 14.35 - - - - - - - -
Tristan Burke 13.50 14.95 11.80 14.15 14.65 15.20 14.50 15.45 13.70 14.45 12.75 13.75 78.00 86.00
Michael Chan 14.20 14.20 - - - - 14.25 14.25 - - 14.05 14.05 - -
Chris Coombs 14.00 14.00 - - 14.40 14.40 - - - - - - - -
Robert Costea - - 8.90 8.90 13.40 13.40 - - - - - - - -
Jake Dastrup 14.45 15.40 14.90 14.90 - - 14.40 15.15 14.80 15.40 - - - -
Seth Delbridge 14.70 14.70 - - 13.70 13.70 14.925 14.925 13.60 14.55 14.35 15.05 - -
Brandon Jacoby - 13.85 14.60 14.60 - - - - - - - - - -
Ryan Lemezis - - - - 14.55 14.55 - - - - - - - -
Jake Martin 14.30 15.35 14.80 15.60 14.05 15.15 14.40 15.50 14.60 15.40 14.85 15.80 85.30 89.45
Paris McGee Jr. 13.45 13.45 - - - - 14.45 14.45 - - - - - -
Logan Melander - 14.30 13.90 14.80 13.70 13.70 - 15.15 - - 13.35 14.25 - -
Sean Melton 15.05 15.05 13.55 15.35 15.20 16.05 14.70 15.35 14.60 16.175 14.55  15.55 86.40 91.60      
Andrew Rickly - 13.00 - - - 14.10 - - 14.35 14.35 14.50 15.25 - -
Coleson Stodghill - - - - - - - - - - 13.00 13.00 - -
David Szarvas - - 14.50 14.50 - - - - - - - - - -
Meyer Williams 14.15 15.30 - - - - 14.05 14.70 13.55 13.55 12.55 12.55 - -
Alexander Wilson - 15.30 - 12.65 13.50 14.65 - 15.25 - 15.20 - - - -
Alec Yoder 13.95 15.20 15.40 15.40 14.20 15.60 14.55 14.55 14.70 14.70 13.85 15.15 84.95 90.15
TEAM SEASON EVENT HIGHS
Event Score Opponent Location
Floor  Exercise 71.050 Big Ten Championships  (April 7) Champaign, Ill.
Pommel Horse 72.250 vs. Michigan (Feb. 4) Columbus, Ohio
Rings 71.300 at Oklahoma (March 11) Norman, Okla.
Vault 71.700 at Illinois (March 24) Champaign, Ill.
Parallel Bars 71.900 vs Michigan (Feb. 4) Columbus, Ohio
High Bar 69.200 vs Michigan (Feb. 4) Columbus, Ohio 
Team Total 423.700 NCAA Championships (April 22) West Point, N.Y. 
INDIVIDUAL SEASON EVENT HIGHS
Event Score Gymnast Opponent Location
Floor  Exercise 15.050 Sean Melton Big Ten Champ. (April 7) Champaign, Ill. 
Pommel Horse 15.400 Alec Yoder at Oklahoma (March 11) Norman, Okla.
Rings 15.200 Sean Melton at Illinois Champaign, Ill.
Vault 14.925 Seth Delbridge Big Ten Indv. Finals Champaign, Ill.
Parallel Bars 14.80 Jake Dastrup Arnold Challenge (March 4) Columbus, Ohio
High Bar 14.85 Jake Martin vs. Michigan     Columbus, Ohio 
All-Around 86.40 Sean Melton NCAA Champs. (April 22) West Point, N.Y.
INDIVIDUAL 
AWARDS
ALL-AMERICANS
Sean Melton (3x-AA,R, HB)
Alec Yoder (2x-AA,PH)
Jake Dastrup (PH)
David Szarvas (PH)
Joey Bonanno (FX) 
BIG TEN CHAMPIONS
Sean Melton (AA)
Jake Martin (HB)
CO-BIG TEN GYMNAST OF THE 
YEAR
Jake Martin
FIRST TEAM ALL-BIG TEN
Jake Martin 
Sean Melton
SECOND TEAM ALL-BIG TEN
Jake Dastrup
Seth Delbridge
Alec Yoder
BIG TEN SPORTSMANSHIP 
HONOREE
Jake Martin
BIG TEN GYMNAST OF THE WEEK
Jake Martin (2x)
Sean Melton (2x)
Jake Dastrup
NISSEN-EMERY AWARD FINALIST
Jake Martin
ACADEMIC ALL-BIG TEN
Evan Bluemel
Joey Bonanno
Jake Dastrup
Seth Delbridge
Jake Martin
Paris McGee Jr.
Andrew Rickly
David Szarvas
Meyer Williams
Alex Wilson
OSU SCHOLAR-ATHLETES
Andrew Brower
Michael Chan
Robert Costea
Samuel DeWitt
Josh Hurwitz
Joey Smith
Coleson Stadgehill
TEAM CAPTAINS
Andrew Rickly
Sean Melton
Jake Martin
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2017  MEET  RESULTS
NCAA TEAM FINALS
APRIL 22, 2017 - WEST POINT, N.Y.
The Ohio State men’s gymnastics used a season-best score of 
423.700 to earn a second place finish at the NCAA Championships 
on Saturday night at the Christl Arena. The second place finish is 
the highest for Ohio State since it placed second in 2005.
For the third straight year, Oklahoma came away with the team title 
with a score of 431.950. Illinois (422.100) finished third, Stanford 
placed fourth (421.500) and Minnesota (414.200) and Nebraska 
(412.900) rounded out the competition.
Five Buckeyes earned All-America honors on the evening, led by 
Sean Melton who earned the award on three different events. 
Melton bested his all-around performance from two weeks ago at 
the Big Ten Championships by more than a point and placed fourth 
with a score of 86.400. Melton missed out on national titles in the 
rings and high bar by the smallest of margins. On the rings, Melton 
used a routine of 14.900 to earn silver, and he finished in a tie for 
third on the high bar with a score of 14.500.
Alec Yoder completed his first all-around performance of his 
sophomore campaign at the biggest meet of the season and came 
up clutch. Yoder finished sixth in the all-around with a season-best 
readout of 84.950. Yoder’s best finish of the evening came on his 
bread and butter event, the pommel horse. Yoder performed some 
acrobatic skills to score a 14.800, which earned him a tie for fourth. 
Jake Dastrup and David Szarvas joined Yoder as pommel horse 
All-Americans. Dastrup scored a readout of 14.550 to finish tied for 
seventh, and Szarvas worked his way into a tie for eighth with a 
career-best tally of 14.500. Joey Bonanno made the most of his first 
trip to the NCAA Championships with the two best floor routines of 
his life. In the qualifying session, Bonanno scored a 14.350 and he 
followed that up this evening with a career-high of 14.400 to finish 
in a three-way tie for sixth.
The backbone of the team all year long has been the reliability 
of fifth-year senior Jake Martin. The senior placed ninth in the 
all-around with a score of 84.050. Martin completed the all-around 
six times this season, a feat in and of itself. Martin had his highest 
finish on an event on the high bar (11th), his go-to event, with a 
score of 14.250. Fellow senior Andrew Rickly closed out his career 
with a tie for 13th on the high bar with a score of 14.150.
ALL-AROUND
Sean Melton – 86.400 (4th)
Alec Yoder – 84.950 (6th)
POMMEL HORSE
Alec Yoder – 14.800 (4th)
Jake Dastrup– 14.550 (7th)
David Szarvas – 14.500 (8th)
RINGS
Sean Melton – 14.900 (2nd)
HIGH BAR
Sean Melton – 14.500 (3rd)
FLOOR
Joey Bonanno – 14.250 (6th)    
NCAA TEAM QUALIFIER
APRIL 21, 2017 - WEST POINT, N.Y.
OSU - 2ND/ 414.650
The No. 3 Ohio State men’s gymnastics team used a 414.650 in the 
qualifying round of the NCAA Championships to advance to the 
team finals tomorrow evening. The final round is slated to begin 
tomorrow night at 6 p.m. ET.
The Buckeyes readout of 414.650 was the second best of the af-
ternoon session, only being outscored by No. 2 Stanford (420.450). 
Joining Ohio State and Stanford in the team finals from the first 
session will be Nebraska, who scored a 413.050. The other three 
teams to compete will be determined after the evening qualifying 
session Friday evening.
Sean Melton had the best score of any athlete on the rings in the 
afternoon session (14.950). Melton’s high bar score of 14.300 was 
the fourth highest of any athlete in the qualifying session. The duo 
of Chris Coombs and Tristan Burke earned fourth and fifth-place 
finishes in the rings with routines of 14.100.
Jake Martin competed in five of six events during the meet and had 
his best performance on the high bar. Martin threw down a readout 
of 14.450 on the high bar for the second-best score of the day. 
Martin’s performance on the high bar helped Ohio State achieve its 
best score of the season on the event with a readout of 69.515 to 
secure its berth into the finals.
Alec Yoder and Brandon Jacoby paced Ohio State on the pommel 
horse with scores of 14.450 and 14.350, respectively; those 
readouts by Yoder and Jacoby were the fourth and fifth-best tallies 
of the session. For the second meet in a row, Yoder came up with a 
huge parallel bar routine (14.500) to rank second in the competition.
On the vault, Jake Martin (season best) and Joey Bonanno 
(personal best) both scored 14.350’s to help the Buckeyes register 
a 70.550. Seth Delbridge had the highest vault by a Buckeye today 
with a 14.550.
Final Team Standings
1.Oklahoma - 431.950
2. Ohio State - 423.700
3. Illinois - 422.100
4. Stanford - 421.500
5. Minnesota - 414.200
6. Nebraska - 412.900
BIG TEN INDIVIDUAL EVENT FINALS 
APRIL 8, 2017 - CHAMPAIGN, ILL. 
Jake Martin won the second Big Ten title of his career and Sean 
Melton was named the Big Ten Gymnast of the Championships 
Saturday evening inside StateFarm Center to wrap up the Big Ten 
Championships.
Martin, who has excelled on the high bar all season long, regis-
tered the best score of 10 gymnasts on the event with a 14.375. In 
addition to winning the individual title, Martin was named to the 
First Team All-Big Ten. Martin was also named Ohio State’s recipi-
ent of the Sportsmanship Award.
Melton returned to action 24 hours after winning his second-
straight all-around title on Friday night. On his first event of the 
night, the rings, Melton scored a 14.600 to earn silver. On the 
floor, the Big Ten Gymnast of the Championships placed in a tie for 
seventh with a 14.025; Melton was also named to the First Team 
All-Big Ten.
The duo of Alec Yoder and Jake Dastrup both scored readouts of 
14.300 on the parallel bars to share silver. The two Buckeyes were 
in the lead until the last gymnast, Johnny Jacobson of Illinois, 
scored a 14.550 to thwart Dastrup’s and Yoder’s bid to share the 
title. Dastrup also used a score of 14.050 to place sixth on the floor.
Seth Delbridge used the best vault of his career, a 14.925, to earn 
silver on the event. Delbridge was edged out by Nebraska’s Anton 
Stephenson (14.975). The trio of Delbridge, Yoder and Dastrup were 
all named to the Second Team All-Big Ten.
The Buckeyes had three gymnasts compete on the pommel horse. 
Yoder was the highest finisher with a 14.325 to place fourth, 
Brandon Jacoby (13.950) tied for sixth and Martin placed eighth 
with a 13.725.
Tristan Burke placed sixth on the rings with a 14.025, and senior 
Andrew Rickly closed out his Big Ten career with a tie for sixth on 
the high bar (13.725).
First Team All-Big Ten
Sean Melton
Jake Martin
Second Team All-Big Ten
Jake Dastrup
Seth Delbridge
Alec Yoder
Big Ten Gymnast of the Year
Jake Martin
Big Ten Gymnast of the Championships
Sean Melton
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BIG TEN TEAM FINALS 
APRIL 7, 2015 - CHAMPAIGN, ILL.
OSU - 1ST/ 418.600
For the 14th time in program history, the Ohio State men’s gymnas-
tics team is Big Ten Champions. The Buckeyes scored a team total 
of 418.600 to edge Illinois (416.400) and Minnesota (413.300) for 
their second-straight conference title. Ohio State was paced by 
all-arounder’s Sean Melton (85.050) and Jake Martin (83.300), who 
finished one-two in the standings.
Melton was absolutely dominant on the night. Melton, the reigning 
all-around champ, defended his title with a suave aurora. Melton 
registered the highest score out of all the competitors in both the 
floor (15.050) and rings (14.600). Melton finished with scores of 
13.100 on pommel horse, 14.550 on vault, 13.800 on parallel bars 
and a 13.950 on high bar to put the stamp down on the competition. 
Melton is only the third athlete in program history to win back-to-
back titles in the all-around; from 1995-97, Blaine Wilson won three 
in a row and Randy Monahan accomplished the feat in 2003-04.
Coming in behind Melton was Martin. The fifth-year senior could 
not have been more clutch. All six of his routines were grand and 
it was highlighted by fifth-place showing on the pommel with a 
14.200. Martin’s other scores were 14.200 (floor), 13.700 (parallel 
bars), 13.900 (high bar), 14.100 (vault) and 13.200 (rings).
Alec Yoder, the reigning Big Ten Freshman of the Year, registered 
the best parallel-bar routine of his life with a readout of 14.700 for 
the second-highest score of the evening. It was his second parallel 
bar routine of the year and he competed in four events for the first 
time this season.
Brandon Jacoby was just off Martin’s pace in the pommel with a 
readout of 14.150 to register the sixth-highest score of the night.
As a team, the Buckeyes scored their highest readout of the season 
on floor with a 71.050. Ohio State was consistent all even long and 
did what it had to do. The Buckeyes made no huge mistakes, and 
executed the game plan to perfection.
Ohio State scored a 69.250 on pommel, 68.450 on rings, 71.200 
on vault, 70.000 on parallel bars and 68.650 on the high bar for its 
total of 418.600.
Final Standings
1. Ohio State - 418.600
2. Illinois - 416.400
3. Minnesota - 413.300
4. Penn State - 411.200
5. Nebraska - 410.000
6. Iowa - 402.150
7. Michigan - 401.250
 
AT ILLINOIS
MARCH 24, 2017 - CHAMPAIGN, ILL.
OSU - 417.350, ILLINOIS - 415.250
The No. 3 Ohio State men’s gymnastics team used a late rally in 
the final two rotations of their dual meet with No. 4 Illinois on 
Friday evening inside Huff Hall to prevail by a score of 416.850-
415.250.
The Buckeyes received event titles from Sean Melton (parallel bars 
and rings), Alec Yoder (pommel horse) and Jake Martin (all-around) 
on their way to securing the come-from-behind victory. Entering 
the fifth rotation, the high bar, Ohio State had 278.850 points to 
Illinois’ 278.900.
OSU used scores of 67.950 (high bar) and 70.550 (parallel bars) to 
overtake the Fighting Illini during the last two rotations.
Melton’s title on rings with a tally of 15.200 was a primetime, 
much needed performance and it gave OSU momentum headed 
into the final two rotations. Melton’s routine on the rings was the 
best of his season and it is the second-best score in the NCAA this 
season; the title on rings is his third of the year. Melton closed out 
his evening with a sound routine on the parallel bars to capture 
gold in that event with a readout of 14.600.
For the second meet in a row and third time this season, Yoder 
registered a pommel horse routine of greater than 15 points. His 
tally of 15.100 points easily won him the event title. Yoder now 
has four pommel horse titles this season.
Ohio State scored a season high on the vault with a score of 
71.700. Five stout performances from Seth Delbridge (14.600), 
Yoder (14.550), Melton (14.500), Jake Martin (14.300) and Joey 
Bonanno (13.750) paved the path for the season high. Yoder’s, 
Melton’s and Martin’s tallies were all season bests. 
Martin prevailed in the all-around with a score of 80.400.
AT OKLAHOMA
MARCH 11, 2017 - NORMAN, OKLA.
OKLAHOMA - 434.550, OSU - 417.600
The fourth-ranked Buckeyes dropped a dual meet on Saturday evening 
inside the McCasland Field House to No. 1 Oklahoma, 434.550-417.600. 
Ohio State had several bright spots including event titles from Sean 
Melton (rings), Alec Yoder (pommel horse) and Jake Martin (all-around).
Yoder posted the best pommel horse routine of his Buckeye career 
in the first event of the meet to win the event title. He scored an 
incredible 15.400 on his way to setting the bar for the highest score 
this season in the NCAA and the No. 2 routine by a Buckeye since 
2008. The title is his third of the season on the pommel.
Ohio State had its best performance of the season on the rings with 
a team score of 71.300. The Scarlet and Gray were led by Sean 
Melton, who won the event title with a season-best readout of 
14.950, which ranks seventh in the nation. Tristan Burke (14.650/
season best), Ryan Lemezis (14.100), Martin (13.800) and Chris 
Coombs (13.750) pitched in to the team total as well. 
Martin had his best all-around performance of the season with a 
tally of 85.300. The redshirt senior had a season best on the pom-
mel horse (14.800) and paced the Buckeyes on the high bar (14.500) 
and parallel bars (14.300). His total of 85.300 is the sixth highest in 
the NCAA this year.
The Buckeyes, as a team, scored 66.500 on the floor, 72.100 on the 
pommel, 71.000 on the vault, 68.000 on the high bar and 68.350 on 
the parallel bars.
Joey Bonanno had the best floor routine of his young career with 
a 14.250 to place fifth in the event, and Tristan Burke had the best 
vault of his season with a readout of 14.450 to place fifth as the top 
Buckeye finisher.
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ARNOLD CHALLENGE
MARCH 4, 2017 - COLUMBUS, OHIO
OSU - 1ST/415.250
The fourth-ranked Buckeyes scored 415.250 points and won five event 
titles on Saturday afternoon at the Arnold Challenge to secure victories 
over No. 5 Minnesota (413.300) and the Ukraine National Team 
(398.400) inside the Celeste Center.
Ohio State got things started on the floor with four sea-
son bests and an event title from Sean Melton. Jake 
Dastrup (14.150), Joey Bonanno (14.050), Alec Yoder 
(13.950) and Tristan Burke (13.500) all registered the 
best performance of their 2017 season. Melton, who 
was the last Buckeye to go, scored a firm 14.800 to 
take the event title over Alex Wittenberg of Minnesota. 
Ohio State’s 70.450 was the best of the three teams in 
competition.
The Scarlet and Gray then progressed onto the pom-
mel horse where they were led by Alec Yoder. The 
sophomore scored a readout of 14.600 on the pommel 
to take second place in the event behind Ukraine’s 
Andrii Sienichkin (15.250).
With the help of career-best routines from Ryan 
Lemezis (14.550) and Chris Coombs (14.400) on the 
rings, Ohio State scored its highest point total of the 
season with a tally of 69.450. Lemezis’ score of 14.550 
was the second event title of the afternoon for Ohio 
State.
The Buckeyes captured event titles in the final three 
events of the afternoon. Seth Delbridge (vault -season 
best - 14.800), Jake Dastrup (parallel bars - season 
best - 14.800) and Jake Martin (high bar -14.800) all 
registered the same readouts for gold; it was Dastrup’s 
and Martin’s third event titles of the season o n their 
respective events. Delbridge’s vault was his first win of 
the season and it was the highest score by a Buckeye 
this season by .300 points.
Team Standings
1. Ohio State  - 415.250
2. Minnesota - 413.300
3.  Ukraine National Team - 398.400
AT PENN STATE
FEB. 11, 2017 - STATE COLLEGE, PA.
OSU - 419.150, PSU - 417.750
The Ohio State men’s gymnastics team pulled out a six-rotation 
thriller on Saturday evening against Penn State inside of Rec Hall. The 
Buckeyes, who trailed entering the sixth and final rotation, edged the 
Nittany Lions 419.150-417.750.
The Buckeyes got the meet started on the pommel horse where they 
set a season-team high with 70.050 points. Sophomore Alec Yoder 
threw down the second-best pommel routine in the nation with a 
readout of 15.300 to win the event.
Ohio State then progressed to the floor. Team captain Sean Melton 
captured the event title while registering the nation’s best score on 
the floor with a tally of 15.050. The score of 15.050 is a personal 
record for Melton, and it ranks as the fifth highest in program history.
On the vault, OSU registered the top three scores in the competition. 
Tristan Burke paced the way with a season-best score of 14.500 to 
finish in first place. Jake Dastrup (14.400) and Yoder (14.300) were 
just behind Burke on the scoreboard to finish in second and third, 
respectively.
Ohio State only scored 69.200 points on the rings, and once again, 
they were led by Melton who awed the crowd with a season-best 
performance of 14.750 for gold. On the high bar, Jake Martin claimed 
the individual title with a solid routine of 14.600.
The Buckeyes entered the final rotation, the parallel bars, knowing 
that they needed some quality scores. Andrew Rickly, who competed 
in only two events this evening, got the scoring started with a score of 
14.300 and Jake Dastrup followed with a huge score of 14.500. Yoder 
popped in a 13.250 before Melton scored a season best of 14.700 on 
the bars for the event title. Burke secured the win for the Buckeyes 
with a score of 13.400.
AT WINTER CUP CHALLENGE
FEB. 16 & 18, 2017 - LAS VEGAS
Day One
Alec Yoder continued his hot streak on the pommel horse Thursday 
evening; his score of 14.900 on the pommel was better than all other 
70-plus competitors on day one of the Winter Cup Challenge at the 
Westgate Las Vegas Casino & Resort.
Sean Melton notched several top-10 routines on the evening: his 
parallel bar score of 14.000 was the third best, his rings readout of 
14.750 ranked fourth, his floor score of 14.150 was seventh and his 
high-bar tally of 13.500 ranked eighth best.
Yoder additionally placed in a tie for 12th on the parallel bars with a 
score of 13.200.
2015 All-American Drew Moling registered the sixth-best still rings 
routine of the night with a score of 14.350. Future Buckeye, Max 
Andryushchenko, scored best on the vault where he recorded a score 
of 13.650.
Day Two
Sean Melton closed out the Winter Cup Challenge on Saturday 
evening at the Westgate Casino & Resort with solid performances 
on the rings, floor, parallel bars and high bar. Of the 42 athletes who 
advanced to the finals, Melton placed no less than sixth place in each 
of his events.
Melton’s best finish of the meet was on the parallel bars. The redshirt 
junior matched his preliminary score of 14.000 on Thursday night 
with the exact same readout Saturday evening for a two-day total of 
28.000 to place third.
On the rings, his two-day tally of 29.250 settled him in fourth-place 
position. He closed out the meet with a with a fifth-place finish on the 
high bar (26.950) and a sixth-place showing on the floor (28.150).
Alec Yoder registered a commendable sixth-place finish on the pom-
mel horse with a combined score of 28.700 (14.900 and 13.800). Yoder 
also place 16th on the parallel bars with a score of 26.300.
Former Buckeye Drew Moling closed out his career with a sixth-place 
showing on the rings. Moling was one of only eight athletes to eclipse 
the 28-point barrier and finished with a tally of 28.400.
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MICHIGAN
FEB. 4, 2017 - COLUMBUS, OHIO
OSU - 422.200, MICHIGAN - 404.950
The Buckeyes scored a season-high 422.200 points on their way to a 
commanding win over Michigan (404.950). Ohio State’s team score 
is the fourth-highest in the NCAA in 2017.
Jake Dastrup led the way for the Scarlet and Gray capturing two 
event titles at the meet. He won the pommel with a score of 14.900 
matching his prior career best. He then took home the title on the 
parallel bars with a readout of 14.700.
Dastrup and teammate Jake Martin, who were both honored on 
Senior Day, combined to win three total events. Martin went out 
with a bang on the last high-bar routine of his career in St. John 
Arena. The fifth-year senior awed the crowd with a stellar routine 
of 14.850.
Martin’s high bar score of 14.580 currently ranks No. 3 
in the NCAA, and Dastrup’s readout on parallel bars is 
the sixth-best nationally.
Tristan Burke took the title on the still rings with a score 
of 14.150 and Sean Melton, who was competing on the 
floor for the first time in 2017, won with a tally of 14.400. 
The only event Ohio State did not win as a team was 
the vault. Michigan’s Emyre Cole won that with a score 
of 14.600.
Team wise, the Buckeyes recorded the second highest 
team score in the country on pommel horse (72.250) 
and parallel bars (71.900).
AT WINDY CITY INVITATIONAL
JAN. 14, 2017 - CHICAGO
OSU - 2ND/403.450
Ohio State opened the 2017 season with a second-place showing 
at the 47th annual Windy City Invitationa in Chicago Saturday 
evening.
Jake Martin won the all-around title with a score of 83.400, and 
Alec Yoder (pommel horse) and Tristan Burke (rings) won their 
respective event titles at the 47th annual Windy City Invitational 
Saturday evening.
Martin was the highest Buckeye scorer in the high bar (14.250) and 
floor (14.300). The redshirt senior also excelled in the pommel horse 
scoring the third-highest total in the meet with a tally of 13.800. He 
used scores of 13.450, 14.150, and 13.450 in the rings, vault, and 
parallel bars to round out his score.
The No. 3 Buckeyes (403.450 points) finished second as a team 
behind No. 5 Illinios who scored 412.150 points. No. 10 Michigan 
(397.100) finished third, No. 4 Minnesota (397.000) placed fourth, 
No. 7 Iowa (387.550) ended up in fifth and the host, No. 17 UIC took 
sixth with 360.250 points.
Yoder, the 2016 Big Ten Freshman of the Year, aced his only routine 
of the night with a 14.300 on the pommel horse. Burke had a very 
composed rings routine that led to him scoring a readout of 14.250 
to win the event.
Jake Dastrup paced the Buckeyes in the parallel bars with a crisp 
routine that led to him receiving a score of 14.200 from the judges.
Team Standings
1. Illinois - 412.150
2. Ohio State - 403.450
3. Michigan - 397.100
4. Minnesota - 397.000
5. Iowa - 387.550
6. UIC - 360.250
UIC
JAN. 20, 2017 - COLUMBUS, OHIO
OSU - 412.150, UIC - 381.500
The Ohio State men’s gymnastics team ran away with a 412.150-
381.500 dual meet victory over No. 17 UIC on Friday evening at St. 
John Arena.
The Buckeyes, who barely cracked the 400 points in the season 
opener, came out and demolished their previous season high. The 
Buckeyes started out with a score of 66.400 on the floor, and Jake 
Dastrup paced the way with a readout of 14.000.
The Scarlet and Gray then progressed to the pommel horse where 
they threw down the third-best score in the nation with a 68.900. 
Brandon Jacoby was the high Buckeye with a career-high tally of 
14.500, and David Szarvas set a career high as well with a solid 
routine of 13.600.
Ohio State then scored 67.550 on rings and 69.350 on the vault. 
Jake Martin (14.050) won the individual rings title, and Paris 
McGee Jr. (14.100) was victorious on the vault.
The Buckeyes closed out the meet with the second-best parallel 
bar team score (71.000) and the fourth-best high bar total (68.950) 
in the nation.
The trio of Dastrup (14.750 - sixth best), Sean Melton (14.400 - 
eighth best) and Andrew Rickly (14.350 - tied ninth) all registered 
top-10 marks in the NCAA on the parallel bar. Rickly also notched 
the third-highest routine in the high bar with a score of 14.400.
Seth Delbridge registered a career high on the rings with a 13.700; 
he finished with scores of 14.250 (high bar - No.  8 in nation), 
13.600 (parallel bars) and 13.750 (vault).
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NCAA CHAMPIONSHIPS
NCAA TEAM CHAMPIONS
1985, 1996, 2001
NCAA INDIVIDUAL CHAMPIONS
1956 Don Harper .....................................................Trampoline
1958 Don Harper .....................................................Trampoline
1961 Tom Gompf .....................................................Trampoline
1985 Noah Riskin• .............................................. Parallel Bars
1985 Seth Riskin• ............................................... Parallel Bars
1990 Mike Racanelli ............................................... All-Around
1990 Mike Racanelli .......................................... Floor Exercise
1995 Drew Durbin ............................................. Pommel Horse  
1996 Drew Durbin ............................................. Pommel Horse
1996  Blaine Wilson ................................................ All-Around
1996 Blaine Wilson ................................................. Still Rings
1996 Blaine Wilson  ............................................ Parallel Bars 
1997 Blaine Wilson ................................................ All-Around
1997 Blaine Wilson ................................................. Still Rings
1997 Blaine Wilson ......................................................... Vault
1997 Drew Durbin ............................................. Pommel Horse  
2000 Jamie Natalie ................................................ All-Around
2000 Jamie Natalie ........................................... Floor Exercise
2001 Jamie Natalie ................................................ All-Around
2001 Daren Lynch ............................................................ Vault
2001 Raj Bhavsar ................................................. Parallel Bars
2002 Raj Bhavsar .................................................... All-Around
2005 Ronald Ferris ......................................................High Bar
2007 Pejman Ebrahimi• .................................................. Vault
2010 Brandon Wynn ........................................................Rings
2011 Brandon Wynn ........................................................Rings
2013 Michael Newburger ................................. Pommel Horse
2016 Alex Johnson• ..................................................High Bar
•Indicates co-champions
ALL-TIME NCAA FINISHES
1952  ................................................................................. 17th 
1953  ................................................................................. 12th
1954  ................................................................................. 11th
1955  ...............................................................................T-11th
1956  ................................................................................. 13th
1958  ................................................................................. 10th
1959  ................................................................................. 10th
1960  ..................................................................................21st
1961  ................................................................................. 11th
1963  ................................................................................. 20th
1981  ................................................................................... 9th
1982  ................................................................................... 5th
1983  ................................................................................... 5th
1984  ................................................................................... 3rd
1985  ................................................... 1st
1986  ................................................................................... 9th
1987  ................................................................................... 8th
1988  ................................................................................... 9th
1989  ................................................................................... 7th
1990  ................................................................................... 5th
1991  ................................................................................... 6th
1992  ................................................................................... 3rd
1993  ...................................................................................2nd
1994  ................................................................................... 3rd
1995  .................................................................................T-4th
1996  ................................................... 1st
1997  ................................................................................... 4th
1998  ................................................................................... 6th
1999  ...................................................................................2nd
2000  ................................................................................... 6th
2001  ................................................... 1st
2002  ...................................................................................2nd
2003  ...................................................................................2nd
2004  ................................................................................... 4th
2005  ...................................................................................2nd
2006  ................................................................................... 7th
2007  ................................................................................... 8th
2008  ................................................................................... 7th
2009  ................................................................................... 6th
2011  ................................................................................... 6th
2014  ................................................................................... 5th
2016  ................................................................................... 3rd
2017   .................................................................................. 2nd
2001 NCAA CHAMPIONS
RAJ BHAVSAR
DAREN LYNCH
MICHAEL NEWBURGER
RONNIE FERRIS
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ALL-AMERICANS
1994
Kip Simons .................................................All-Around (3rd)
Kip Simons ..............................................Parallel Bars (4th)
Blaine Wilson .......................................Floor Exercise (2nd)
Drew Durbin .........................................Pommel Horse (5th)
David Alexander ..........................................Still Rings (4th)
1995
Drew Durbin ..................................Pommel Horse (1st)
Blaine Wilson .............................................Still Rings (2nd)
Blaine Wilson ..........................................All-Around (T-3rd)
Dave Eckert .................................................Still Rings (6th)
1996
Blaine Wilson.......................................All-Around (1st)
Blaine Wilson.................................... Still Rings (T-1st)
Blaine Wilson............................... Parallel Bars (T-1st)
Blaine Wilson ................................................High Bar (4th)
Drew Durbin ..................................Pommel Horse (1st)
Drew Durbin ..................................................High Bar (5th)
Dave Eckert .................................................Still Rings (5th)
1997
Blaine Wilson.......................................All-Around (1st)
Blaine Wilson........................................Still Rings (1st)
Blaine Wilson................................................. Vault (1st)
Blaine Wilson .........................................Parallel Bars (2nd)
Blaine Wilson ....................................Pommel Horse (T-4th)
Drew Durbin ..................................Pommel Horse (1st)
Drew Durbin ...............................................All-Around (3rd)
Drew Durbin ............................................Parallel Bars (6th)
Drew Durbin ..................................................High Bar (6th)
1998
Peter Landry ................................................Still Rings (5th)
Michael Morgan.........................................All-Around (5th)
Doug Stibel....................................................High Bar (5th)
1999
Doug Stibel..........................................Parallel Bars (T-2nd)
Doug Stibel............................................Floor Exercise (7th)
Tim Elsner ..............................................Floor Exercise (3rd)
Peter Landry .........................................Parallel Bars (T-5th)
Daren Lynch .........................................................Vault (5th)
Jamie Natalie...................................Pommel Horse (T-2nd)
2000
Jamie Natalie .......................................All-Around (1st)
Jamie Natalie ................................ Floor Exercise (1st)
Jamie Natalie..............................................Still Rings (5th)
Raj Bhavsar .............................................Parallel Bars (3rd)
Daren Lynch .........................................................Vault (6th) 
2001
Jamie Natalie .......................................All-Around (1st)
Jamie Natalie..........................................Parallel Bars (3rd)
Jamie Natalie........................................Floor Exercise (4th)
Raj Bhavsar.......................................Parallel Bars (1st)
Raj Bhavsar ...............................................All-Around (2nd)
Raj Bhavsar .........................................................Vault (4th)
Daren Lynch .................................................... Vault (1st)
2002
Raj Bhavsar...........................................All-Around (1st)
Raj Bhavsar .........................................................Vault (5th)
Raj Bhavsar ..........................................Pommel Horse (5th)
Jamey Houle .........................................Floor Exercise (6th)
Dick Huntwork .......................................Floor Exercise (4th)
Kerry Adderly........................................Floor Exercise (2nd)
Randy Monahan ............................................High Bar (6th)
2003
Raj Bhavsar ...............................................All-Around (2nd)
Raj Bhavsar ..........................................Pommel Horse (6th)
Raj Bhavsar ........................................................ Rings (6th)
Raj Bhavsar .............................................Parallel Bars (8th)
Randy Monahan .........................................All-Around (4th)
Kerry Adderly.........................................Floor Exercise (3rd) 
Ryan Schwartzkopf...............................Pommel Horse (5th)
2004
Randy Monahan .........................................All-Around (3rd)
Randy Monahan ............................................High Bar (8th)
Kerry Adderly...........................................Parallel Bars (7th)
Ronald Ferris .................................................High Bar (5th)
2005
DJ Bucher  ............................................. Parallel Bars (2nd)
DJ Bucher  ............................................... Still Rings (T-5th)
DJ Bucher ............................................ Pommel Horse (7th)
Ronald Ferris  ...........................................High Bar (1st)
1953
Don Perry ...................................................... Tumbling (4th)
1954
Don Perry ...................................................... Tumbling (6th)
1955
Don Perry ......................................................Tumbling (2nd)
1956
Don Harper ........................................... Trampoline (1st)
1958
Don Harper ........................................... Trampoline (1st)
1959
Tom Gompf ................................................ Trampoline (3rd)
1960
Tom Gompf ................................................ Trampoline (6th)
1961
Tom Gompf ........................................... Trampoline (1st)
Scott Smith................................................ Trampoline (5th)
1963
Dennis Jarrett ........................................... Trampoline (4th)
1976
Rod Newland.......................................................Vault (6th)
1977
Rod Newland....................................................Vault (T-4th)
1979
Steve Willard ............................................. Vaulting (T-2nd)
1980
Jim Fredrickson ....................................Horizontal Bar (6th)
1982
Mike Bergeron...................................Pommel Horse (T-3rd)
1984
Robert Playter................................................High Bar (3rd)
Seth Riskin ..............................................Parallel Bars (4th)
1985
Noah Riskin .................................. Parallel Bars (T-1st)
Seth Riskin .................................... Parallel Bars (T-1st)
Tim Muench......................................Pommel Horse (T-2nd)
1986
Seth Riskin ..........................................Parallel Bars (T-2nd)
Steve Bradley ....................................Pommel Horse (T-3rd)
Brian Stith ..........................................Floor Exercise (T-3rd)
1988
Gil Pinto ...................................................Parallel Bars (4th)
Mike Racanelli ...................................Floor Exercise (T-6th)
1989
Mike Racanelli ..........................................All-Around (2nd)
Mike Racanelli ...................................Floor Exercise (T-3rd)
Mike Racanelli .................................................Vault (T-5th)
Mike Racanelli ................................................... Rings (7th)
1990
Mike Racanelli.....................................All-Around (1st)
Mike Racanelli.............................. Floor Exercise (1st)
Mike Racanelli ............................................Still Rings (3rd)
Mike Racanelli .....................................Pommel Horse (4th)
Mike Racanelli ....................................................Vault (6th)
Mike Racanelli ........................................Parallel Bars (6th)
1991
Todd Quackenbush ...............................Floor Exercise (2nd)
Todd Quackenbush ..............................................Vault (5th)
Jim Knopp ............................................Parallel Bars (T-3rd)
1992
Jim Knopp .....................................................High Bar (3rd)
Jim Knopp ............................................Parallel Bars (T-4th)
1993
Kip Simons ..............................................All-Around (T-4th)
Jim Knopp ............................................Pommel Horse (4th)
David Alexander ..........................................Still Rings (3rd)
David Alexander ..................................................Vault (5th)
Nat Goodale ................................................Still Rings (5th)
Brian Delmonico ..................................................Vault (6th)
Ronald Ferris  .......................................Pommel Horse (6th) 
Randy Monahan  .......................................All-Around (2nd) 
Randy Monahan  ...................................Floor Exercise (5th)
Randy Monahan  ..........................................  High Bar (7th) 
2006
DJ Bucher .............................................Pommel Horse (7th)
Willie Ito........................................................High Bar (3rd)
Jimmy Wickham.................................................Vault (2nd)
2007
DJ Bucher ........................................................ Rings (T-4th)
DJ Bucher ...............................................Parallel Bars (2nd)
Pejman Ebrahimi.........................................Vault (T-1st)
Willie Ito..................................................Parallel Bars (7th)
Jimmy Wickham..................................................Vault (3rd)
2008
Jake Bateman ............................................All-Around (6th)
Jimmy Wickham.............................................. Floor (T-2nd)
Jimmy Wickham..................................................Vault (3rd)
2009
Jake Bateman ................................................. Rings (T-4th)
Ty Echard ..............................................Pommel Horse (3rd)
Steven Spencer ...................................Pommel Horse (2nd)
Brandon Wynn............................................All-Around (8th)
2010
Philip Onorato...................................................Vault (T-4th)
Steven Spencer ....................................Pommel Horse (3rd)
Brandon Wynn............................................... Rings (1st)
2011
Ty Echard ..............................................Pommel Horse (3rd)
Kris Done .......................................................High Bar (5th)
Jeff Treleaven .....................................................Vault (3rd)
Brandon Wynn............................................... Rings (1st)
Brandon Wynn......................................Parallel Bars (T-8th)
Brandon Wynn...............................................High Bar (8th)
Brandon Wynn.........................................All-Around (T-5th)
2012
Kris Done .................................................... High Bar (T-5th)
Ty Echard ..............................................Pommel Horse (7th)
Misha Koudinov ...................................Parallel Bars (T-3rd)
Michael Newburger .............................Pommel Horse (3rd)
Danny Steiner.....................................Floor Exercise (T-6th)
2013
Michael Newburger.....................Pommel Horse (1st)
Danny Steiner........................................Floor Exercise (7th)
Jeff Treleaven ..................................................Vault (T-5th)
2014
Jake Martin .................................................. High Bar (2nd)
Jake Martin ................................................All-Around (5th)
Jeff Treleaven .....................................................Vault (4th)
Sean Melton...............................................All-Around (3rd)
Sean Melton..................................................High Bar (3rd)
Sean Melton........................................................Vault (6th)
Sean Melton............................................Parallel Bars (6th)
Alex Johnson.................................................High Bar (6th)
2015
Drew Moling ................................................... Rings (T-4th)
Alex Johnson.................................................High Bar (8th)
2016
Alex Johnson........................................ High Bar (T-1st)
Seth Delbridge ...................................................Vault (2nd)
Emeric Quade ........................................Floor Exercise (4th)
Alex Wilson ......................................................Vault (T-7th)
Alec Yoder ...........................................Pommel Horse (2nd)
Alec Yoder ..................................................All-Around (5th)
Alec Yoder  .................................................All-Around (7th)
Sean Melton..................................................High Bar (4th)
Sean Melton....................................................... Rings (5th) 
2017
Sean Melton...............................................All-Around (4th)
Sean Melton...................................................... Rings (2nd)
Sean Melton..................................................High Bar (3rd)
Alec Yoder ..................................................All-Around (6th)
Alec Yoder ............................................Pommel Horse (4th)
Jake Dastrup ........................................Pommel Horse (7th)
David Szarvas .......................................Pommel Horse (8th)
Joey Bonanno...................................................... Floor (6th)
*NCAA champions in bold
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BIG  TEN CHAMPIONSHIPS
BIG TEN TEAM CHAMPIONSHIPS
1983*, 1985, 1987, 1993, 1994, 
1996, 1997, 2001, 2002, 2005, 
2006, 2007, 2016, 2017
*Indicates co-champions
BIG TEN 
INDIVIDUAL CHAMPIONS
1926 Charles Smith ................................................ All-Around
1976 Rod Newland ..................................................... Vaulting
1977 Rod Newland ..................................................... Vaulting
1978 Rod Newland ..................................................... Vaulting
1979 Rick Aguirre ................................................ Parallel Bars
1980 Jim Fredrickson ..................................................High Bar
1980 Randy Hairston .................................................. Vaulting
1981 Jim Fredrickson• ...............................................High Bar
1981 Bill Steinbach• ........................................ Pommel Horse
1981 Mike Yonemitsu ........................................ Floor Exercise
1982 Mike Bergeron• ...................................... Pommel Horse
1984 Joe Bowers ..................................................... Still Rings
1984 Jay Foster• ................................................. Parallel Bars
1984 Robert Playter ....................................................High Bar
1985 Jay Foster ....................................................... Still Rings
1985 Tim Muench ............................................. Pommel Horse
1985 Robert Playter ....................................................High Bar
1986 Steve Bradley ........................................... Pommel Horse
1986 Brian Stith• ............................................................ Vault
1987 Gil Pinto .................................................... Floor Exercise
1988 Gil Pinto• .................................................. Floor Exercise
1991 Rusty Schillinger ....................................... Floor Exercise
1992 Jim Knopp• .......................................................High Bar
1992 Kip Simons .................................................. Parallel Bars
1992 Kip Simons ...................................................... Still Rings
1993 Jim Knopp ................................................... Parallel Bars
1993 Jim Knopp ................................................ Pommel Horse
1993 Kip Simons• ......................................................High Bar
1994 Drew Durbin ................................................... All-Around
1994 Drew Durbin• ............................................. Parallel Bars
1994 Drew Durbin ............................................. Pommel Horse
1994 Kip Simons• ......................................................High Bar
1994 Blaine Wilson ......................................................... Vault
1995 Blaine Wilson ................................................ All-Around
1995 Blaine Wilson• ........................................... Parallel Bars
1995 Blaine Wilson ................................................. Still Rings
1996 Drew Durbin ............................................. Pommel Horse
1996 David Eckert .................................................... Still Rings
1996 Blaine Wilson ................................................ All-Around
1996 Blaine Wilson ...........................................Horizontal Bar
1997  Drew Durbin ................................................ Parallel Bars
1997 Blaine Wilson ................................................ All-Around
1997 Blaine Wilson ........................................... Floor Exercise
1997 Blaine Wilson .......................................... Pommel Horse
1997 Blaine Wilson ................................................. Still Rings
1997 Blaine Wilson ...........................................Horizontal Bar
1998 Peter Landry ................................................ Parallel Bars
1999 Tim Elsner ................................................. Floor Exercise
1999 Doug Stibel ...............................................Horizontal Bar
2000 Daren Lynch ............................................................ Vault
2000 Jamie Natalie ........................................... Floor Exercise
2001 Jamie Natalie ................................................ All-Around
2001 Jamie Natalie ...........................................Horizontal Bar
2002 Raj Bhavsar .................................................... All-Around
2002 Raj Bhavsar .............................................. Pommel Horse
2002 Raj Bhavsar• ............................................ Floor Exercise
2003 Randy Monahan ............................................. All-Around
2003 Raj Bhavsar ................................................. Parallel Bars
2004 Randy Monahan ............................................. All-Around
2004 Ronald Ferris  .................................................... High Bar
2005 DJ Bucher  .................................................  Parallel Bars
2005 Ronald Ferris  .................................................... High Bar
2005 Randy Monahan  .................................................... Rings 
2006 DJ Bucher ................................................ Pommel Horse
2006 Willie Ito ............................................................High Bar
2007 DJ Bucher ................................................... Parallel Bars
2007 Eddie Hay .................................................................Floor
2010 Brandon Wynn ........................................................Rings
2011 Mike Behles• ......................................................... Vault
2011 Brandon Wynn ........................................................Rings
2012 Ty Echard• ............................................... Pommel Horse
2014 Jake Martin ............................................................ Vault
2014 Sean Melton ......................................................High Bar
2014 Sean Melton ............................................... Parallel Bars
2015 Alex Johnson .....................................................High Bar
2016 Sean Melton .................................................. All-Around
2016 Sean Melton ............................................... Parallel Bars
2016 Sean Melton ............................................. Floor Exercise
2016 Alec Yoder ................................................ Pommel Horse
2017 Sean Melton .................................................. All-Around
2017 Jake Martin .......................................................High Bar
•Indicates co-champion
FIRST TEAM ALL-BIG TEN SELECTIONS
Jake Bateman ..................................................................... 2008-09
Mike Behles ..............................................................................2011 
Raj Bhavsar ...............................................................2000-01-02-03
Joe Bowers ...............................................................................1984
Steve Bradley ...................................................................... 1985-86
DJ Bucher  ...................................................................... 2005-06-07
Kris Done  .................................................................................2011
Drew Durbin ..............................................................1994-95-96-97 
Ty Echard  .................................................................................2012
Dave Eckert ...............................................................................1996
Tim Elsner  ...................................................................... 1996-97-99
Ronald Ferris  ...................................................................... 2004-05
Jay Foster  ........................................................................... 1984-85
Scott Foster ...............................................................................1994
Jim Frooman..............................................................................1985
Eddie Hay  .................................................................................2007
Willie Ito  .................................................................................2006
Alex Johnson.............................................................................2015
Jim Knopp ........................................................................... 1992-93
Peter Landry ..............................................................................1998
Tai Lee  .................................................................................2007
Daren Lynch ...............................................................................2000
Jake Martin ......................................................................... 2014-17
Sean Melton................................................................... 2014-16-17
Drew Moling .............................................................................2015
Randy Monahan  ............................................................ 2003-04-05
Michael Morgan........................................................................1998
Tim Muench...............................................................................1985
Jamie Natalie................................................................. 1999-00-01
Philip Onorato............................................................................2009
Gil Pinto  ........................................................................... 1987-88
Robert Playter...................................................................... 1984-85
Mike Racanelli ............................................................... 1988-89-90
Seth Riskin .......................................................................... 1985-86
Rusty Schillinger .......................................................................1991
Kip Simons ................................................................1991-92-93-94
Doug Stibel.......................................................................... 1998-99
Brian Stith .................................................................................1986
Blaine Wilson ............................................................1994-95-96-97
Brandon Wynn..................................................................... 2008-11
Alec Yoder .................................................................................2016
SECOND TEAM ALL-BIG TEN SELECTIONS
DJ Bucher  .................................................................................2008
Jake Dastrup .............................................................................2017
Seth Delbridge .................................................................... 2016-17
Ty Echard  ........................................................................... 2010-11
Alex Johnson.............................................................................2016
Misha Koudinov ........................................................................2012
Philip Onorato............................................................................2010
Andrew Rickly ...........................................................................2015
Danny Steiner............................................................................2013
Jeff Treleaven ...........................................................................2011
Jimmy Wickham........................................................................2008 
Alec Yoder .................................................................................2017
*Second Team created in 2008
BIG TEN GYMNAST OF THE YEAR
Raj Bhavsar ...............................................................................2002
Drew Durbin ..............................................................................1994
Randy Monahan  ................................................................. 2003-04
Jake Martin* .............................................................................2017
Sean Melton..............................................................................2016
Jamie Natalie............................................................................2001
Blaine Wilson ................................................................. 1995-96-97
*Indicates co-champion
BIG TEN FRESHMAN OF THE YEAR
Jake Bateman ...........................................................................2006
Raj Bhavsar ...............................................................................2000
Tim Elsner  .................................................................................1996
Sean Melton..............................................................................2014
Philip Onorato............................................................................2009
Kip Simons ................................................................................1991
Blaine Wilson ............................................................................1994
Alec Yoder .................................................................................2016
BIG TEN GYMNAST OF THE CHAMPIONSHIPS
Sean Melton..............................................................................2017
BIG TEN COACH OF THE YEAR
Miles Avery  .....................................................2001-02-05-06*-07*
Peter Kormann.......................................................1993-94*-96-97*
Mike Willson .................................................................. 1983-85-87
*Indicates co-coach of the year
YEAR-BY-YEAR FINISH
1925  ................................................................................... 6th
1926  ................................................................................... 5th 
1927  ................................................................................... 5th
1929  ................................................................................... 7th
1930  ................................................................................... 4th
1931  ................................................................................... 7th
1932  ................................................................................... 5th
1949  ................................................................................... 7th
1950  .................................................................................T-6th
1951  ................................................................................... 4th
1952  ................................................................................... 7th
1953  ................................................................................... 5th
1954  ................................................................................... 6th
1955  ................................................................................... 6th
1956  ................................................................................... 9th
1957  ................................................................................... 5th
1958  ................................................................................... 7th
1959  ................................................................................... 7th
1960  ................................................................................... 7th
1961  ................................................................................... 7th
1962  ................................................................................... 5th
1963  ................................................................................... 8th
1964  ................................................................................... 8th
1965  ................................................................................... 8th
1966  ................................................................................... 8th
1967  ................................................................................... 8th
1968  ................................................................................... 7th
1969  ................................................................................... 6th
1970  ................................................................................... 8th
1971  ................................................................................... 7th
1972  ................................................................................... 7th
1973  ................................................................................... 7th
1974  ................................................................................... 6th
1975  ................................................................................... 8th
1976  ................................................................................... 8th
1977  ................................................................................... 8th
1978  ................................................................................... 3rd
1979  ...................................................................................2nd
1980  ...................................................................................2nd
1981  ................................................................................... 3rd
1982  ................................................................................... 4th
1983  .................................................T-1st
1984  ...................................................................................2nd
1985  ................................................... 1st
1986  ................................................................................... 4th
1987  ................................................... 1st
1988  ................................................................................... 3rd
1989  ................................................................................... 3rd
1990  ................................................................................... 3rd
1991  ...................................................................................2nd
1992  ...................................................................................2nd
1993  ................................................... 1st
1994  ................................................... 1st
1995  ................................................................................... 3rd
1996  ................................................... 1st
1997  ................................................... 1st
1998  ................................................................................... 3rd
1999  ................................................................................... 3rd
2000  ...................................................................................2nd
2001  ................................................... 1st
2002  ................................................... 1st
2003  ...................................................................................2nd
2004  ................................................................................... 3rd
2005  ................................................... 1st
2006  ................................................... 1st
2007  ................................................... 1st
2008  ................................................................................... 3rd
2009  ................................................................................... 3rd
2010  ................................................................................... 4th
2011  ................................................................................... 3rd
2012  ................................................................................... 5th
2013  ................................................................................... 4th
2014  ...................................................................................2nd
2015  ................................................................................... 5th
2016  ......................................................1st
2017  ......................................................1st
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NATIONAL/ INTERNATIONAL
COMPETIT ION
OLYMPIANS
ATHLETES
Raj Bhavsar ........................Athens, 2004 (alternate); Beijing, 2008
Misha Koudinov (New Zealand)........................................ Rio, 2016
Jamie Natalie............................................ Sydney, 2000 (alternate)
Gil Pinto (Brazil) ............................................................. Seoul, 1988
Kip Simons ................................................................. Atlanta, 1996
Blaine Wilson............ ...  Atlanta, 1996; Sydney, 2000; Athens, 2004
COACHES
Miles Avery  ......................................... Asst. Coach, Atlanta, 1996; 
   .................... Sydney, 2000; Athens, 2004; Beijing, 2008
Peter Kormann..........................................Montreal, 1976 (athlete); 
   ..................... Head Coach, Atlanta, 1996; Sydney, 2000
WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS
Miles Avery  ............................................Asst. Coach, 1994-01-03
Raj Bhavsar ....................................................................... 2001-03
Kris Done (New Zealand) ....................................................... 2014
Peter Kormann............................................................ Coach, 1997
Misha Koudinov (New Zealand)........................................ 2014-15
Kip Simons ........................................................................ 1994-95
Blaine Wilson ..........................................................1995-97-99-03
Brandon Wynn..............................................................2010-13-15
USA GYMNASTICS 
NATIONAL CHAMPIONS
ALL-AROUND
Blaine Wilson .................................................... 1996-97-98-99-00
FLOOR
Mike Racanelli .................................................................. 1989-91
Blaine Wilson ......................................................................... 2000
RINGS
Kip Simons ............................................................................. 1996
Blaine Wilson .................................................... 1997-99-00-02-03
Raj Bhavsar ............................................................................ 2004
Brandon Wynn.........................................................2010-11-13-14
VAULT
Blaine Wilson ...............................................................1996-97-00
Raj Bahvsar ............................................................................2003
PARALLEL BARS
Blaine Wilson .................................................................... 1997-98
DJ Bucher  .............................................................................. 2005
HIGH BAR
Doug Stibel............................................................................. 1997 
Jamie Natalie.................................................................... 1999-00
Blaine Wilson ......................................................................... 2002
U.S. GOODWILL GAMES
Miles Avery  ............................................. Coach, Long Island, 1998
Jamie Natalie....................................................... Long Island, 1998
MILES AVERY
BLAINE WILSON
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TEAM RECORDS
TEAM RECORDS SINCE 2013*
Floor Exercise – 75.400
 vs. Oklahoma .......................................................................2014
Pommel Horse – 75.850
 vs. Oklahoma .......................................................................2014
Rings – 76.050
 vs. Oklahoma, Air Force ......................................................2016
Vault – 75.450
 at Michigan .........................................................................2016
Parallel Bars - 75.150
 at Arnold Challenge.............................................................2016
High Bar – 75.750
 vs. Oklahoma, Air Force ......................................................2016
Team Total - 447.400
 at Arnold Challenge.............................................................2016
*Computed under the FIG Code of Points
TEAM RECORDS, 2008-2012* 
Floor Exercise – 60.50
 NCAA Qualifier ....................................................................2008
Pommel Horse – 61.05
 vs. Stanford .........................................................................2012
Rings – 61.35
 NCAA Qualifier ....................................................................2008
Vault – 63.85
 Big Ten Championships .......................................................2011
Parallel Bars - 59.65
 vs. Michigan ........................................................................2008
High Bar – 60.15
 vs. Michigan ........................................................................2009
Team Total - 356.25
 vs. Michigan  .......................................................................2008
*Computed under the FIG Code of Points
TEAM RECORDS, 2001-07*
Floor Exercise – 38.375
 vs. Iowa and Minnesota ......................................................2002
Pommel Horse – 38.6
 vs. Nebraska ........................................................................2005
Rings – 38.55
 vs. Illinois.............................................................................2005
Vault – 37.8
 vs. Michigan ........................................................................2005
Parallel Bars - 37.35
 vs. Michigan ........................................................................2005
High Bar – 38.85
 NCAA Championships .........................................................2005
Team Total - 226.9
 vs. Michigan  .......................................................................2005
*Computed under the NCAA Code of Points
TEAM RECORDS THROUGH 2000*
Floor Exercise – 39.050
 at Illinois ..............................................................................1997
Pommel Horse – 39.000
 at Michigan .........................................................................1997
Still Rings – 39.175
 at NCAA Championships .....................................................1996
Vault – 39.000
 at Michigan .........................................................................1997
Parallel Bars - 38.950
 at Michigan .........................................................................1997
High Bar – 39.300
 vs. Michigan State ..............................................................1998
*Computed under the College Code Scoring System
INDIVIDUAL OSU RECORDS SINCE 
2008*
All-Around
 Sean Melton ...................91.600 vs. Oklahoma/Air Force , 2016
Floor Exercise
 Eddie Hay......................................... 15.75 vs. Penn State, 2008
 Danny Steiner ................... 15.75 at Metroplex Challenge, 2013
Pommel Horse
 Michael Newburger ...... 16.25 at Windy City Invitational, 2014
Still Rings
 Brandon Wynn ...................................16.30 vs. Oklahoma, 2010
Vault
 Jimmy Wickham .................................16.45 vs. Michigan, 2008
Parallel Bars
 Sean Melton ..................... 16.175 at Big Ten Event Finals, 2016
High Bar
 Jake Martin ....................................... 15.80 vs. California, 2014
*Computed under the FIG Code of Points
INDIVIDUAL OSU RECORDS, 
2001-07*
All-Around
 Randy Monahan ..............56.55 at NCAA Championships, 2005
Floor Exercise
 Dick Huntwork ................. 9.875 vs. Iowa and Minnesota, 2002
Pommel Horse
 Willie Ito  ............................................... 9.9 vs. Nebraska, 2005
Still Rings
 Randy Monahan ....................... 9.925 vs. Illinois-Chicago, 2005
Vault
 Jimmy Wickham .................................. 9.7 vs. Penn State, 2006
Parallel Bars
 DJ Bucher  ....................  9.850 at Windy City Invitational, 2005
High Bar
 Ronald Ferris ..................................... 9.925 vs. Nebraska, 2005
*Computed under the NCAA Code of Points
INDIVIDUAL OSU RECORDS 
THROUGH 2000*
All-Around
 Blaine Wilson ............... 58.850 at NCAA Championships, 1996
Floor Exercise
 Jamie Natalie ........................................9.950 at Big Tens, 2000
Pommel Horse
 Drew Durbin ...................... 9.975 at NCAA East Regional, 1996
Still Rings
 David Eckert....................... 10.000 vs. Western Michigan, 1996
Vault
 Doug Stibel ...................................... 9.900 vs. Penn State, 1997
Parallel Bars
 Jamie Natalie .................................. 9.950 vs. Penn State, 1999
High Bar
 Doug Stibel ........................................... 10.000 vs. Illinois, 1997
*Computed under the College Code Scoring System
OSU SCHOLAR-ATHLETES
BRANDON WYNN
EDDIE HAY
SEAN MELTON
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HONORS &  AWARDS
OSU SCHOLAR ATHLETES
David Alexander ............................................................. 1992-93-94
Frank Ansevin ...................................................................... 1994-97
Brian Baley ................................................................................1985
Cory Barnes .................................................................... 2012-13-14
Brian Bartly.......................................................................... 1983-84
Peter Bastien ........................................................1990-91-92-93-94
Jake Bateman ...........................................................2006-07-08-09
Michael Bell ..............................................................2007-08-09-10
Raj Bhavsar ...............................................................2000-01-02-03 
Evan Bluemel.................................................................. 2015-16-17
Joey Bonanno...................................................................... 2016-17
Joseph Bower ................................................................ 1983-84-85
Andrew Brower .........................................................................2017
Kevin Brown ..............................................................2006-07-08-09
Greg Buchanan ..........................................................................1985
Tristan Burke .............................................................................2016
Michael Canales .......................................................1996-97-98-99
Michael Chan ............................................................................2017
Chris Coombs ............................................................................2016
Adam Cooper.............................................................................1990
Robert Costea............................................................................2017
Kevin Crumley ...........................................................1990-91-92-93
Jake Dastrup .............................................................2013-15-16-17
Seth Delbridge .................................................................... 2016-17
Samuel DeWitt.................................................................... 2016-17
Kris Done  ........................................................................... 2012-13
Tony Duong ................................................................2005-06-07-08
Matt Dwork  ..............................................................................2003
Pejman Ebrahimi  ................................................ 2005-06-07-08-09
Evan Eigner.......................................................................... 2015-16
Adam Elliott...............................................................................1999
Tim Elsner  .................................................................1996-97-98-99
Ben Falkner................................................................1999-00-01-02
Chad Finefrock..................................................................... 1996-97
Michael Finn........................................................................ 1996-97
Jay Foster  ...................................................................... 1983-84-85
Scott Foster ...............................................................................1993
Brian Franke ........................................................................ 1988-91
James Frooman .............................................................. 1983-84-85
Brandt Gomez ...................................................................... 2009-11
Tony Goodwin ............................................................................1987
Rodney Gredon ............................................................... 1992-93-94
Eddie Hay  .................................................................2006-07-08-09
Jamey Houle  ............................................................2001-02-03-04
Christopher Howard ....................................................... 1990-91-92
Dick Huntwork ...........................................................2000-01-02-03
Josh Hurwitz .................................................................. 2015-16-17
Willie Ito  ........................................................................2005-06-07
Mike Jenkins .............................................................................2006
Jason Kaplan ............................................................................2003
Brandän Jones ............................................................... 2011-12-13
Seth Klayman ................................................................. 1996-97-98
Kristopher Kline................................................................... 2006-07
James Knopp.............................................................1990-91-92-93
Jeff  Koford .................................................................... 1987-88-90
Chris Kotys .......................................................................... 1984-85
Misha Koudinov ........................................................2011-12-13-14
Steve Krause .............................................................................1987
Jahir Johnson ................................................................ 2003-04-05
Chad Lape  ........................................................................... 1985-87
John Laing .................................................................2010-11-12-13
Edwin Legard.............................................................................1994
Samuel Linzell ...........................................................................1983
Daren Lynch ...............................................................1998-99-00-01
Michael Marino ............................................................  2005-06-07
Mike Marrapese........................................................................1990
Jake Martin ..........................................................2013-14-15-16-17
Larry Mayer .................................................................... 2012-13-14
Michael McCormick ....................................................... 1983-84-85
Paris McGee ........................................................................ 2016-17
Ethan Meister............................................................................2016
Sean Melton........................................................................ 2014-16
Joe Miceli .................................................................................1985
Blaize Monks .............................................................................2010
Dave Moskovitz ................................................................... 1984-85
Timothy Muench............................................................. 1983-84-85
Justin Myers .................................................................. 2008-09-10
Jay Nardelli ...............................................................................1998
Jamie Natalie............................................................1998-99-00-01
Earnest Nelson ..........................................................................1999
Michael Newburger .............................................2010-11-12-13-14
Neil Niemi .................................................................1994-95-96-97
Todd Norcross ...........................................................................1985
Grant Osborne  ..........................................................2004-05-06-07
Jason Pelland ................................................................. 1996-97-98
Randy Perlakowski ....................................................1983-84-85-87
Gil Pinto  .............................................................................. 1987-88
Robert Playter................................................................. 1983-84-85
Emeric Quade ............................................................2013-14-15-16
Mike Racanelli .................................................................... 1988-90
Matt Rayl  ........................................................................... 2009-10
Sean Regan ...............................................................................2011
Andrew Rickly ................................................................ 2015-16-17
Seth Riskin ..................................................................... 1983-84-85
Craig Sargent ...................................................................... 1983-84
Andy Saurber.............................................................2006-07-08-09
Tim Saxton...................................................................... 2002-03-04
Ryan Schwartzkopf....................................................2000-01-02-03
Judd Shaffer........................................................................ 1998-99
Jamie Shepard .................................................................... 2003-04
Thomas Shull....................................................................... 1983-84
Kip Simons ................................................................................1991
Joey Smith ................................................................................2017
Matthew Smith .........................................................................1999
Danny Steiner............................................................................2013
Brian Stith ........................................................................... 1984-85
Coleson Stadghill ......................................................................2017
David Szarvas ...................................................................... 2016-17
Nick Tagliaferro .........................................................2011-12-13-14
Shachar Tal ..................................................................... 2007-08-09
Cody Teaney ........................................................................ 2015-16
Jimmy Wickham .......................................................2005-06-07-08
Meyer Williams.............................................................. 2015-16-17
Alex Wilson ...............................................................................2017
Michael Willson ........................................................................1983
Brandon Wynn...........................................................2008-09-10-11
Alec Yoder .................................................................................2016
ACADEMIC ALL-BIG TEN
David Alexander ............................................................. 1992-93-94
Frank Ansevin ...................................................................... 1995-97
Cory Barnes ...............................................................................2013
Peter Bastien .................................................................. 1991-92-93
Jake Bateman ................................................................ 2007-08-09
Michael Bell ................................................................... 2008-09-10
Raj Bhavsar .................................................................... 2001-02-03
Evan Bluemel....................................................................... 2016-17
Joey Bonanno............................................................................2017
Joe Bowers ...............................................................................1984
Kevin Brown ........................................................................ 2008-09
Mike Canales ................................................................. 1997-98-99
Kevin Crumley ...........................................................1990-91-92-93
Jake Dastrup .................................................................. 2015-16-17
Seth Delbridge .................................................................... 2016-17
Samuel DeWitt..........................................................................2016
Kris Done  .................................................................................2013
Tony Duong ..................................................................... 2006-07-08
Pejman Ebrahimi ................................................................. 2006-08
Evan Eigner................................................................................2016
Tim Elsner  ...................................................................... 1997-98-99
Ben Falkner..................................................................... 2000-01-02  
Chad Finefrock................................................................ 1995-96-97
Michael Finn........................................................................ 1996-97
Jay Foster  ........................................................................... 1984-85
Scott Foster ...............................................................................1993
Brian Franke ..............................................................................1991
Jim Froman.......................................................................... 1984-85
Rodney Gendron ............................................................. 1993-94-95
Brandt Gomez ............................................................................2011
Eddie Hay  ........................................................................... 2008-09
Jamey Houle  ............................................................2001-02-03-04
Chris Howard.................................................................. 1990-91-92
Dick Huntwork ................................................................ 2001-02-03
Willie Ito  .................................................................................2007
Jahir Johnson ..................................................................... 2004-05
Brandän Jones .................................................................... 2012-13
Seth Klayman ................................................................. 1996-97-98
Kristopher Kline................................................................... 2006-07
Jim Knopp ...................................................................... 1991-92-93
Jeffrey Koford ..................................................................... 1989-90
Misha Koudinov ............................................................. 2012-13-14
John Laing ...................................................................... 2011-12-13
Chad Lape  .................................................................................1987
Edwin Ledgard...........................................................................1995
Daren Lynch .................................................................... 1999-00-01
Michael Marino................................................................... 2006-07
Jake Martin ...............................................................2014-15-16-17
Larry Mayer ......................................................................... 2013-14
Paris McGee ..............................................................................2017
Sean Melton..............................................................................2016
Tim Muench......................................................................... 1984-85
Justin Myers .................................................................. 2008-09-10
Jay Nardelli ...............................................................................1999
Jamie Natalie................................................................. 1999-00-01
Michael Newburger ..................................................2011-12-13-14
Neil Niemi ...................................................................... 1995-96-97
Grant Osborne ..................................................................... 2006-07
Gil Pinto  ........................................................................... 1988-89
Jason Pelland ...................................................................... 1997-98
Randy Perlakowski ....................................................................1987
Gil Pinto  ....................................................................................1987
Robert Playter...................................................................... 1984-85
Emeric Quade ................................................................. 2014-15-16
Mike Racanelli .................................................................... 1989-90
Matt Rayl  .................................................................................2010
Sean Regan ...............................................................................2011
Andrew Rickly ................................................................ 2015-16-17
Seth Riskin .......................................................................... 1984-85
Andy Saurber....................................................................... 2008-09
Tim Saxton........................................................................... 2003-04
Ryan Schwartzkopf......................................................... 2001-02-03
Judd Shaffer..............................................................................1999
Jamie Shepard .................................................................... 2003-04
Danny Steiner............................................................................2013
David Szarvas ............................................................................2017
Nick Tagliaferro .............................................................. 2011-12-13
Shachar Tal ..................................................................... 2008-09-10
Cody Teaney ..............................................................................2016
Jimmy Wickham............................................................. 2006-07-08
Meyer Williams................................................................... 2016-17
Aelx Wilson ...............................................................................2017
Brandon Wynn................................................................ 2009-10-11
BIG TEN DISTINGUISHED SCHOLARS*
Cory Barnes ...............................................................................2013
Jake Bateman ...........................................................................2009
Michael Bell ........................................................................ 2009-10
Kevin Brown  .............................................................................2009
Jake Dastrup .............................................................................2017
Justin Myers .............................................................................2009
Michael Newburger ..................................................2011-12-13-14
Emeric Quade ............................................................................2015
Andrew Rickly ...........................................................................2017
Andy Saurber.............................................................................2009
David Szarvas ............................................................................2017
*Created in 2009
BIG TEN MEDAL OF HONOR
Jamie Natalie............................................................................2001
Jim Knopp .................................................................................1993
Mike Racanelli ..........................................................................1990
Robert Playter............................................................................1985
Bruce Harlan..............................................................................1970
Bruce T. Trott .............................................................................1970
Donald D. Harper.......................................................................1958
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HONORS &  AWARDS
BIG TEN SPORTSMANSHIP HONOREE
Misha Koudinov ........................................................................2012
Drew Moling ....................................................................... 2013-15
Alex Johnson....................................................................... 2014-16
Jake Martin ...............................................................................2017
NCAA POSTGRADUATE SCHOLARSHIP
Jamie Natalie............................................................................2001
Daren Lynch ...............................................................................2001
Jake Bateman ...........................................................................2009
Michael Newburger ..................................................................2014
CAPITAL ONE/COSIDA ALL-AMERICAN OF THE YEAR
Michael Newburger ..................................................................2014
CAPITAL ONE/COSIDA ACADEMIC ALL-AMERICANS
Emeric Quade ............................................................................2016
Michael Newburger ............................................................ 2013-14
Jake Bateman ..................................................................... 2008-09
Jamey Houle ............................................................................ 2004
Raj Bhavsar ...............................................................................2003
Seth Klayman ............................................................................1998
Neil Niemi .................................................................................1997
David Alexander ........................................................................1994
Kevin Crumley ...........................................................................1993
Rodney Gendron ........................................................................1993
Jim Knopp .................................................................................1993
Mike Racanelli ..........................................................................1989
CAPITAL ONE/COSIDA ACADEMIC ALL-DISTRICT IV
Emeric Quade (second team) ....................................................2017
Michael Newburger (first team)..................................... 2012-13-14
Jake Bateman (first team) ................................................... 2008-09
Jamey Houle (first team) ...........................................................2004
Raj Bhavsar (first team)  ...................................................... 2002-03
Jamie Natalie (second team) ....................................................2001
CGA ACADEMIC TEAM CHAMPION
2007
CGA ACADEMIC ALL-AMERICA SCHOLAR-ATHLETES
David Alexander .................................................................. 1992-93
DJ Bucher  ........................................................................... 2007-08
Jake Bateman ...........................................................2006-07-08-09
Michael Bell ................................................................... 2008-09-10
Raj Bhavsar  ..............................................................................2003
Evan Bluemel....................................................................... 2015-17
Joey Bonanno............................................................................2017
Kevin Brown ..............................................................................2008
Mike Canales ............................................................................1998
Michael Chan ............................................................................2017
Kevin Crumley ................................................................ 1990-92-93
Jake Dastrup .............................................................................2017
Tony Duong ..................................................................... 2006-07-08
Pejman Ebrahimi ................................................................. 2008-09
Evan Eigner................................................................................2015
Ben Falkner.......................................................................... 2001-02
Chad Finefrock..................................................................... 1996-97
Eddie Hay  ...................................................................... 2007-08-09
Jamey Houle .............................................................2001-02-03-04
Dick Huntwork  ..........................................................................2003
Willie Ito  .................................................................................2007
Brandän Jones ..........................................................................2011
Seth Klayman ................................................................. 1996-97-98
Kristopher Kline................................................................... 2006-07
Jim Knopp .................................................................. 1990-1992-93
Misha Koudinov ............................................................. 2011-12-14
John Laing ...................................................................... 2011-12-13
Daren Lynch ...............................................................1998-99-00-01
Michael Marino................................................................... 2006-07
Jake Martin ...............................................................2013-14-15-17
Blaize Monks .............................................................................2013
Justin Myers .................................................................. 2008-09-10
Jamie Natalie............................................................1998-99-00-01
Michael Newburger ..................................................2011-12-13-14
Neil Niemi ...................................................................... 1994-96-97
Alex Nork  ........................................................................... 2014-15
 COACHING RECORDS
 
 Years  Coach    W L T
 1924  Glenn Alexander  2 1 0
 1925-32  Leo G. Staley   13 32 0
 1933-48  (NO TEAM)   – – –
 1949-66  Joseph M. Hewlett  123 285 4
 1967-77  James Sweeney  67 128 0
 1978-88  Mike Willson   296 114 1
 1989-97  Peter Kormann   335 53 0
 1998-2010  Miles Avery   244 108 1
 2011  Blaine Wilson/Doug Stibel 14 11 0
 2012-Pres.  Rustam Sharipov  95 65 2
 Total      1,189 797 8
PETER KORMANN
MILES AVERY
BLAINE WILSON RUSTAM SHARIPOV
Emeric Quade ...................................................................... 2014-15
Matt Rayl  .................................................................................2009
Sean Regan ......................................................................... 2010-11
Andrew Rickly ..................................................................... 2014-17
Andy Saurber.................................................................. 2007-08-09
Ryan Schwartzkopf....................................................................2003
Kip Simons ................................................................................1993
Matt Smith ................................................................................2003
Danny Steiner............................................................................2015
David Szarvas ............................................................................2017
Nick Tagliaferro .........................................................................2014
Shachar Tal .......................................................................... 2007-08
Cody Teaney ..............................................................................2015
Jimmy Wickham............................................................. 2006-07-08
Meyer Williams.........................................................................2015
Alex Wilson ...............................................................................2017
Brandon Wynn................................................................ 2009-10-11
Donald Yeager ...........................................................................2015
OSU MALE ATHLETE OF THE YEAR
Raj Bhavsar ...............................................................................2002
Jamie Natalie...................................................................... 2000-01
Blaine Wilson  ..................................................................... 1995-97
Mike Racanelli ..........................................................................1990
USA GYMNASTICS COACH OF THE YEAR
Miles Avery  ........................................................................ 2005-08
DIVISION I NATIONAL COACH OF THE YEAR 
Mike Willson ............................................................................ 1985
Peter Kormann.......................................................................... 1996
Miles Avery .............................................................................. 2001
DIVISION I NATIONAL ASSISTANT COACH OF THE YEAR 
Miles Avery ................................................................. 1992-96-97
MID-EAST REGIONAL COACH OF THE YEAR AWARD 
(1961-1996)
Jim Sweeney............................................................................ 1968
Mike Willson ............................................................................ 1983
Peter Kormann.......................................................................... 1996
CENTRAL REGION COACH OF THE YEAR (1997-Present)
Miles Avery ..................................................................2002-05-07
Rustam Sharipov .................................................................... 2014
CENTRAL REGION ASST. COACH OF THE YEAR (2006-Present)
Doug Stibel............................................................................. 2007
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LETTERWINNERS
Gerald Baker................................................... 1966-67-68
Brian Baley  ............................................... 1981-82-83-84
Robert Ballard ......................................................1949-50
Jerry Ballinger  ............................................... 1971-72-74
Matt Barr ..............................................................2011-12
James Bartley ......................................................1977-78
Peter Bastien ............................................. 1991-92-93-94
Jake Bateman ........................................... 2006-07-08-09
William Bates.......................................................1950-53
Richard Batts ........................................................1956-58
Mike Behles .............................................. 2009-10-11-12
Michael Bell .........................................................2008-09
Mike Bergeron........................................... 1979-80-81-82
Todd Bernhausen .......................................................1981
Raj Bhavsar ............................................... 2000-01-02-03
C.S. Bidlock ..........................................................1924-25
Hobart Billingsley .................................................1949-50
Thomas Blackstone ........................................ 1963-64-65
Evan Bluemel........................................................2015-16
Alan Bonar.................................................................1965
Joey Bonanno................................................... 2016-17
Bernard Borosdy ........................................................1961
Joe Bowers ............................................... 1980-81-83-84
Steve Bradley ............................................ 1983-84-85-86
Andrew Breiner .............................................. 1951-52-53
Chris Brooks ................................................... 1979-80-81
Gregory Brown ..........................................................1967
Kevin Brown ..............................................................2008
Greg Buchanan .....................................................1986-87
DJ Bucher  ................................................  2005-06-07-08
Walter Buck .................................................... 1968-69-70
Tristan Burke ........................................................2016-17
Tom Burns .............................................................1978-79
Douglas Butler......................................................1958-59
David Caldwell ..........................................................1957
Mike Califf...................................................... 1987-88-89
Michael Canales ....................................... 1996-97-98-99
Richard Cardy ............................................................1961
Steve Carraher .......................................... 1979-80-81-82
John Castle ...............................................................1962
Clarence Chavis.........................................................1930
Mitch Claman .......................................................2000-01
Peter Clute............................................................1969-70
David Collins .............................................................1952
Chris Coombs..........................................................2017
Mordaunt Coons............................................. 1930-31-32
Adam Cooper............................................. 1990-91-92-93
Robert Costea .........................................................2017
Kevin Crumley ........................................... 1990-91-92-93
Jake Dastrup .................................................. 2014-16-17
J. Herbert Davies .................................................1924-26
David Davis ..........................................................1954-55
Earl Davis ....................................................... 1956-57-58
Charles Deaton, Jr. ...............................................1965-66
Willard DeBruin....................................................1925-26
Joseph DeHaven ..................................................1968-69
Seth Delbridge ............................................2015-16-17
John Dellert............................................... 1988-89-90-91
Brian Delmonico ............................................. 1993-94-95
Ernest DeMarchi ............................................ 1959-60-61
Pat Dent.....................................................................1978
Samuel DeWitt..........................................................2016
James Doane ................................................. 1952-53-54
Bruce Donaldson ............................................ 1959-60-61
Kris Done ........................................................ 2011-12-13
Tony Duong ..................................................... 2006-07-08
Drew Durbin .............................................. 1994-95-96-97
Pejman Ebrahimi  .....................................  2005-06-07-09
Ty Echard ................................................... 2009-10-11-12
David Eckert .............................................. 1993-94-95-96
Scott Efrid.............................................................1988-89
Evan Eigner...........................................................2015-16
Adam Elliott.................................................... 1999-00-01
Timothy Elsner ........................................... 1996-97-98-99
Mike Emrich ..............................................................1978
Steve Emrich ............................................. 1975-76-77-78
Chuck Ewing .............................................. 1974-75-76-77
Michael Evans ........................................... 2000-01-02-03
Ben Falkner................................................................2002
Tony Fatta .............................................................1986-87
Howard Fellers .....................................................1958-60
Ronald Ferris  ................................................  2003-04-05
Chad Finefrock........................................... 1994-95-96-97
Michael Finn.............................................. 1994-95-96-97
Eric Foreman................................................... 1974-76-77
Allen Foster ...............................................................1967
Jay Foster .................................................. 1982-83-84-85
Scott Foster ............................................... 1991-92-93-94
William Foster ......................................................1966-67
Thomas Franklin ............................................. 1951-52-53
Frank Fraunfelter .......................................................1956
Jim Fredrickson .............................................. 1979-80-81
James Frooman .............................................. 1982-83-84
Richard Fuller ............................................................1929
Ronald Gad ................................................................1964
Gary Gammage............................................... 1969-72-73
John Gary ..................................................................1962
Milton Geissman ..................................................1929-30
Rodney Gendron ........................................ 1992-93-94-95
Kevin Gibson ........................................................1995-96
Fletcher Gilders .............................................. 1954-55-56
Scott Goddard ......................................................1973-74
Thomas Gompf ............................................... 1959-60-61
Nathaniel Goodale .................................... 1992-93-94-95
Anthony Goodwin.................................................1988-89
Harry Green ..........................................................1930-32
Steven Greenberg .....................................................1965
Stuart Greenberg..................................................1960-62
Melvin Grimes ...........................................................1981
Scott Grimm ..............................................................1983
David Gutting ............................................................1981
Joseph Hackett .........................................................1959
Randy Hairston .....................................................1978-80
William Hammond .................................... 1972-73-74-76
Wayne Hancock ...................................................1971-73
Robert Harding .....................................................1969-70
Elliot Hardy ..................................................... 2010-11-12
Dennis Harget ...........................................................1951
Bruce Harlan.........................................................1949-50
Donald Harper ................................................ 1956-57-58
Michael Harrast ............................................. 1983-84-87
Scott Harris .................................................... 1989-90-91
Paul Hartman.............................................................1957
Bart Harvey...........................................................1993-94
H.E. Hathorn .........................................................1924-25
Eddie Hay .................................................. 2006-07-08-09
Jack Hayes ................................................................1960
Herschel Headley ......................................................1930
Steve Heinrichs .........................................................1973
Leslie Henderson.......................................................1949
Robert Henning .............................................. 1951-52-54
Todd Henry ................................................ 1988-89-90-91
Chester Heppberger ..................................................1931
James Holteschulte ....................................... 1965-66-67
Edwin Hoover .......................................................1931-32
Jamey Houle ............................................. 2001-02-03-04
Chris Howard............................................. 1989-90-91-92
Steven Howard............................................... 1967-68-69
Joel Hunt ..............................................................1972-73
Dick Huntwork ........................................... 2000-01-02-03
Willie Ito ..................................................  2004-05-06-07
Brandon Jacoby.........................................................2017
David Jamis..........................................................1978-79
Daniel Jarrett .......................................1962-63-64\Brand
Will Jeffreys..............................................................2013
Alex Johnson............................................. 2013-14-15-16
Earl Jones..................................................................1956
Herbert Jones............................................................1952
Brandän Jones .......................................... 2011-12-13-14
Kris Kaltenbacher .................................................1981-82
Donald Kattleman ................................................1959-61
William Keating ........................................................1962
Edward Keith ............................................. 1973-74-75-76
Brent Klaus ................................................................1997
Seth Klayman ............................................ 1995-96-97-98
Reed Klein ...................................................... 1970-71-72
Kristopher Kline .......................................  2004-05-06-07
Edward Klose ............................................................1950
Karl Kniffin...................................................... 1970-71-72
Jim Knopp ................................................. 1990-91-92-93
Jeff Koford ...........................................................1988-89
Chris Kotys ................................................ 1980-81-82-83
Misha Koudinov ........................................ 2011-12-13-14
Peter Landry .............................................. 1996-97-98-99
Chad Lape.................................................. 1984-85-86-87
John Laing ................................................. 2010-11-12-13
Edwin Ledgard......................................................1994-95
Mark Lee ..............................................................1978-79
Tai Lee ....................................................... 2007-08-09-10
Gary Leibrock.................................................. 1962-63-64
Ryan Lemezis.................................................. 2015-16-17
Jack Leonard ........................................................1971-72
Charles Levy .........................................................1925-26
Jake Lewis ................................................................1974
Sam Linzell ................................................ 1980-81-82-83
Willard Livingston .....................................................1926
Donald Long ................................................... 1963-64-65
William Lowry ...........................................................1967
Ben Lucas ....................................................... 1972-73-74
Paul Lusk ........................................................ 1975-76-77
Daren Lynch ............................................... 1998-99-00-01
Edward Lynch ............................................................1966
Sam Manos ...............................................................1949
Michael Marino ...................................................2005-06
Walter Marsh ............................................................1952
Jake Martin ............................................... 2013-14-16-17
Gerald Martin ............................................................1979
Robert Martin ............................................................1951
Gary Maulding................................................ 1973-75-76
Larry Mayer ............................................... 2012-13-14-15
Jason Mazzurco ........................................ 1991-92-93-94
Mike McCormick .......................................................1983
Donald McCoy ................................................ 1949-50-51
Paris McGee ...........................................................2017
James McMillen ..................................................1973-74
Alfred Medley ......................................................1958-59
Logan Melander ........................................ 2014-15-16-17
Sean Melton ................................................2014-16-17
Dennis Mendelson ......................................... 1967-68-69
John Mercer ................................................... 1925-26-27
John Mercer .........................................................1931-32
Bruce Meredith .........................................................1960
Steve Merena............................................ 1983-85-86-87
M.H. Mewhorter .......................................................1924
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LETTERWINNERS
Stephen Meyer............................................... 1970-71-72
Joe Miceli ................................................. 1986-87-88-89
Jay Mike....................................................................1971
Bill Mitchusson .........................................................1978
Drew Moling ............................................. 2012-13-14-15
Louis Molnar .............................................................1929
Randy Monahan ........................................ 2002-03-04-05
Blaize Monks .................................................. 2010-11-12 
Michael Morgan.................................... 1996-98-99-2000
Melvin Morton ............................................... 1975-76-77
Fernando Moreira.................................................1987-88
David Moskovitz ........................................ 1982-83-84-85
Timothy Muench............................................. 1982-83-84
Justin Myers ............................................. 2007-08-09-10
Jay Nardelli ............................................... 1998-99-00-01
Jamie Natalie............................................ 1998-99-00-01
Erwin Naujoks ................................................ 1924-25-26
Steve Neago.........................................................1950-52
Earnest Nelson ............................................... 1999-00-01
Michael Newburger .................................. 2011-12-13-14
Rodney Newland ............................................ 1976-77-78
Neil Niemi ................................................. 1994-95-96-97
Carlton Noble ............................................................1986
B.J. Norell ................................................. 1986-88-89-90
Alex Nork................................................... 2012-13-14-15
Ronald O’Brien ............................................... 1957-58-59
Philip Onorato............................................ 2009-10-11-12
David Ortiz  ................................................ 2005-06-07-08
Grant Osborne  .........................................  2004-05-06-07
Alfred Osolin .................................................. 1928-29-30
John O’Toole ........................................................1980-81
Lee Overholsek ..........................................................1965
William Patrick ..........................................................1955
Jason Pelland .......................................................1996-97
James Perkins ................................................ 1967-68-69
Randy Perlakowski .................................... 1983-85-86-87
Donald Perry .............................................. 1952-53-54-55
Gregg Peters.........................................................1974-75
Richard Petrilla ..........................................................1966
George Pfeierer .........................................................1929
Pedro Pineda  ................................................. 2005-06-07
Gil Pinto .......................................................... 1987-88-89
John Pixley ...........................................................1928-30
Robert Playter................................................. 1983-84-85
Richard Poggaili ........................................................1950
Edward Porter............................................................1960
Joseph Porter .......................................................1954-55
Todd Quackenbush ...............................................1990-91
Emeric Quade ................................................. 2014-15-16
John Racanelli........................................... 1980-81-82-83
Michael Racanelli ..................................... 1987-88-89-90
Paul Raglow ................................................... 1983-84-85
Matt Rayl...................................................................2010
Ty Redmon ................................................. 1987-88-89-90
Sean Regan .................................................... 2008-10-11
Alan Renzi ................................................. 1982-83-84-85
Troy Richert ...............................................................2013
Andrew Rickly ........................................... 2014-15-16-17
Noah Riskin ............................................... 1982-83-84-85
Seth Riskin ................................................ 1983-84-85-86
Edmond Rossi ............................................................1953
Sanford Rothman .................................................1925-26
Perry Ryno ............................................................1986-87
Ronald Sampsell ..................................................1956-57
Craig Sargent .......................................................1981-83
Andy Saurber............................................. 2006-07-08-09
Leslie Sauer.................................................... 1962-63-64
Juris Sautins .............................................................1956
Mike Schanberger .......................................... 1978-79-80
Neil Schank ..........................................................1963-64
Mark Schawe ............................................................1978
Rusty Schillinger ....................................... 1989-90-91-92
Donald Schimpf ....................................................1950-51
Jamie Schmidt ..........................................................1993
Charles Schmitt .........................................................1962
Howard Schomer............................................ 1955-57-58
Ruediger Schroeer.....................................................1965
Kevin Schroer ................................................. 1980-81-83
Kenneth Schultz ...................................................1965-66
Steve Schultz.............................................................1974
Thomas Schultz ......................................... 1973-74-76-77
Ryan Schwartzkopf.................................... 2000-01-02-03
Nicholaus Searcy  ....................................  2004-05-06-07
Gustav Seelbinder .....................................................1965
James Seltzer................................................. 1971-72-73
James Semon................................................. 1967-68-69
Michael Serra............................................................1988
Michael Sexton .............................................. 1967-68-69
Lloyd Shelley .............................................................1988
Jamie Shepard .................................................2003-2004
Mark Shirkey .............................................................1975
Harry Shollenbarger ..................................................1957
Tom Shull ........................................................ 1980-81-83
Randall Simkins.........................................................1961
Kip Simons ................................................ 1991-92-93-94
Stacey Smallenbarger .................................... 1973-74-75
Charles Smith ................................................. 1924-26-27
Matthew Smith .............................................. 2001-02-03
Nathaniel Smith ............................................. 1957-58-59
Winfred Smith ......................................................1961-62
Jerry Sowards ......................................................1971-72
Drew Spencer................................................. 1993-94-95
Steven Spencer ....................................................2009-10
Jacque Sroufe ................................................ 1964-65-66
Harold Stafelbach .....................................................1929
Ronald Stauffer .........................................................1966
Bill Steinbach ................................................. 1979-80-81
Danny Steiner................................................. 2012-13-14
Doug Stibel................................................ 1996-97-98-99
George Sting ........................................................1930-32
Brian Stith ...................................................... 1984-85-86
Frank Stone ...............................................................1950
Ralph Stone ...............................................................1932
William Stuckey ........................................................1967
M.J. Sturtevant .............................................. 1927-28-29
Bruce Sugimoto .............................................. 1974-75-76
James Sweeney ............................................. 1954-55-56
John Swisher .......................................................1959-60
David Szarvas .........................................................2017
Nick Tagliaferro .........................................................2013
Shachar Tal ................................................ 2007-08-09-10
Charles Taylor ............................................................1932
Andrew Teal .............................................. 2012-13-15-16
Cody Teaney .........................................................2015-16
Jack Thompson .............................................. 1949-50-51
Randy Tobin ...............................................................1977
Jeff Treleaven ................................................ 2011-13-14
Cody Trobaugh ........................................... 2002-03-04-05
Bruce Trott ...................................................... 1968-69-70
Chris Tucker ..........................................................1981-83
Tommy Tucker  ...........................................................1993
Joel Uptmor...............................................................2011
George Vanis .............................................................1964
Eric Van Sickle ........................................... 2001-02-03-04
James Vencil .............................................................1969
Jon Veon ........................................................ 1961-62-63
Robert Wade .................................................. 1927-28-29
Kenneth Walcott ..................................................1977-78
Jay Watkins ..............................................................1964
Douglas Webster ........................................... 1961-62-63
Fred Weihmuller ........................................ 1979-80-81-82
CJ Weir .....................................................................2011
Steven Wells  ............................................ 1971-72-73-74
Jimmy Wickham ......................................  2005-06-07-08
Rick Wickstrom .............................................. 1979-80-81
Steve Willard .......................................................1978-79
Meyer Williams....................................................2015-16
Rahsaan Williams .....................................................1999
Greg Willsey..............................................................1977
Michael Willson ............................................. 1957-58-59
Michael Willson Jr. ................................... 1980-81-82-83
Scott Willson............................................. 1982-83-84-85
Tim Willson ............................................... 1984-85-86-87
Alexander Wilson.................................................2015-16
Blaine Wilson ............................................ 1994-95-96-97
Otto Winters................................................... 1927-28-29
Brandon Wynn........................................... 2008-09-10-11
Donald Yeager ......................................................2015-16
Alec Yoder ......................................................... 2016-17
Mike Yonemitsu ........................................ 1981-82-83-85
Steven Youngen ........................................................1971
Scott Zandy ..........................................................1975-76
Andy Zembower ...................................................1975-76
*Bold indicates returning letterwinner.
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THE  NISSEN-EMERY AWARD
THE NISSEN-EMERY AWARD
 Each year, the prestigious Nissen-Emery Award is presented to the outstanding senior 
male collegiate gymnast in the nation. Michigan’s Sam Mikulak was the recipient last season.
 In addition to gymnastics excellence, the winner also must fulfill the following require-
ments:
 - He must be an example of good sportsmanship and fair play - a champion in defeat as well 
as in victory.
 - He must maintain a high standard of scholarship throughout his college career.
 College gymnastics coaches, student-athletes and accredited college gymnastics judges 
across the nation are requested to submit nominations. Gymnasts receiving the highest 
number of nominations are placed on a final ballot and voted upon by those same coaches, 
student-athletes and judges.
GEORGE NISSEN
 The award is named after George Nissen, a world class athlete and inventor, who was a three-
time national tumbling champion from 1935-37.
 Nissen is most widely recognized for his invention of the trampoline, which was used for 
recreational purposes at schools across the country in the 40’s and also was used to train and 
condition Navy pilots during World War II.
Following the war, Nissen started the Nissen Trampoline Co., which eventually became Nissen 
Corp., the world’s largest supplier of gymnastics equipment.
 He is the honorary President of the International Federation of Trampolining and in 1993, 
was elected Vice President of the International Federation of Sports Acrobatics.
 He was the founder of the Nissen Cup in Switzerland and the recipient of the Distinguished 
Service Award of the President’s Council on Fitness and Sports.
 At age 70, he founded Nissen Sports Academy, which continues to develop new fitness 
products. He is the owner of more than 30 patents in the field of sports and fitness.
 Nissen has received numerous awards throughout his life, and the 91-year-old competitor was 
the 2000 honoree for the Senior Fitness Award from the California Governor’s Council on Physical 
Fitness and Sports.
ROBERT EMERY
 In 1998 Dr. Robert W. Emery, the 1969 winner, agreed to help the College Gymnastics As-
sociation (CGA) finance the redesigning of the award and establish an endowment that would 
indefinitely cover the annual expenses associated with it.
OHIO STATE NISSEN-EMERY AWARD FINALISTS
Bruce Trott ............................................................................... 1970
Robert Playter .......................................................................... 1985
Mike Racanelli .....................................................1990 (winner)
Jim Knopp ................................................................................ 1993
Kip Simons.............................................................1994 (winner)
Blaine Wilson .......................................................1997 (winner)
Peter Landry ............................................................................. 1999
Michael Morgan ...................................................................... 2000
Jamie Natalie ........................................................2001 (winner)
Raj Bhavsar .............................................................................. 2003
Jamey Houle ............................................................................ 2004
Randy Monahan ....................................................................... 2005
Willie Ito  .................................................................................2007
DJ Bucher ................................................................................ 2008
Jake Bateman .......................................................................... 2009
Brandon Wynn ..........................................................................2011
Ty Echard  .................................................................................2012
Michael Newburger ................................................................. 2014
Jake Martin .............................................................................. 2017
Award recipient in bold
ALL-TIME WINNERS
2017 Akash Modi ....................................................................................................... Stanford
2016 Jesse Glenn ............................................................................................................Army
2015 Ellis Mannon ..................................................................................................Minnesota
2014 Sam Mikulak .................................................................................................... Michigan
2013 Eddie Penev ....................................................................................................... Stanford
2012 Paul Ruggeri ..........................................................................................................Illinois
2011 Steven Legendre ............................................................................................. Oklahoma
2010 Luke Stannard .......................................................................................................Illinois
2009 Casey Sandy ...................................................................................................Penn State
2008 Jonathan Horton ............................................................................................. Oklahoma
2007 Matt Cohen ....................................................................................................Penn State
2006 Justin Spring .........................................................................................................Illinois
2005 Guillermo Alvarez ...........................................................................................Minnesota
2004 Dan Gill ............................................................................................................. Stanford
2003  Daniel Furney  ................................................................................................. Oklahoma
2002 Justin Toman .................................................................................................... Michigan
2001 Jamie Natalie ......................................................................................... OHIO STATE
2000 Jeff LaVallee ...........................................................................................Massachusetts
1999 Todd Bishop ..................................................................................................... Oklahoma
1998 Dan Fink .......................................................................................................... Oklahoma
1997 Blaine Wilson ........................................................................................ OHIO STATE
1996 Darren Elg ...............................................................................................Brigham Young
1995 Josh Stein ......................................................................................................... Stanford
1994 Kip Simons .............................................................................................. OHIO STATE
1993 John Roethlisberger .......................................................................................Minnesota
1992 Scott Keswick ........................................................................................................ UCLA
1991 Jarrod Hanks ................................................................................................... Oklahoma
1990 Mike Racanelli ...................................................................................... OHIO STATE
1989 David Zeddies .......................................................................................................Illinois
1988 Tom Schlesinger ...............................................................................................Nebraska
1987 Michael “Spider” Maxwell ............................................................................Penn State
1986 Wes Suter ........................................................................................................Nebraska
1985 Matt Arnot ..................................................................................................New Mexico
1984 Roy Palassou ...........................................................................................San Jose State
1983 Pete Vidmar ............................................................................................................ UCLA
1982 Jim Hartung .....................................................................................................Nebraska
1981 Bart Conner ..................................................................................................... Oklahoma
1980 Mario McCutcheon .............................................................Southern Connecticut State
1979 Kurt Thomas ...............................................................................................Indiana State
1978 Tim LaFleur .....................................................................................................Minnesota
1977 Peter Kormann ....................................................................Southern Connecticut State
1976 Gene Whelan .................................................................................................Penn State
1975 Jay Whelan .........................................................................Southern Connecticut State
1974 Steve Hug .......................................................................................................... Stanford
1973 John Crosby ........................................................................Southern Connecticut State
1972 Tom Lindner ...........................................................................................Southern Illinois
1971 Brent Simmons ...............................................................................................Iowa State
1970 Peter DiFurio ........................................................................................................Temple
1969 Robert Emery ..................................................................................................Penn State
1968 Dave Thor ......................................................................................................... Michigan
1967 Steve Cohen ...................................................................................................Penn State
1966 James Curzi ...................................................................................................... Michigan
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2017
Coach Record Conference Finish NCAA Finish
Rustam 24-4-0      First  Second
Sharipov
Date Score   Opponent
1/14 403.450 (2nd/6)   at Windy City Invitational
1/20 W 412.150- 381.500  vs. UIC 
2/4 W 422.200- 404.950  vs Michigan
2/11 W 419.150- 417.750  at Penn State
2/16 NTS   at Winter Cup Challenge
2/18 NTS   at Winter Cup Challenge
3/4 415.250 (1st/3)   Arnold Classic Challenge
3/11 L 434.550- 417.600  at Oklahoma
3/24 W 417.350- 415.250  at Illinois
4/7-8 418.600 (CHAMPS)            at Big Ten Championships
4/15 414.650 (2nd/6)   at NCAA National Qualifier
4/24                423.700 (2nd/6)                   at NCAA Championships
2016
Coach Record Conference Finish NCAA Finish
Rustam 25-6-0      First  Third
Sharipov
Date Score   Opponent
1/17 425.700 (2nd/6)   at Windy City Invitational
1/24 435.550 (2nd/3)   at Stanford/California
1/30 W 434.900- 424.100  at Michigan
2/13 W 444.500- 433.250  vs Penn State
3/5 447.400 (1st/3)   Arnold Classic Challenge
3/11 446.700 (2nd/3)   vs. Oklahoma/Air Force
3/20 437.050 (1st/3)            vs. William & Mary/ Temple 
4/1 434.450 (1st/7)      at Big Ten Championships
4/15 433.400 (2nd/6)   at NCAA National Qualifier
4/16 433.050 (3rd/6)   at NCAA Championships
2015
Coach Record Conference Finish NCAA Finish
Rustam 6-16-0      Fifth  -
Sharipov
Date Score   Opponent
1/17 414.800 (3rd/6)   at Windy City Invitational
1/24 L 431.700-434.400  vs. Illinois
2/1 422.600 (3rd/3)   at Iowa, vs. Oklahoma
2/6 L 431.400-443.600  at Penn State
2/19 NTS   at Winter Cup Challenge
2/28 L 432.200-437.050  vs. Michigan
3/7 436.250 (1st/3)   Arnold Classic Challenge
3/14 L 425.700-449.700  at Oklahoma
3/27-28 429.350 (5th/7)   at Big Ten Championships
4/9 427.900 (5th/6)   at NCAA National Qualifier
2014
Coach Record Conference Finish NCAA Finish
Rustam 20-12-1        Second Fifth
Sharipov
Date Score   Opponent
1/18 436.050 (T-2nd/6)  at Windy City Invitational
1/26 L 428.450-425.450  at Illinois
2/1 L 444.750 - 440.800  at Michigan
2/14 W 443.300 - 426.500  vs. California
2/20-22 NTS   at Winter Cup Challenge
3/1 429.500 (3rd/6)   Arnold Classic Challenge
3/8 442.400 (2nd/4)   at Stanford Quad
3/15 446.150 (1st/3)   vs. Oklahoma, Temple
3/28-29 441.050 (2nd/7)   at Big Ten Championships
4/19 437.950 (2nd/6)   at NCAA National Qualifier
4/11 433.500 (5th/6)   at NCAA Championships
2013
Coach Record Conference Finish NCAA Finish
Rustam 10-13-1        Fourth -
Sharipov
Date Score   Opponent
1/19 427.750 (T-2nd/6)  at Windy City Invitational
1/25 429.400 (2nd/4)   at Metroplex Challenge
2/2 L 444.300 - 432.300  at Penn State
2/16 L 446.150 - 435.650  vs. Michigan
2/23 L 438.600 - 438.000  vs. Illinois
3/9 W 439.200 - 409.050  vs. UIC
3/23 L  441.250 - 426.750  at Oklahoma
4/5-6 426.600 (4th/7)   at Big Ten Championships
4/19 421.950 (5th/6)   at NCAA National Qualifier
2012
Coach Record Conference Finish NCAA Finish
Rustam 10-14-0      Fifth -
Sharipov    
Date Score   Opponent
1/14 334.500 (1st/5)   at Windy City Invitational
1/21 L, 353.150-347.750  vs. Oklahoma
2/18 334.200 (2nd/3)   at Michigan, Brockport
2/25 L 355.500 - 347.200  vs. Penn State
3/2 L 355.100 - 341.300  at Illinois
3/9 L 355.800 - 347.400  vs. Stanford
3/24 344.500 (3rd/3)   at Minnesota, Oklahoma
4/5-6 343.650 (5th/7)   at Big Ten Championships
4/19 345.350 (4th/6)   at NCAA National Qualifier
2011
Coach Record Conference Finish NCAA Finish
Doug Stibel 14-11-0            Third Sixth 
Blaine Wilson 
Date Score   Opponent
1/15 339.800 (4th/5)   at Windy City Invitational
1/22 L, 340.350-358.350  at Oklahoma
2/3-5 NTS   at Winter Cup Challenge
2/12 W, 345.50-353.50   vs. Brockport
2/26 L, 342.500-353.500  at Penn State
3/6 343.700 (1st/4)   vs. UIC, Air Force, Temple
3/12 350.350 (1st/3)   vs. Illinois, Nebraska
3/19 L, 336.900-353.350  at Michigan
4/1-2 350.000 (3rd/6)   at Big Ten Championships
4/14 353.750 (4th/6)   at NCAA National Qualifier
2010
Coach Record Conference Finish NCAA Finish
Miles Avery 12-16-0             Fourth Sixth 
Date Score   Opponent
1/16 347.150 (3rd/5)   at Windy City Invitational
1/30 L, 341.350-349.7   vs. Illinois
2/4-6 NTS   at Winter Cup Challenge
2/21 346.6 (2nd/4)              vs. Nebraska, Air Force, UIC
2/27 W, 353.6-347.1   vs. Penn State
3/6 W, 351.8-346.0   vs. California
3/13 L, 354.9-359.25   vs. Oklahoma
3/20 L, 353.8-364.45   at Michigan
4/2-3 346.95 (4th/6)   at Big Ten Championships
4/15 346.8 (3rd/6)   at NCAA National Qualifier
4/16 347.35 (6th/6)   at NCAA Championships
2009
Coach Record Conference Finish NCAA Finish
Miles Avery 9-16-0             Third Sixth
Date Score   Opponent
1/17 337.65 (4th/6)   at Windy City Invitational
1/24 L, 349.05-351.95   at Illinois
2/5-7 NTS   at Winter Cup Challenge
2/21 W, 350.8-333.05   vs. UIC
2/28 L, 346.5-347.6   at Penn State
3/6 L, 337.25-352.7   at California
3/14 L, 353.15-357.45   at Oklahoma
3/21 L, 349.7-357.6   vs. Michigan
4/3-4 349.9 (3rd/6)   at Big Ten Championships
4/16 354.3 (3rd/6)   at NCAA National Qualifier
4/17 355.95 (6th/6)   at NCAA Championships
2008
Coach Record Conference Finish NCAA Finish
Miles Avery 9-13             Third Seventh
Date Score   Opponent
1/12 341.2 (4th/7)   at Windy City Invitational
1/26 L, 348.1-355.65   vs. Illinois
2/2 L, 341.15-342.85   at Temple
2/2 W, 341.15-332.85   vs. Navy
2/16 L, 351.0-355.2   vs. California
2/24 L, 353.05-360.55   vs. Penn State
3/3 Cancelled   vs. Oklahoma
3/22 L, 356.25-359.2   at Michigan
4/4-5 354.35 (3rd/6)   at Big Ten Championships
4/17 351.8 (4th/6)   at NCAA National Qualifier
2007
Coach Record Conference Finish NCAA Finish
Miles Avery 14-7             First Eighth
Date Score   Opponent
1/13 209.5 (3rd/6)   at Windy City Invitational
1/27 W, 214.7 - 211.05   at Illinois
2/3 W, 216.35 - 198.55  Temple
2/8-10 NTS   at Winter Cup Challenge
2/24 L, 218.15 - 215.6   at Penn State
3/3 W, 218.65 - 213.55  at Oklahoma
3/10 L, 213.0 - 212.3   at California
3/17 W, 220.5 - 215.85   Michigan
3/30-31 217.75 (1st/6)   at Big Ten Championships
4/12 215.25 (4th/6)   at NCAA National Qualifier
2006
Coach Record Conference Finish NCAA Finish
Miles Avery 17-4-0             First Seventh
Date Score   Opponent
1/14 211.650 (1st/6)   at Windy City Invitational
1/28 W, 213.35 - 206.9   Illinois
2/2-4 NTS   at Winter Cup Challenge
2/11 W, 205.85 - 204.05  at UIC
2/18 W, 215.9 - 210.7   California
2/18 L, 216.55 - 215.9   Oklahoma
2/25 W, 216.3 - 209.05   Penn State
3/11 W, 214.3 - 212.7   at Michigan
3/24-25 215.625 (1st/6)   at Big Ten Championships
4/6 211.7 (4th/6)   at NCAA National Qualifier
2005
Coach Record Conference Finish NCAA Finish
Miles Avery 25-4-1              First Second
Date Score   Opponent
1/8 220.1 (2nd/6)   at Windy City Invitational
1/15 W, 218.875 - 210.05  Minnesota
1/22 W, 223.875 - 198.25  UIC
1/29 T, 223.4 - 223.4   Illinois
2/4-5 NTS   at Winter Cup Challenge
2/12 W, 215.35 - 214.45  at California
2/12 W, 215.35 - 213.95  Stanford
2/18 W, 223.975 - 216.6  Nebraska
2/26 W, 222.075 - 215.5  Penn State
3/3 L, 228.2 - 214.6 (Co-ed Exhibition) Japan All-Stars
3/5 L, 222.825 - 222.675  Oklahoma
3/13 W, 226.9 - 218.3   Michigan
3/25 225.35 (1st/6)   at Big Ten Championships
4/7 220.9 (1st/6)   at NCAA National Qualifier
4/8 225.45 (2nd/6)   at NCAA Championships
2004
Coach Dual Record Conference Finish NCAA Finish
Miles Avery 18-10-0  Third Fourth
Date Score   Opponent
1/10 215.750 (1st/6)                         at Windy City Invitational
1/17 W, 217.1 - 210.25   Minnesota
1/24 W, 214.45 - 208.15  at UIC
1/31 W, 220.2 - 219.0   Illinois
2/6-7 NTS    at Winter Cup Challenge
2/13 L, 217.4 - 218.175   California
2/13 L, 217.4 - 219.6   Oklahoma
2/15 L, 213.475 - 214.925  at Nebraska
2/21 L, 218.75 - 218.8   Penn State
3/13 L, 219.45 - 219.725  at Michigan
4/2 219.625 (1st/6)    at NCAA National Qualifier
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4/3 221.350 (4th/6)    at NCAA Championships
  
2003 
Coach Record Conference Finish NCAA Finish
Miles Avery 24-5-0 Second  Second
Date Score   Opponent
1/11 213.0 (1st/6)    at Windy City Invitational
1/25 W, 210.65 - 207.6   at UIC
2/1 W, 215.85 - 212.3   Illinois
2/7-2/8 NTS   at Winter Cup Challenge
2/14 W, 220.5 - 212.35   Nebraska
2/22 L, 216.875 - 220.0   at Penn State
3/7 L, 222.5 - 218.15    at Oklahoma
3/7 W, 218.15 - 211.025   vs. Stanford
3/9 L, 211.975 - 215.575   at Minnesota
3/15 W, 221.2 - 214.35   Michigan
3/28-29 218.850 (2nd/6)    at Big Ten Championships
4/11 218.6 (1st/6)    at NCAA National Qualifier
4/12 220.7 (2nd/6)    at NCAA Championships
2002 
Coach Record Conference Finish NCAA Finish
Miles Avery 22-5-0 First  Second
Date Score   Opponent
1/12 203.325 (4th/6)    at Windy City Invitational
2/2 W, 213.85 - 201.0   at UIC
2/8-9 NTS   at Winter Cup Challenge
2/15 L, 213.525 - 214.375  Illinois (co-ed)
2/23 W, 216.325 - 216.225  Penn State
3/3 W, 217.4 - 209.725  at Nebraska
3/9 W, 217.225 - 213.6  Iowa (co-ed)
3/9 W, 217.225 - 213.325  Minnesota
3/22-23 218.1 (1st/6)    at Big Ten Championship
4/4 215.375 (1st/6)    at NCAA National Qualifier
4/5 218.65 (2nd/6)   at NCAA Championships
2001
Coach Record Conference Finish NCAA Finish
Miles Avery 28-4 First  First
Date Score   Opponent
1/13 205.4 (3rd/7)    at Windy City Invitational
1/19 W, 208.2 - 198.675  UIC 1/20 
L, 210.4 - 215.5   at Michigan
2/3 W, 211.8 - 211.35   at Illinois
2/9 W, 216.45 - 212.95  Michigan State
2/16 W, 211.325 - 209.775  at Minnesota
2/17 W, 211.55 - 206.2   at Iowa
2/24 W, 217.2 - 208.2   Penn State
3/2 W, 211.35 - 202.2   at UC Santa Barbara
3/10 L, 215.4 - 217.3   at Oklahoma
3/10 W, 215.4 - 206.75    Stanford
3/24-25 217.275 (1st/7)    at Big Ten Championships
4/5 217.025 (1st/6)    at NCAA National Qualifier
4/6 218.125 (1st/6)   at NCAA Championships
3/10 W, 215.4 - 206.75    Stanford
3/24-25 217.275 (1st/7)    at Big Ten Championships
4/5 217.025 (1st/6)    at NCAA National Qualifier
4/6 218.125 (1st/6)   at NCAA Championships
2000
Coach Record Conference Finish NCAA Finish
Miles Avery 22-8 Second  Sixth
Date Score   Opponent
1/15 225.725 (1st/7)    at Windy City Invitational
1/22 W, 228.275 - 221.925  at Michigan State
2/28 W, 228.1 - 228.025  at Oklahoma
2/5 W, 229.95 - 225.35  Illinois
2/5 W, 229.95 - 229.9   Michigan
2/11-12 NTS   at Winter Cup Challenge
2/19 W, 230.725 - 226.375  BYU
2/19 W, 230.725 - 228.7  Iowa
2/19 W, 230.725 - 221.075  Minnesota
2/26 L, 228.5 - 229.025   at Penn State
3/17-18 229.5 (2nd/7)    at Big Ten Championships
3/30 229.375 (2nd/6)    at NCAA National Qualifier
3/31 230.8 (6th/6)    at NCAA Championships
1999
Coach Record Conference Finish NCAA Finish
Miles Avery 26-5 Third  Second
Date Score   Opponent
1/16 225.0 (2nd/7)    at Windy City Invitational
1/23 W, 226.25 - 223.6   Michigan State
1/29 W, 228.325 - 227.55  at Michigan
1/29 W, 228.325 - 222.95  Illinois
2/6 W, 226.15 - 211.925  at Minnesota
2/12-13 NTS   Winter Cup National
2/20 W, 227.1 - 226.225  Oklahoma
2/27 W, 230.95 - 228.05  Penn State
3/6 L, 227.75 - 230.0   at Illinois
3/13 W, 230.35 - 223.05  UIC
3/20 W, 227.0 - 217.9   at Temple
3/26-27 229.250 (3rd/7)   at Big Ten Championships
4/10 231.1 (1st/6)    at NCAA National Qualifier
4/22-24 229.85 (2nd/6)    at NCAA Championships
1998 
Coach Record Conference Finish NCAA Finish
Miles Avery 18-12 Third  Sixth
Date Score   Opponent
1/17 222.85 (3rd/7)    at Windy City Invitational
1/24 W, 226.8 - 223.05   Illinois
1/31 W, 226.35 - 217.95  Minnesota
2/6 W, 227.9 - 226.6   at Oklahoma
2/6 W, 227.9 - 226.3   Nebraska
2/21 L, 227.225 - 230.55  at Penn State
2/27 W, 229.875 - 228.7  at Michigan State
3/8 L, 230.175 - 230.675  at Nebraska
3/20 229.600 (3rd/7)      at Big Ten Championships
4/4 228.725 (1st/6)    at NCAA East Regionals
4/16 226.75 (6th/6)    at NCAA Championships
1997 
Coach Record Conference Finish NCAA Finish
Peter Kormann 31-3 First  Fourth
Date Score   Opponent
1/11 W, 224 - 218.6   Michigan State
1/18  226.45 (1st/9)    at Windy City Invitational
2/1  W, 231.925 - 218.8  at Michigan
2/8  W, 230.9 - 222.775  at UIC
2/8 W, 230.9 - 227.45   Iowa
2/15  W, 232.0 - 227.725  Oklahoma
2/21  W, 232.45 - 228.35   Penn State
3/1 W, 228.725 - 228.5  at Minnesota
3/8  W, 231.75 - 228.925  at Illinois
3/22-23 230.825 (1st/7)    at Big Ten Championships
4/5 231.6 (1st/6)    at NCAA East Regionals
4/17- 4/19 231.725 (4th/6)   at NCAA Championships
1996 
Coach Record Conference Finish NCAA Finish
Peter Kormann 50-0 First  First
Date Score   Opponent
1/2 223.40 (1st/10)    at UMASS Open
1/20 223.550 (1st/12)    at Windy City Open
1/28 W, 224.75 - 219.75  Minnesota
2/10 W, 228.925 - 209.75  Michigan
2/17 W, 227.85 - 225.0   at Penn State
3/1 W, 228.1 - 227.7   at Michigan State
3/1 W, 228.1 - 224.25   Iowa
3/9 W, 229.575 - 219.6  Western Michigan
3/15 229.5 (1st/8)    at Santa Barbara Invitational
3/23 W, 231.075 - 229.025  at Nebraska
3/30 231.375 (1st/7)    at Big Ten Championships
4/13 231.075 (1st/6)    at NCAA East Regionals
4/27 232.15 (1st/6)    at NCAA Championships
1995
Coach Record Conference Finish NCAA Finish
Peter Kormann 23-10 First  First
Date Score   Opponent
1/13- 1/14 221.1 (2nd/9)   at Windy City Invitational
1/21 L, 223.05 - 222.55  at Minnesota
2/4 227.05 (2nd/3)    at Illinois
2/11 W, 226.75 - 215.2  Pittsburgh
2/18 W, 229.35 - 229.2   Penn State
2/18 W, 229.35 - 228.35  New Mexico
2/25 W, 226.6 - 224.15  at Illinois
3/4  W, 229.9 - 228.55  Nebraska
3/11 227.3 (2nd/6)    at Gold’s Challenge
3/25 228.575 (3rd/7)   at Big Ten Championships
4/8  228.975 (3rd/6)    at NCAA East Regionals
4/20 228.725 (t-4th/6)   at NCAA Championships
1994
Coach Record Conference Finish NCAA Finish
Peter Kormann 43-3 First  Third
Date Score   Opponent
1/7-8 274.45 (1st/11)   at West Point Invitational
1/14-15 280.350 (1st/12)   at Windy City Invitational
1/29 W, 283.725 - 275.0  Minnesota
2/13 W, 283.7 - 283.3  at Oklahoma
2/18 W, 281.8 - 272.2  at Michigan State
2/26 W, 284.8 - 277.9  at Penn State
3/5 W, 284.8 - 282.25  Michigan 
3/5 W, 284.8 - 179.65  Army 
3/9 W, 282.425 - 275.65  Chicago 
3/13 W, 284.85 - 284.55  at Nebraska
3/26-27 286.975 (1st/7)     at Big Ten Championships
4/9 282.475  (1st/6)    at NCAA East Regionals
4/21-23 285.025 (3rd/6)      at NCAA Championships
1993
Coach Record Conference Finish NCAA Finish
Peter Kormann 46-4 First  Third
*No files on record
1992
Coach Record Conference Finish NCAA Finish
Peter Kormann 37-5 (23-2) Second Third
Date Score Opponent
1/10 277.55 (1st/5)  at Spartan Invitational
1/18 278.95 (2nd/10)      at Windy City Invitational
1/25 W, 282.6 - 274.1 Arizona State
2/2 L, 280.85 - 283.6 at Nebraska
2/15 W, 284.2 - 280.55 at Penn State
2/29 W, 281.1 - 272.2 Kent State
2/29 W, 281.1 - 266.1 Pittsburgh
3/7 W, 284.35 - 276.1 Michigan
3/14 W, 286.25 - 276.4 at Oklahoma
3/27 284.40 (2nd/7)  at Big Ten Championships
4/11 286.80 (1st/10)   at NCAA East Regionals
4/23 286.80  (3rd/8)   at NCAA  Championships
1991
Coach Record Conference Finish NCAA Finish
Peter Kormann 43-9 (23-4) Second Sixth
Date Score Opponent
1/11 W, 275.1 - 267.6 Michigan State
1/18 273.60 (2nd/12)    at Windy City Invitational
1/25 W, 270.85 - 270.45 at Arizona State
2/2 W, 278.7 - 275.8 Nebraska
2/8 W, 280.8 - 275.75 at Michigan
2/15 W, 281.0 - 279.15 Penn State
2/22 278.0 (2nd/9)      at Santa Barbara Invitational
3/2 L, 281.5 - 284.15 Oklahoma
3/2 W, 281.5 - 271.9 Pittsburgh
3/2 W, 281.5 - 268.15 Kent State
3/8 W, 279.7 - 278.85 at Wisconsin
3/8 W, 297.8 - 275.7 vs. Iowa
3/8 W, 297.8 - 269.45 vs. Army
3/22 279.5 (2nd/7)  at Big Ten Championships
4/6 285.5 (1st/10)  at NCAA East Regionals
4/18 282.4 (6th/8)  at NCAA Championships
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1990
Coach Record Conference Finish NCAA Finish
Peter Kormann 32-9 (19-6) Third Fifth
Date Score Opponent
1/12 W, 274.45 - 266.4 at Michigan State
1/12 W, 274.45 - 272.9 Minnesota
1/20 274.25 (2nd/11)  at Windy City Invitational
1/27 W, 279.9 - 271.3 Arizona State
2/4 L, 277.6 - 282.9 at Nebraska
2/11 W, 278.1 - 260.7 Michigan
2/17 W, 279.15 - 277.9  at Penn State
2/21 W, 279.45 - 270.95 at Northern Illinois
3/2 281.55 (3rd/7)  at Big Ten Championships
3/10 W, 282.75 - 269.4 Navy
3/17 W, 281.4 - 278.05 Iowa
4/7 281.85 (2nd/10)  at NCAA East Regionals
4/19 280.8 (5th/8)  at NCAA Championships
1989
Coach Record Conference Finish NCAA Finish
Peter Kormann 30-10 (17-4) Third Seventh
Date Score Opponent
1/7 W, 276.55 - 261.0 Michigan
1/20 271.2 (1st/11)  at Windy City Invitational
1/27 W, 271.3 - 253.55 at Southern Illinois
1/28 W, 275.95 - 265.6 at Michigan
2/4 W, 279.3 - 251.9 at Pittsburgh
2/10 W, 277.3 - 266.0 Northern Illinois
2/11 W, 266.15 - 252.3 Kent State
2/17 W, 274.75 - 257.05 UIC
2/18 W, 276.95 - 264.5 Penn State
2/25 277.2 (3rd/5)  at Southwest Cup
3/10 W, 280.45 - 276.5 at Iowa 
3/17 W, 278.8 - 275.3 Nebraska
3/18 W, 281.3 - 261.75 Michigan State
3/24 280.6 (3rd/7) at Big Ten Championships 
4/14 278.95 (7th/10) at NCAA Championships
1988
Coach Record Conference Finish NCAA Finish
Mike Willson 27-13 (14-7) Third  Ninth
Date Score Opponent
1/9 W, 280.5 - 252.8 Michigan
1/15-16 277.25 (3rd/12) at Windy City Invitational
1/22 W, 280.6 - 262.3 Southern Illinois
1/30 W, 280.35 - 273.1 Iowa State
2/5 W, 282.05 - 279.8 at UIC
2/6 W, 282.25 - 279.8 Northern Illinois
2/12 W, 273.8 - 259.75 Michigan
2/20 W, 278.75 - 278.7 at Penn State
2/26 W, 281.85 - 245.1 Pittsburgh
2/28 W, 281.9 - 280.85 Iowa
3/6 W, 283.55 - 280.8 Arizona State
3/11 W, 279.8 - 271.35 at Michigan State
3/13 L, 280.45 - 285.6 at Nebraska
3/19 W, 281.2 - 265.5 at Kent State
3/19 W, 281.2 - 275.7 Wisconsin
3/25-26 284.7 (3rd/7) at Big Ten Championships
4/15-16 279.65 (9th/10) at NCAA Championships
1987
Coach Record Conference Finish NCAA Finish
Mike Willson 29-12 (15-4) First Eighth
Date Score Opponent
1/10 267.75 (2nd/11) at Windy City Invitational
1/17 W, 270.95 - 256.0 at Michigan
1/23 W, 273.35 - 267.1 at Southern Illinois
1/23 W, 269.5 - 249.65 at Iowa State
2/7 W, 278.05 - 274.8 at Iowa
2/7 W, 278.05 - 220.15 Wisconsin-Oshkosh
2/14 L, 275.7 - 202.25 at Georgia Tech
2/20 W, 273.4 - 253.6 UIC
2/22 W, 278.85 - 277.5 Penn State
2/27 277.08 (3rd/4) at Southwest Cup
3/7 W, 280.9 - 274.8 Michigan State
3/14 W, 279.75 - 262.8 Northern Illinois
3/22 W, 281.2 - 279.4 Nebraska
3/27 W, 280.8 - 260.1 Kent State
4/3-4 279.8 (1st/7) at Big Ten Championships
4/23-25 276.45 (8th/10) at NCAA Championships
1986
Coach Record Conference Finish NCAA Finish
Mike Willson 20-20 (10-6) Fourth Ninth
Date Score Opponent
11/23 263.3 (6th/11)  at Windy City Invitational
12/7  W, 265.95 - 194.7 Eastern Michigan
12/8 W, 267.4 - 247.5 at Kent State
12/13 W, 274.25 - 228.05 Iowa State
1/10 W, 273.25 - 251.7 Georgia
1/18 L, 271.8 - 272.75 Southern Illinois
1/24 L, 273.1 - 274.0 Arizona State
1/26 W, 263.0 - 259.9 Michigan
2/1 L, 274.3 - 276.5 at Oklahoma
2/8 L, 279.6-282.65 at Penn State
2/14 W, 277.35 - 274.95 Iowa
2/21 W, 278.7 - 269.8 at UIC
2/22 W, 274.95 - 260.15 at Northern Illinois
3/1 W, 274.45 - 273.45 Indiana State
3/1  L, 244.45 - 267.3 Illinois 
3/8 W, 277.5 - 260.95 Pittsburgh
3/15 276.1 (4th/7) at Big Ten Championships
4/3-5 277.0 (9th/10) at NCAA Championships
1985
Coach Record Conference Finish NCAA Finish
Mike Willson 32-0 (18-0) First First
Date Score Opponent
11/16-17 277.2 (1st/12) at Windy City Invitational
12/1 W, 278.3 - 238.4  at Georgia
12/1 W, 278.3 - 251.1 Jacksonville State
12/7 W, 278.95 - 258.35 Wisconsin
1/12 W, 277.2 - 251.15 Kent State
1/18 W, 279.4 - 272.2 at Iowa
1/18 W, 279.4 - 272.2 Illinois
1/20 W, 281.5 - 275.15 at Southern Illinois
1/25 W, 275.0 - 266.65 at Michigan State
1/28 W, 281.3 - 260.85 at Michigan
2/1 W, 284.55 - 274.45 Oklahoma
2/9 W, 283.9 - 281.05 Penn State
2/15 W, 276.8 - 254.35 UIC
2/16 W, 283.7 - 273.75 Indiana State
3/2 W, 282.6 - 267.1 at Pittsburgh
3/9 W, 279.7 - 276.3 at Iowa State
3/23-24 283.65 (1st/7) at Big Ten Championships
4/12-13 285.35 (1st/10) at NCAA Championships
*School Record Before 2001
1984
Coach Record Conference Finish NCAA Finish
Mike Willson 39-12 (15-5) Second Third
Date Score Opponent
11/4-5 274.4 (1st/4) Buckeye Invitational
11/18-19 271.65 (3rd/12) at Windy City Invitational 
12/3 W, 278.85 - 275.9 Iowa State
12/9 277.2 (1st/6) at Farmingdale Open
1/14 W, 280.8 - 274.35 Southern Illinois
1/21 L, 274.35 - 278.95 at Penn State
1/27 W, 274.4 - 264.8 Michigan
1/28 W, 278.6 - 265.6 Michigan State
1/31 W, 275.7 - 270.5 at Michigan
1/31 L, 275.7 - 279.6 Nebraska
2/3 L, 277.15 - 277.17 at Oklahoma
2/4 L, 274.75 - 278.85 at Nebraska
2/4 L, 274.75 - 275.15 Penn State
2/4 W, 274.74 - 270.3 Louisiana State
2/4 W, 275.65 - 275.4 Oklahoma
2/5 W, 272.2 - 260.1 Kent State
2/10 W, 273.65 - 264.8 at Kent State
2/10 W, 273.65 - 198.25 Eastern Michigan
2/11 L, 280.3 - 280.5 Iowa
2/18 W, 280.9 - 269.4 at Indiana State
2/23 W, 278.9 - 270.1 at UIC
2/30 W, 276.85 - 264.0 Pittsburgh
3/9-10 277.45 (2nd/7) at Big Ten Championships
4/12-14 281.1 (3rd/10) at NCAA Championships
1983
Coach Record Conference Finish NCAA Finish
Mike Willson 39-20-1 (15-5-1 ) Tied for First Fifth
Date Score Opponent
11/5-6 273.83 (1st/5) Buckeye Invitational
11/12 157.75 (4th/8) at Bronco All-Around
11/19-20 265.05 (9th/12) at Windy City Invitational
12/3 L, 275.65-277.25 Iowa State
12/10-11 272.05 (1st/6) at Farmingdale Open
1/7-8 163.65 (2nd/4) Buckeye All-Around
1/15 L, 271.95 - 272.75 at Southern Illinois
1/22 W, 278.9 - 276.1 Penn State
1/28 W, 274.0 - 262.15 at Michigan State
1/29 W, 249.0 - 205.15 at Eastern Michigan
2/5 W, 272.2-242.65 Toronoto
2/11 W, 276.75 - 270.75 at Iowa
2/18 W, 279.75 - 270.3 Indiana State
2/25 W, 274.9 - 261.15 UIC
2/26 W, 278.6 - 277.05 Northern Illinois
3/4-5 276.65 (T1st/7) at Big Ten Championships
3/19 W, 276.45 - 261.95 at Pittsburgh
4/7-9 277.55 (5th/10) at NCAA Championships
1982
Coach Record Conference Finish NCAA Finish
Mike Willson 36-8 (17-5) Fourth Fifth
Date Score Opponent
11/13 161.55 (2nd/5) at Oklahoma All Around
11/21-22 266.6 (1st/5) Buckeye Invitational
12/4-5 265.5 (3rd/12) at Windy City Invitational
12/13 W, 264.5 - 238.55 Ball State
1/9 W, 273.7 - 261.3 Toronto
1/16 W, 270.85 - 257.5 Southern Illinois
1/16 W, 257.5 - 228.05 Western Michigan
1/23 L, 272.35 - 273.7 at Penn State
1/29 W, 273.5 - 270.05 Michigan
1/30 W, 266.95 - 254.6 Pittsburgh
2/6 L, 273.55 - 275.55 at Oklahoma
2/6 W, 270.75 - 262.15 BYU
2/12 W, 276.5 - 272.5 Iowa
2/13 W, 268.95 - 234.6 West Virginia
2/19 W, 271.05 - 251.75 at Indiana
2/19 W, 271.2 - 267.1 UIC
2/20 W, 274.05 - 266.75 at Indiana State
2/20 W, 270.3 - 235.0 Georgia
2/25 W, 274.6 - 271.5 at UIC
2/27 W, 276.15 - 273.2 at Northern Illinois
2/27 W, 276.7 - 265.4 Iowa State
3/7-8 272.7 (4th/8) at Big Ten Championships
4/1-3 273.35 (5th/10) at NCAA Championships
1981
Coach Record Conference Finish NCAA Finish
Mike Willson 20-10 (10-4) Third Ninth
Date Score Opponent
12/13 W, 259.65 - 226.25 at Ball State
1/10 W, 263.75 - 251.15 Minnesota
1/16 W, 268.5 - 268.0 at Southern Illinois
1/16 W, 268.5 - 265.0 New Mexico
1/17 W, 268.2 - 252.25 Illinois State
1/24 W, 271.15 - 268.85 Penn State
1/31 W, 264.7 - 261.35 at Pittsburgh
2/7 W, 252.7 - 203.6 at Eastern Michigan
2/8 W, 267.2 - 263.35 at Michigan
2/13 W, 270.0 - 262.25 UIC
2/14 W, 269.1 - 237.2 Indiana
2/20 W, 270.2 - 268.05 at Iowa
2/21 W, 271.2 - 257.75 Indiana State
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2/28 W, 274.65 - 271.0 Northern Illinois
3/13-14 530.85 (3rd/8) at Big Ten Championships
4/2-4 256.3 (9th/10) at NCAA Championships
1980
Coach Record Conference Finish NCAA Finish
Mike Willson 21-7 (12-4) Second -
Date Score Opponent
11/16-17 W, 259.8 - 241.0 Michigan State
11/16-17 W, 259.8 - 238.2 Indiana
11/16-17 W, 259.8 - 232.1 Ball State
11/16-17 L, 255.5 - 261.8 at Indiana State
1/5 L, 263.25 - 266.0 at Minnesota
1/19 L, 262.45 - 265.35 at Penn State
1/25-26 L, 261.2 - 261.85 at Illinois
1/25-26 W, 261.2 - 249.85 Iowa
1/25-26 W, 257.55 - 250.09 at Illinois State
1/25-26 W, 257.55 - 243.75 Southern Illinois
2/1 W, 263.0 - 206.45 Slippery Rock
2/1 W, 263.3 - 200.85 Eastern Michigan
2/2 W, 267.35 - 263.9 Michigan
2/9 W, 263.2 - 253.3 Michigan State
2/9 W, 263.2 - 251.95 Ball State
2/16 W, 261.45 - 251.27 at Indiana
2/17 W, 262.6 - 177.85 at Southern Illinois
2/22 L, 261.85 - 266.05 at UIC
2/22 L, 262.7 - 265.65 at Northern Illinois
2/29 W, 267.1 - 265.65 Indiana State
3/1 W, 268.22 - 190.07 Pittsburgh
3/7-8 269.5 (2nd/8) at Big Ten Championships
1979
Coach Record Conference Finish NCAA Finish
Mike Willson 21-6 (16-3) Second -
Date Score Opponent
1/6 W, 210.15 - 206.8 Illinois State
1/6 W, 421.9 - 395.2 Michigan State
1/3-4 W, 421.9 - 376.9 at Michigan
1/3-4 W, 421.9 - 366.45 Indiana
1/3-4 W, 421.9 - 254.65 Eastern Michigan
1/19-20 W, 408.15 - 370.0 at Iowa
1/19-20 L, 408.15 - 415.8 Minnesota
1/26 W, 207.05 - 202.25 at Michigan State
1/26 W, 207.05 - 188.45 Wisconsin
1/28 W, 210.1 - 164.5 at Eastern Michigan
2/2 W, 420.2 - 417.75 at Michigan
2/10 L, 213.2 - 215.6 Penn State
2/10 W, 213.2 - 212.35 Illinois
2/10 W, 213.2 - 209.4 Minnesota
2/16 L, 212.0 - 213.65 Southern Illinois
2/17 W, 213.95 - 199.06 Indiana
2/17 W, 211.75 - 192.9 Slippery Rock
2/23 W, 214.5 - 213.15 UIC
2/25 L, 214.5 - 217.65 Northern Illinois
3/3 L, 215.35 - 223.5 at Indiana State
3/9-11 428.8 (2nd/8th) at Big Ten Championships
3/24 430.05 (3rd)  at NCAA Regionals
1978
Coach Record Conference Finish NCAA Finish
Mike Willson 12-6 (9-3) Fourth -
Date Score Opponent
1/21 L, 198.35 - 210.95 Indiana State
1/21 L, 198.35 - 209.65 Illinois State
1/22 L, 202.1 - 214.45 Illinois
2/4 W, 206.26 - 202.5 Michigan
2/4 W, 203.1 - 165.4 Eastern Kentucky
2/11 W, 206.8 - 201.1 Michigan State
2/15 W, 205.93 - 157.91 Slippery Rock
2/17 W, 208.75 - 204.25 at Indiana
2/17 W, 208.75 - 195.75 at Iowa
2/25 L, 201.0 - 202.6 at UIC
2/25 W, 201.0 - 197.75 Ball State
3/10-11 400.3 (4th/8) at Big Ten Championships
1977
Coach Record Conference Finish NCAA Finish
James Sweeney 1-15 (0-13) Eighth -
Date Score Opponent
1/22 L, 184.4 - 207.15 Penn State
2/2 W, 188.85 - 107.95 Kent State
2/5 L, 183.1 - 194.05 at Michigan State
2/5 L, 183.1 - 184.9 Eastern Michigan
2/11-12  L, 332.05 - 398.05 Michigan
2/11-12 L, 332.05 - 375.65 Iowa
2/11-12 L, 332.05 - 355.8 Wisconsin
2/15 L, 191.05 - 200.75 at Ball State
2/26 L, 180.35 - 200.0 Air Force
2/26 L, 180.35 - 202.75 Indiana
3/12 281.5  (8th/8) at Big Ten Championships
1976
Coach Record Conference Finish NCAA Finish
James Sweeney 9-10 (1-10) Eighth - 
Date                Score   Opponent
12/13 W, 189.0 - 179.0 at Georgia Southern
1/17 L, 191.9 - 199.0 Michigan
1/24 L, 190.0 - 209.0 at Penn State
1/31 W, 190.2 - 188.2 Ball State
2/7 W, 190.1 - 189.35 Michigan State
2/7 W, 190.1 - 169.05 Georgia Southern
2/7 W, 190.1 - 159.65 Slippery Rock
2/13 L, 187.0 - 195.0 at Indiana
2/13 W, 173.6 - 138.6 Brockport
2/13 W, 173.6 - 95.0 Miami
2/21 W, 187.25 - 171.65 at Kent State
2/28 W, 187.35 - 169.6 at West Virginia
3/26-27 350.80 (8th/8) at Big Ten Championships
1975
Coach Record Conference Finish NCAA Finish
James Sweeney 4-11 (0-10) Eighth -
Date Score Opponent
1/18 W,193.45 - 160.7 Kent State
1/24 L, 188.0 - 192;0 at Michigan State
1/25 L, 188.0 - 194.0 Wisconsin
2/1 W, 192.6 - 191.45 Slippery Rock
2/8 L, 184.75 - 200.7 Indiana
2/15 W, 149.25 - 131.75 Columbus Gym. Club
3/1 L, 191.0 - 198.0 Ball State
3/8 W, 193.7 - 178.2 West Virginia
3/28-29 335.15 (8th/8) at Big Ten Championships
1974
Coach Record Conference Finish NCAA Finish
James Sweeney 10-7 (5-7) Sixth -
Date Score Opponent
1/5 L, 152.0 - 157.95 Michigan
1/5  W, 147.0 - 132.0 Kent State
1/23 L, 150.0 - 158.0 at Indiana
2/2 W, 150.0 - 148.0 at Wheaton
2/2 W, 150.0 - 149.0 Wisconsin
2/9 W, 154.6 - 152.15 Illinois
2/9 W, 154.6 - 145.05 Ball State
2/9 W, 154.6 - 137.5 Slippery Rock
2/16 W, 153.2 - 145.96 Michigan State
2/20 W, 151.35 - 85.3 Cincinnati
3/2 291.2 (6th/8) at Big Ten Championships
1973
Coach Record Conference Finish NCAA Finish
James Sweeney 8-12 (1-11) Seventh -
Date Score Opponent
1/5 L, 142.05 - 150.0 at Michigan State
1/5 W, 142.0 - 139.0 Eastern Michigan
1/13 L, 147.0 - 159.0 at Michigan
1/20 W, 145.8 - 143.9 Kent State
1/24 W, 138.0 - 136.0 at Slippery Rock
1/27 L, 137.15 - 161.05 at Iowa
1/27 L, 137.15 - 146.85 Illinois State
1/27 L, 137.15 - 116.0 Illinois
2/2 W, 140.0 - 133.0 at Ball State
2/10  L, 145.57 - 156.33 Indiana
2/17 W, 148.0 - 105.0 Cincinnati
2/17. W, 148 .0- 84.0 Bowling Green
2/24 W, 152.15 - 141.0 Columbus Gym. Club
3/23-24 272.75 (7th/8) at Big Ten Championships
1972
Coach Record Conference Finish NCAA Finish
James Sweeney 8-10 (2-10) Seventh -
Date Score Opponent
1/8 W, 140.4 - 110.75 Slippery Rock
1/8 W, 140.4 - 103.5 Ball State
1/15 W, 142.95 - 140.5 Kent State
1/15 W, 142.0 - 92.0 Cincinnati
1/22 W, 146.45 -105.35 Miami (Ohio)
1/29 L, 144.4 - 152.45 at Illinois
2/5 W, 140.55 - 128.55 Wisconsin
2/5 W, 140.55 - 122.55 Columbus Gym. Club
2/12 L, 149.15 - 160.2 Michigan
2/17 L, 148.65 - 154.15 Michigan State
2/26 L, 143.45 - 158.15 at Indiana
3/3-4 132.925 (7th/8) at Big Ten Championships
1971
Coach Record Conference Finish NCAA Finish
James Sweeney 5-11 (1-11) Seventh -
Date Score Opponent
1/15 W, 131.25 - 125.01 at Slippery Rock
1/16 W, 141.05 - 133.05 Ball State 
1/23 W, 141.6 - 137.95 Kent State
1/30 L, 145.0 - 152.0 Illinois
2/6 L, 141.5 - 145.0 at Wisconsin
2/13 L, 150.1 - 163.85 at Michigan
2/20 L, 140.0 - 158.0 at Michigan State
2/27 L, 140.0 - 157.0 Indiana
2/27 W, 140.0 - 97.0 Cincinnati
3/5-6 128.0 (7th/8) at Big Ten Championships
1970
Coach Record Conference Finish NCAA Finish
James Sweeney 5-6 (1-5) Eighth -
Date Score Opponent
1/16 L, 137 - 155 Illinois
1/17 L, 145 - 156 Minnesota
1/31 L, 147.35 - 150.80 Iowa State
1/31 L, 147.35 - 148.55 Indiana
2/7 L, 150.9 - 164.5 Michigan
2/14 W, 146 - 142 Wisconsin
2/14 W, 146 - 139 Georgia Southern
2/20 W, 141 - 79 Wright State
2/21 W, 141.85 - 79.65 Wright State
2/21 L, 147 - 155 Michigan State
2/27 W, 143.50 - 141.40 Kent State
3/6-7 137 (8th/8) at Big Ten Championships
1969
Coach Record Conference Finish NCAA Finish
James Sweeney 8-10 (5-9) Sixth -
Date Score Opponent
1/11 W, 133.0 - 109.0 Ball State
1/11 W, 133.0 - 56.0 Western Michigan
1/18 L, 150.375 - 152.4 Eastern Michigan
1/18 W, 178.125 - 173.725 Minnesota
1/25 L, 170.9 - 175.4 Illinois
2/1 W, 177.0 - 171.0 Indiana
2/1 W, 150.0 - 141.0 Kent State
2/8 L, 171.0 - 188.0 at Michigan
2/15 W, 167.4 - 159.5 at Wisconsin
2/22 L, 173.6 - 181.4 at Michigan State
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3/8 L, 163.975 - 183.95 Iowa
No Date 161.025 (6th/8) at Big Ten Championships
1968
Coach Record Conference Finish NCAA Finish
James Sweeney 7-13 (2-12) Seventh -
Date Score Opponent
1/6 L, 165.75 - 186.1 Michigan State
1/13 L, 176.35 - 189.85 Iowa
1/13 W, 176.35 - 98.8 Ball State
1/20 L, 169.7 - 179.65 at Minnesota
1/20 W, 168.7 - 123.8 Bemidji 
1/27 W, 174.75 - 158.65 at Kent State
1/27 W, 155.55 - 136.45 Slippery Rock
2/2 L, 171.0 - 176.0 at Indiana State
2/3 L, 175.15 - 185.6 at Illinois
2/10 L, 178.0 - 185.25 Michigan
2/17 L, 172.75 - 177.45 Wisconsin
2/24 W, 175.75 - 173.2 at Indiana
2/24 W, 175.75 - 167.75 Eastern Michigan
3/1-2 161.45 (7th/8) at Big Ten Championships
1967
Coach Record Conference Finish NCAA Finish
James Sweeney 2-15 (0-14) Eighth -
Date Score Opponent
1/7 L, 125.0 - 160.0 at Wisconsin
1/14 L, 138.625 - 178.475 Michigan State
1/21 L, 143.0 - 184.0 at Iowa
1/28 L, 150.0 - 155.0 Slippery Rock
1/28 L, 147.0 - 171.0 Minnesota
2/4 W, 141.0 - 128.0 Ball State
2/4 L, 141.0 - 180.0 Illinois
2/11 W, 154.0 - 149.0 Kent State
2/11 L, 154.0 - 181.0 Indiana
2/24 L, 156.0 - 165.0 at Eastern Michigan
2/25 L, 153.0 - 188.5 at Michigan
3/3-4 143.32 (8th/8) at Big Ten Championships
1966
Coach Record Conference Finish NCAA Finish
Joseph M. Hewlett 1-15 (0-14)  Eighth -
Date Score Opponent
1/8 L, 116.35 - 184.9 Michigan
1/8 L, 116.35 - 180.25 Iowa
1/15 L, 134.0 - 181.0 Michigan State
1/29 L, 141.0 - 151.0 at Slippery Rock
2/5 L, 140.15 - 162.9 at Minnesota
2/12 L, 163.5 - 188.95 at Illinois
2/19 L, 165.2 - 175.6 at Indiana
2/19 W, 165.2 - 91.3 Cincinnati
2/26 L, 153.35 - 171.9 Wisconsin
3/4-5 140.0 (8th/8) at Big Ten Championships
1965
Coach Record Conference Finish NCAA Finish
Joseph M. Hewlett 0-8 (0-7) Eighth -
Date Score Opponent
1/9 L, 50.0 - 68.0 Indiana
1/16 L, 27.0 - 82.0 at Iowa
1/23 L, 43.0 - 68.0 at Michigan
1/30 L, 37.0 - 75.0 at Michigan State
2/5 L, 39.0 - 78.0 at Wisconsin
2/13 L, 33.5 - 77.5 Southern Illinois
2/13 L, 51.5 - 66.5 Minnesota
2/20 L, 49.0 - 68.0 Illinois
3/5-6 NTS at Big Ten Championships
1964
Coach Record Conference Finish NCAA Finish
Joseph M. Hewlett 6-12 (4-11) Eighth -
Date Score Opponent
1/11 W, 60.0 - 52.0 at Illinois
1/18 L, 51.5 - 60.5 at Michigan State
1/25 L, 47.5 - 62.5 at Michigan
2/1 L, 44.0 - 68.0 Wisconsin
2/1 W, 60.0 - 20.0 Slippery Rock
2/8 L, 49.0 - 63.0 Southern Illinois
1968
Coach Record Conference Finish NCAA Finish
James Sweeney 7-13 (2-12) Seventh -
Date Score Opponent
1/6 L, 165.75 - 186.1 Michigan State
1/13 L, 176.35 - 189.85 Iowa
1/13 W, 176.35 - 98.8 Ball State
1/20 L, 169.7 - 179.65 at Minnesota
1/20 W, 168.7 - 123.8 Bemidji 
1/27 W, 174.75 - 158.65 at Kent State
1/27 W, 155.55 - 136.45 Slippery Rock
2/2 L, 171.0 - 176.0 at Indiana State
2/3 L, 175.15 - 185.6 at Illinois
2/10 L, 178.0 - 185.25 Michigan
2/17 L, 172.75 - 177.45 Wisconsin
2/24 W, 175.75 - 173.2 at Indiana
2/24 W, 175.75 - 167.75 Eastern Michigan
3/1-2 161.45 (7th/8) at Big Ten Championships
1967
Coach Record Conference Finish NCAA Finish
James Sweeney 2-15 (0-14) Eighth -
Date Score Opponent
1/7 L, 125.0 - 160.0 at Wisconsin
1/14 L, 138.625 - 178.475 Michigan State
1/21 L, 143.0 - 184.0 at Iowa
1/28 L, 150.0 - 155.0 Slippery Rock
1/28 L, 147.0 - 171.0 Minnesota
2/4 W, 141.0 - 128.0 Ball State
2/4 L, 141.0 - 180.0 Illinois
2/11 W, 154.0 - 149.0 Kent State
2/11 L, 154.0 - 181.0 Indiana
2/24 L, 156.0 - 165.0 at Eastern Michigan
2/25 L, 153.0 - 188.5 at Michigan
3/3-4 143.32 (8th/8) at Big Ten Championships
1966
Coach Record Conference Finish NCAA Finish
Joseph M. Hewlett 1-15 (0-14)  Eighth -
Date Score Opponent
1/8 L, 116.35 - 184.9 Michigan
1/8 L, 116.35 - 180.25 Iowa
1/15 L, 134.0 - 181.0 Michigan State
1/29 L, 141.0 - 151.0 at Slippery Rock
2/5 L, 140.15 - 162.9 at Minnesota
2/12 L, 163.5 - 188.95 at Illinois
2/19 L, 165.2 - 175.6 at Indiana
2/19 W, 165.2 - 91.3 Cincinnati
2/26 L, 153.35 - 171.9 Wisconsin
3/4-5 140.0 (8th/8) at Big Ten Championships
1965
Coach Record Conference Finish NCAA Finish
Joseph M. Hewlett 0-8 (0-7) Eighth -
Date Score Opponent
1/9 L, 50.0 - 68.0 Indiana
1/16 L, 27.0 - 82.0 at Iowa
1/23 L, 43.0 - 68.0 at Michigan
1/30 L, 37.0 - 75.0 at Michigan State
2/5 L, 39.0 - 78.0 at Wisconsin
2/13 L, 33.5 - 77.5 Southern Illinois
2/13 L, 51.5 - 66.5 Minnesota
2/20 L, 49.0 - 68.0 Illinois
3/5-6 NTS at Big Ten Championships
1964
Coach Record Conference Finish NCAA Finish
Joseph M. Hewlett 6-12 (4-11) Eighth -
Date Score Opponent
1/11 W, 60.0 - 52.0 at Illinois
1/18 L, 51.5 - 60.5 at Michigan State
1/25 L, 47.5 - 62.5 at Michigan
2/1 L, 44.0 - 68.0 Wisconsin
2/1 W, 60.0 - 20.0 Slippery Rock
2/8 L, 49.0 - 63.0 Southern Illinois
2/15 W, 61.0 - 51.0 Illinois
2/22 W, 66.0 - 46.0 Minnesota
2/22 W, 84.0 - 24.0 Ball State
2/29 L, 41.0 - 71.0 Iowa
2/29 W, 71.0 - 35.0 Indiana
3/6-7 1.0 (8th/8) at Big Ten Championships
1963
Coach Record Conference Finish NCAA Finish
Joseph M. Hewlett 4-13 (1-12) Eighth 20th
Date Score Opponent
1/12 W, 87.0 - 24.0 Eastern Michigan
1/19 L, 38.5 - 73.5 Michigan State
1/26 L, 48.5 - 62.5 at Illinois
2/2 L, 42.0 - 70.0 at Wisconsin
2/2 L, 43.0 - 69.0 Minnesota
2/9 L, 36.0 - 75.0 Michigan
2/16 W, 71.5 - 40.5 at Ball State
2/23 W, 65.0 - 47.0 at Chicago
2/23 L, 53.5 - 58.5 Navy Pier
3/2 W, 65.5-45.5 at Indiana
3/8-9 14.0 (8th/8) at Big Ten Championships
1962
Coach    Record   Conference Finish NCAA Finish
Joseph M. Hewlett  10-7 (5-6) Fifth -
Date Score Opponent
1/13 W, 55.0 - 41.0 at West Virginia
1/20 L, 31.0 - 49.0 at Pittsburgh
1/27 W, 62.0 - 50.0 at Eastern Illinois
1/27 W, 73.5 - 38.5 Ball State
2/3 W, 68.0 - 44.0 Indiana
2/3 L, 55.0 - 57.0 Navy Pier
2/3 W, 57.0 - 55.0 UIC
2/10 L, 42.5 - 68.5 at Michigan
2/17 W, 73.0 - 39.0 Wisconsin
2/24 L, 32.0 - 79.0 at Michigan State
3/2-3 19.5 (5th/8) at Big Ten Championships
1959
Coach Record Conference Finish NCAA Finish
Joseph M. Hewlett 13-20 (2-17) Seventh 10th
Date Score Opponent
1/17 W, 67.0 - 44.0 Chicago
1/24 W, 72.0 - 40.0 Ball State
2/6 L, 49.5 - 65.5 at Minnesota
2/7 L, 39.0 - 65.0 Iowa
2/14 L, 37.0 - 75.0 at Illinois
2/21 L, 30.0 - 80.0 at Michigan
2/21 L, 53.0 - 69.0 Indiana
No Date 4.0 (7th/8) at Big Ten Championships
No Date 12.0 (10th/20) at NCCA Championships
1958
Coach Record Conference Finish NCAA Finish
Joseph M. Hewlett 14-22 (4-17) Seventh 10th 
Date Score Opponent
1/18 L, 41.0 - 71.0 at Michigan State
1/27 L, 53.5 - 57.5 at Ball State
2/1 L, 46.0 - 66.0 Minnesota
2/8 L, 35.0 - 75.0 at Iowa
2/8 W, 59.0 - 48.0 Wisconsin
2/15 L, 53.0 - 59.0 Indiana
2/22 L, 41.0 - 71.0 Michigan
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3/1 L, 37.0 - 74.0 Illinois
3/29 6.0 (7th/9) at Big Ten Championships
4/12 19.0 (10th/21) at NCAA Championships
1957
Coach Record Conference Finish NCAA Finish
Joseph M. Hewlett 7-7 (6-7) Fifth -
Date Score Opponent
1/12 L, 40.5 - 71.5 at Illinois
1/19 L, 43.0 - 69.0 Michigan State
2/2 L, 41 - 55 Michigan
2/9 L, 33 - 66 Minnesota
2/9 L, 33 - 35 Wisconsin
3/1 L, 33 - 63 Illinois
3/7-8 21 (7th/9) at Big Ten Championships
No Date 2.0 (17th/17) at NCAA Championships
1951
Coach Record Conference Finish NCAA Finish
Joseph M. Hewlett 10-5 (9-5) Fourth -
Date Score Opponent
1/13 W, 52.0 - 42.0 Kent State
2/3 W, 52.5 - 43.5 Michigan State
2/10 L, 59.5 - 65.5 Minnesota
2/10 W, 59.5 - 7.0 Indiana
2/17 L, 29.0 - 67.0 at Illinois
2/24 W, 49.5 - 46.5 at Michigan
3/3 W, 64.0 - 32.0 Wisconsin
3/24 12.0 (4th/9) at Big Ten Championships
1950
Coach Record Conference Finish NCAA Finish
Joseph M. Hewlett 3-11-2 (2-10-2) Tied for Sixth -
Date Score Opponent
1/21 W, 52.0 - 44.0 Chicago
1/28 L, 36.0 - 60.0 at Indiana
1/28 W, 50.5 - 45.5 at Iowa
2/4 L, 43.0 - 53.0 at Wisconsin
2/11 L, 41.5 - 54.5 Illinois
2/11 L, 41.0 - 55.0 Kent State
2/18 W, 74.5 - 56.5 at Cincinnati YMCA
2/25 L, 35.0 - 60.0 at Michigan State
3/4 L, 35.0 - 61.0 Michigan
3/25 0.0 (T-6th/8) at Western Championships
1949
Coach Record Conference Finish NCAA Finish
Joseph M. Hewlett 4-8-1 (3-8-1) Seventh -
Date Score Opponent
1/15 W, 52.0 - 44.0 Cincinnati YMCA
1/22 T, 48.0 - 48.0 at Michigan State
2/12 L, 47.0 - 83.0 at Illinois
2/19 W, 51.0 - 26.0 Purdue
2/26 L, 38.0 - 58.0 a tMichigan
3/5 W, 55.0 - 43.0 Wisconsin
3/5 W, 55.0 - 34.0 Indiana
3/26 2.5 (7th/7)  at Western Championships
1932
Coach Record Conference Finish NCAA Finish
Leo G. Staley 0-3 (0-3) Fifth -
Date Score Opponent
2/1 L, 948.0 - 1169.0 at Chicago
2/2 L, 873.0 - 1083.2 at Illinois
2/20 L, 825.8 - 889.2 Michigan
3/5                                      AAU District Championships
- 796.70 (5th/6) at Western Championships
1931
Coach Record Conference Finish NCAA Finish
Leo G. Staley 1-8 (1-8) Eighth -
Date Score Opponent
1/30 W, 931.0 - 874.0 at Michigan
2/7 L, 908.8 - 1002.1 Chicago
2/28 L, 941.4 - 1002.9 Illinois
3/14 183.0 (7th/7) at Western Championships
-             183.4 (8th/8)                   at Western Championships
1930
Coach Record Conference Finish NCAA Finish
Leo G. Staley 2-2 (1-2) Fourth -
Date Score Opponent
2/1 W, 1126.5 - 940.25 at Ohio Wesleyan
2/8 W, 1121.2 - 1105.4 Purdue
2/14 L, 1055.0 - 1221.5 at Illinois
2/15 L, 1107.0 - 1243.25 at Chicago
- 1055.6 (4th/7)             at Western Championships
1929
Coach Record Conference Finish NCAA Finish
Leo G. Staley 2-3 (0-3) Seventh -
Date Score Opponent
1/19 W, 1084.0 - 1020.1 at Ohio Wesleyan
2/2 L, 1138.1 - 1157.5 Chicago
2/9 L, 1166.1 - 1218.6 Illinois
2/16 L, 954.9 - 1022.4 at Purdue
2/23 W, 1148.5 - 1060.3 Ohio Wesleyan
- 960.85 (7th/7)                 at Western Championships
1928
Coach Record Conference Finish NCAA Finish
Leo G. Staley 2-3 (0-3) - -
Date Score Opponent
- Won Ohio Wesleyan
- Lost Chicago
- Lost Purdue
- Lost Illinois
- Won Ohio Wesleyan
1927
Coach Record Conference Finish NCAA Finish
Leo G. Staley 1-3 (0-2) Seventh -
Date Score Opponent
- Lost  Ohio Wesleyan
- Lost Purdue
- Lost Chicago
- Won Ohio Wesleyan
- 559.00 (7th/7)             at Western Championships
1926
Coach Record Conference Finish NCAA Finish
Leo G. Staley 4-7 (3-6) Fifth -
Date Score Opponent
1/30 W, 1227.0 - 1167.3 at Ohio Wesleyan
2/15 L, 1014.5 - 1239.0 Chicago
2/20 L, 1197.4 - 1214.7 Ohio Wesleyan
2/27 L, 1183.6 - 1246.4 Purdue
3/13 973.5 (5th/8) at Western Championships
1925
Coach Record Conference Finish NCAA Finish
Leo G. Staley 1-3 (0-2) Sixth -
Date Score Opponent
- Won Ohio Wesleyan
- Lost Chicago
- Lost Purdue
- Lost Ohio Wesleyan
1924
Coach Record Conference Finish NCAA Finish
Glenn Alexander 2-1 (0-1) Seventh -
Date Score Opponent
2/2 W, 1171.6 - 1012.4 Ohio Wesleyan
2/16 L, 1068.3 - 1085.6 Purdue
3/8 W, 1255.1 - 1089.8 Ohio Wesleyan
- 816.00 (7th/7) at Western Championships
Western Conference (1924-1950) – Chicago, Illinois, Iowa, Minnesota, 
Northwestern, Ohio State, Purdue and Wisconsin 
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YEAR                 DUAL               OVERALL       BIG TEN NCAA
GLENN ALEXANDER (HEAD COACH)
1924 2-1-0 2-1-0 — —
TOTAL 2-1-0 2-1-0
Leo G. Staley
1925 1-3-0 1-3-0 6th —
1926 1-3-0 4-7-0 5th —
1927 1-3-0 1-3-0 5th —
1928 2-3-0 2-3-0 — —
1929 2-3-0 2-3-0 7th —
1930 2-2-0 2-2-0 4th —
1931 1-2-0 1-8-0 7th —
1932 0-3-0 0-3-0 5th —
TOTAL 10-22-0 13-32-0
NO TEAM
1933-48
JOSEPH M. HEWLETT
1949 4-2-1 4-8-1 7th —
1950 3-6-0 3-11-2 T-6th —
1951 5-2-0 10-5-0 4th —
1952 0-5-0 2-27-0 7th 17th
1953 4-3-0 8-18-0 5th 12th
1954 3-3-0 11-18-0 6th 11th
1955 3-4-0 11-19-1 6th T-11th
1956 2-4-0 10-24-0 9th 13th
1957 4-3-0 7-7-0 5th —
1958 1-7-0 14-22-0 7th 10th
1959 2-5-0 3-11-0 7th 10th
1960 3-5-0 5-31-0 7th 21st
1961 4-6-0 14-22-0 7th 11th
1962 6-4-0 10-7-0 5th —
1963 4-6-0 4-13-0 8th 20th
1964 6-5-0 6-12-0 8th —
1965 0-8-0 0-15-0 8th —
1966 1-8-0 1-15-0 8th —
TOTAL 49-86-1 123-285-4
JAMES SWEENEY
1967 2-9-0 2-15-0 8th —
1968 6-7-0 7-13-0 7th —
1969 6-5-0 8-10-0 6th —
1970 5-6-0 5-13-0 8th —
1971 4-5-0 5-11-0 7th —
1972 7-4-0 8-10-0 7th —
1973 7-6-0 8-12-0 7th —
1974 8-2-0 10-7-0 6th —
1975 4-4-0 4-11-0 8th —
1976 9-3-0 9-10-0 8th —
1977 1-9-0 1-16-0 8th —
TOTAL 59-60-0 67-128-0
MIKE WILLSON
1978 7-4-0 12-6-0 3rd —
1979 15-5-0 21-6-0 2nd —
1980 15-6-0 21-7-0 2nd —
1981 14-0-0 20-10-0 3rd 9th
1982 16-2-0 36-8-0 4th 5th
1983 11-3-0 39-20-1 T-1st 5th
1984 10-5-0 39-12-0 2nd 3rd
1985 15-0-0 32-0-0 1st 1st
1986 11-4-0 20-20-0 4th 9th
1987 11-1-0 29-12-0 1st 8th
1988 15-4-0 27-13-0 3rd 9th
TOTAL 140-34-0 296-114-1
PETER KORMANN
1989 11-0-0 30-10-0 3rd 7th
1990 8-1-0 32-9-0 3rd 5th
1991 10-1-0 43-9-0 2nd 6th
1992 6-1-0 37-5-0 2nd 3rd
1993 4-1-0 46-4-0 1st 2nd
1994 8-0-0 43-3-0 1st 3rd
1995 5-1-0 23-10-0 3rd T-4th
1996 7-0-0 50-0-0 1st 1st
1997 8-0-0 31-3-0 1st 4th
TOTAL 67-5-0 335-53-0
MILES AVERY
1998 5-2-0 18-12-0 3rd 6th
1999 8-1-0 26-5-0 3rd 2nd
2000 7-1-0 22-8-0 2nd 6th
2001 8-2-0 28-4-0 1st 1st
2002 6-0-0 22-5-0 1st 2nd
2003 5-3-0 24-5-0 2nd 2nd
2004 3-5-0 18-10-0 3rd 4th
2005 7-2-1 25-4-1 1st 2nd
2006 5-1-0 17-4-0 1st 7th
2007 4-2-0 14-7-0 1st 8th
2008 1-5-0 9-13-0 3rd 7th
2009 3-7-0 9-16-0 3rd 6th
2010 3-4-0 12-16-0 4th 6th
TOTAL 65-35-1 244-108-1
DOUG STIBEL/BLAINE WILSON
2011 6-3-0 14-11-0 3rd —
TOTAL 6-3-0 14-11-0
RUSTAM SHARIPOV
2012 0-4-0 10-14-0 5th —
2013 1-4-0 10-13-1 4th —
2014 1-2-0 20-12-1 2nd 5th
2015 0-4-0 6-16-0 5th —
2016 2-0-0 25-6-0 1st 3rd
2017 4- 1- 0 24- 4- 0 1st 2nd
TOTAL 8-15-0 95-65-2 
Dual Totals –  410-259-2 (.613)
Overall Totals – 1,189-797-8 (.596)
ALL-T IME SERIES  RECORDS
RECORDS BY YEAR
OPPONENT OSU RECORD
Army 12-5-0
Air Force 8-1-0
Arizona 1-0-0
Arizona State 15-4-0
Ball State 20-3-0
Bemidji State 1-0-0
Bowling Green 1-0-0
Brigham Young 6-1-0
Brockport State 3-0-0
Cal-State 1-2-0
Cal-State Fullerton 5-0-0
Cal-State L.A. 2-2-0
Cal-State Northridge 0-1-0
Cal-State Poly 3-0-0
California (Berkeley) 16-18-0
California (Santa Barbara) 4-0-0
Case Western Reserve 2-0-0
Chicago 9-11-0
Cincinnati 5-0-0
Cincinnati YMCA 2-0-0
Colorado 2-2-0
Columbus  Gymnastics  Club 3-0-0
East Stroudsburg 1-0-0
Eastern Illinois 1-0-0
Eastern Kentucky 1-0-0
Eastern Michigan 9-4-0
Florida State 2-8-0
Fresno State 1-0-0
Georgia 3-0-0
Georgia Southern 5-1-0
Georgia Tech 0-1-0
Houston Baptist 2-3-0
Illinois 86-112-4
Illinois-Navy Pier 1-1-0
Illinois State 3-2-0
Indiana  35-38-0
Indiana  35-38-0
Indiana State 13-5-0
Iowa 101-83-0
Iowa State 10-8-0
Jacksonville State 1-0-0
Kent State 30-1-0
Louisiana State 3-0-0
Massachusetts 6-0-0
Miami 2-0-0
Michigan 108-97-0
Michigan State 74-58-1
Minnesota 87-73-1
MIT 1-0-0
Navy 7-5-0
Nebraska 33-29-0
New Mexico 4-2-0
North Carolina 1-0-0
Northern Illinois 17-4-0
Northwestern 5-1-2
Ohio Wesleyan 11-3-0
Oklahoma 24-44-1
Penn State 75-53-0
Pittsburgh 18-5-0
Princeton 1-0-0
Purdue 2-8-0
Sacramento State 1-0-0
San Diego State 1-0-0
San Jose State 5-1-0
Slippery Rock 11-2-0
Springfield 3-2-0
Stanford 14-23-0
Southern California 1-2-0
Southern Connecticut 2-0-0
Southern Illinois 18-12-0
Syracuse 8-5-0
Temple 14-4-0
Toronto 2-0-0
UCLA 4-20-0
UIC 64-3-0
Vermont 1-0-0 
Washington 5-1-0
Washington State 1-0-0
Western Illinois 1-1-0
Western Michigan 14-0-0
West Virginia 9-0-0
Wheaton 1-0-0
William & Mary 1-0-0
Wisconsin 53-23-1
Wright State 1-0-0
Yale 0-1-0
Bold indicates 2017 opponents
